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Dear Mr. Tannenbaum: 

It is a pleasure to know that you are working in the technical com
mittee tltled "Creating an Age- Integrated Society Wtthin Religious In
stitutions. As a sociologist, I have extensive ly studied Eastern religions 
and through my geronto logical research, I have realized the serious impact 
of reltgious ideology and institut ions on the l ives of older people. Even 
though I already have a handfu l of responsibi li t ies as a member of technical 
committees on research and on environment, I wou ld like to contribute as 
much as I can to the activities of your committee. Please keep me in
formed of the developme~ts in your group. 

Sincerely, 

Masako Osako, Ph.D. 

P.S. I am enclosing my paper on the integration of older people in Buddhist 
temples in Hawaii and Chicago. I hope you wi I I find it interesting. 
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ABSTRACT 

A serious obstacle to p·roviding adequate services to Asian 
Americans is their unwillingness to disclose problems to social 
service professionals. Using data oQtained in Chicago, Illinois, 
and Kauai, Hawaii, this paper explores the potential of religious 
organizations in bridging the gap between social service agencies 
and elderly Japanese Americans. In Chicago, churches and temples 
provide effective preventive services to their aged members as 
they offer a social circle ·for interaction and activity.. Moreover, 
since Christian and Buddhis~ teachin'gs focus heavily on such matters 
as personal problems and fulfillment, in certain religious contexts 
personal proble~s are freely discussed and shared. As indicated by 
the example of Buddhist temples on Kauai, religious groups· are es
pecially "effective in prepar~ng Qld people for eventu?l death. 

At this time, however, the Chicago religious groups' activities 
are confined to their own congregational matters. Priests and pastors 
are only minimal~y involved ·in ·either the social service agency's 
outreach programs or in the re.ferral of potential cases to agencies. 
Also, they ·fail to influence the goals and programs of the ethnic 
community. 

The failure to use their potential can be explained by the 
nature of their own professional backgrounds and of the ethnic com
muni~y. Some Christian and most Buddhist per?onnel were trained in 
Japanese .seminaries, where counseling and the use of social services 
are not included in the currictilum. Therefore, ~hey do not have the 
technical skill .either to provide formal service or to deal with local 
_agencies. In addition,. there is a widespread notion in the. ethnic 
community in Chicago that religious .matters belong to the churches 
and temples, but social services are strictly under the jurisdiction 
of community organizations •. Such perceptions limit the religious 
groups·' involvement in the deli very of services. 
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A serious obstati~ in provialng adequate services to Asian 

. Americans is their own unwillingness 'to disclose their problems to 

helping professionals (Levy, 1973; California State Department, 1975; 

Fujii, 1976a, 1976b). Consequently, a problem is often concealed 

for a long time without receiving proper attention . Only when it 

becomes unmanageable is the case brought to the attention of a ser-

vice agency. Tnis postponement is costly in several ways: those 

with problems suffer needlessly while others are waiting to help; the 

treatment is less effective when the problem has reached an advanced 

stage, and thus the cure takes more time. The Asian Americans' re-

sistance to professional care is demonstrated dramatically by their 

inf~equent use of social services, despite the u~usually high suicide 

rates among elderly Chinese women (Cava~, 1965; Lyman, 1974). Is 

there no institution that can bridge the gap between families and 

social service agencies? My research on Chicago's support network 

and that on Kau~i in Hawaii reveals that churches and temples have 

significant potential to bridge the gap. Using the Japanese American 

experience, this paper examines the functions and the potential of 

. . religious. groups to provide effective social services to the Asian 

population. 

Methods 

The data for this report were derived from several sources. 

(1) In the spring of 1979, structured telephone interviews were con-

ducted with twen~y-two religious leaders in Chicago. The interviews 

focused on the organizational activities of the church or temple and 

the respondent's views on so'cial problems and the delivery services of 
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the Japanese Ameri~an community (Osako, 1979). (2) I parti~1pated in 

a week-long summer co~fe~ence org~nized by Japanese American Christian 

churches. Six ministers and r~ughly forty church members from the area 

participated in the retreat. Sharing meals, · recreation, and group dis

cussion sessions, I obs~rved the activities of Japanese American 

Christians. (3) Over t~e last t~o years, I have visited several temples 

and churches and parti~ipated in t~eir services and informal discus

sions, including more than ten visits to a large Buddhist temple and 

participation in six group discussion sessions with the small congre

gation of a newer Buqqhist sect. (4) In addition, some pertinent in

formation about individual Buddhists and Christians was supplied by 

a recent survey of 250 Japanese Americans in Chicago (Osako, 1976, 

1979). 

The Kauai data were gathered during the stnnmer of 1979. Join

ing the University of Tokyo research team, I studied the evolution of 

Buddhist institutions in Hawaii. The information discussed in this 

paper is based on interviews with four priests and their parishioners, 

mostly middle-aged Nisei and elderly Issei . Christian churches in 

Hawaii were not included in this analysis. 

Because th~ fieldwork was much more extensive in Chicago, the 

experience of Japanese Americans in the Midwest is the major focus of 

this paper . Compared to Chicago groups, many of Kauai's ··temples en

joy familylike relationships within each congregation. Admitting the 

vast differences between urban Chicago and rural Kauai, the Hawaiian 

institutions are examples of what can be achieved by Japanese American 

religious organizations. 
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Japanes.e American Churches arid ·Te.mples in Chicago .and Kauai '• 

~n many ways, Chicago, Illinois and Kauai, Hawaii, are opposites. 

The former is a metropolis with a population of over three J!llllion, 

while the latter is a predominantly rural island with 30,000 inhabi-

tants (Matsuda, 1975; Anderson, 1975). Only 0.05% of Chicago's popula- . 

t ion is of Japanese descent, in contrast to a Japanese population of 

more than 50% on the Hawaiian Island. The fu.11-scale Japanese settle-

ment in the Midwest began after Worl~ _war II, but it date~ back to the 

late 19th century in Hawaii. There are twenty-one churches and 

temples in the Chicago metropolitan area serving the Japanese American 

community. Reflecting the history of Japanese settlement , all were 

built dut~ng the last thirty-five years. In contrast, most of the 

eighteen religious organi~ations serving Japanese Americans . on Kauai 

"Were founded at the beginning of this cent·ury. I will now discuss the 

basic programs of the religious institutions in Chicago, followed by a 

brief description of Kauai Buddhist temples. 

Altho_ugh 98% of the Issei were Buddhists prior to their emigra-

tion, today a large segment ·of the Japanese American population is 

Christian. My survey of 250 Japanese Americans and the religious 

groups' reports on membership suggest that the ethnic population in 

Chicago is almost evenly divided between Christians and ~uddhists. 

There are eight churches in Chicago in contrast to thir~een temples. 

Five of the ·groups (three Christian and two Buddhist), have more than 

200 members each, whiie the others are much smaller., with average 

memberships around thirty. Large and small congregations offer rather. 

different types of programs for th~ir members . 



All the large associations in Chicago not only meet for.ser

vices several times on Sunday but also offer various programs through

o~t the week. Both Chri~tian and Buddhist services closely approxi

mate the orthodox Sunday service in Americ~n protestant churches 

(Lyman, 1976; Petersen, 19?1). A major exception is that in the temple, 

instead of partaking of communion, the particip.ants burn incense at 

the altar. On every Sund~y, at least one service is conducted in 

Japanese fqr- the benefit of the Issei. The participants can expect a 

brief social hour with coffee and tea after each service and in many 

places a monthly lunche~n is prepared by women members. 

Duri~g the week, aqult members rarely participate in the temple 

activities, except those core members who are working at special pro

jects like the Ginza Festival. Throughout the week, the temples offer 

classes in judo, call.igraphy, flower arranging, a_nd Japanese language. 

These programs, offered fo~ both members and the _public are important 

sources of . funding fo1' t .he temple. Youthful members not only partici

pa~e in these classes, but also form teams to represent the temples in 

city-wide Japanese American sports contests. 

In contrast, the majority of Christian church activities during 

the week are strictly for the membe,rs, who meet in small groups for 

bible reading, prayer, and dis~ussion . The groups are segregated by 

sex and age. These small groups form the basic social unit in the 

church. One minister stressed the importance of th~ small units for 

the solidarity of the church ·because through close interaction in the 

group, the members cultivate religious commitment and a sense of 

community. In the summe.r, three large churches jointly host a one-
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week seminar near Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. This is a highligH~ of 

the year for these churches and serves to bring the congregation to-

gether. 

Social services offered by religious groups are limited to in-

frequent counseling. Typically, when a minister or a priest senses 

that someone is having serious problems, he counsels him informally. 

The frequency of such sessions varies depending on the m.inister's sen-

. sitivity and his congregation's willingness to accept such assistance • . .. . 

Generally speaking, Christian ministers are more active in this matter. 

Reflecting this dif f 'erence, all the respondents in the Japanese 

American survey w~o listed a minister or priest as one of their three 

closest confidants (i.e., Si.) were Christians. 

Smaller religious groups are mostly congregations of newer 

Buddhist sects, such as Sokagakk.ai and P.L Group (Helton, 1966; White, 

1970), v.1hich are known for their emphasis on conce:rn with daily pro-

blems as. 'Well as active proselytizi;ng required of the members. The 

groups range in size from 15 to 30 members. Unlike large associa-

tions, their official function is limited to a few meetings a month. 

The service includes a group chanting from the scripture, a sermon 

by the priest, and an informa~ group discussion with him (or her). 

The small congregation I observed held services in the priest's liv-

ing room and the informal discus's ion around the kitchen !!able. 

Generally, the members of . a small congregation form a close-knit 

circle around the leader. The coinmunity spirit is explained by the 

group's small size, the nature of .the interaction, and the ho~ogeneous 

social ba~kground of the congregation. For i~staQce, one new Buddhist 
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sect serves war brides, while two others have a predominant.l . · •: i.bei 

Nisei, and Hawaiian-Japanese membership. It appears that t J· :small 

groups mee.t the needs of special subgroups in the Japanese A; · tran 

community. 

The history.of Buddhist missions is much older in Kaua: lll 

in the Midwest. In the late 19th century, several Japanese E: .$t 

sects sent traveling monks to the Hawaiian Islands to preach ; 

plantation laborers and cond~ct memo.ria.1 services in the Japa: .. 

tlement (Hasegawa, 1963; Judo Sect, 1978; Soto Shu, 1976). In 

·et-

the first Buddhist station was established in Hawaii, followed he· 

establishment of Honganji Temple at Waimea in the following ye~ . In 

the ~ollowing few decades, over a dozen temples were built on t . 

island of Kauai alone. Except for the newer Buddhist sects liK' 

Sokagakkai, most of twenty existing temples on the island were c :n

ized prior to 1920 

Today there are twenty temples in Kauai, representi.ng seve1, tr~-

di tional Buddhist sects, and a few newer schools. The congregat i . ns 

range in size from 30 to 150 families. The Kauai t ~ople schedu - re

sembles those in Japan more than do their Chi~ago counterparts . I n

stead of having a serviGe on Sunday in the protestan.t style, ~ Kauai 

temples follow the Japanese calendar. For instance, a Zen tf:·· · l e offers 

special services to Buddha and the deceased on the first, f'i : : ~enth 

and twenty-fifth days of the month. In addition, on the fan<.ly's 1 

quest, the priest periodically performs anniversary and men:wrial s r '!:' 

vices. Such a service includes a chant by a priest, the pa;·Licipants, 

and ' the shar~ng · of a meal. 
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In larger temples, the congregation is organized into ·s~bgroups 

by sex and age (such . as women's division, men's division, youth group, 

and children's Sunday school). Since the island's Japanese Hawaiian 

population is predominantly middle-aged or elderly, the youth program 

is underdeveloped. There is a division of labor between sexes. Men 

take care of construction~ yard work and house repair~ while women are 

in charge of cooking, cleaµing, and supplying flowers for the altar. 

At the temples where the hall is be~n~ . constructed by the members, 

volunteers come daily to the site. In another temple, adult members meet · 

every other week to produce a few hundre9 pags of taro-chips (chips 

made from taro rather than from potatoes). They sell for $1.00 per . 

bag, adding substantially to the temple's revenues. In short, the 

temple is as much a social group as a spiritual community. 

Bridging the Gap. :betwe.en the Agency . and 'Potential Clients . 

The religious organization can perform two major roles in 

bridging the gap between social service agencies and potential clients. 

First, they can provide preventive mea·sures; and second, they can fac

ilitate the use of social services. At this time, priests and pastors 

in C~icago are only minimally involved either in the social service 

agencies' outreach programs or in referring potential cases to 

agencies: Neverthel~ss,. as di~cussed :below, the act · of getting involved 

in church and temple activities - and . the religious teachings them

selves - may have therapeutic effects for the elderly. 

The religious organization is probably of most immediate value 

to its elderly members in that it provides a social circle. My sur

vey of 110 Issei in Chicago reveals that they spend most of their time 
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at home caring for themselves. Only a small minority take courses 

or work at workshops run by the Japanese American Services Committee . 

Thus , for many, the church and temple offer the only opportunities 
. 

for active group participation. The elderly wpo attend churches and 

temples develop networks of friends centered on the religious circle , 

and often regard Sunday services as the highlight of the week . For 

example, one interviewee reported that she always had her hair set on 

Friday to look nice on Sunday. The strength of their commitment in 

the worship service is sugg~sted by their good attendance during the 

blizzard of 1978-·1979. Mo~t churches and templ_es reported that dur-

ing these snowy months, ·the Japan·ese language services had better 

attendance than the English gatherings. 

With their emphasis on ·participation arid fellowship, religious· 

organizations offer. a unique opportunity for the elderly person to be 

socially active. There are many events in which to participate , in-

eluding visits to invali~s at nur~~ng homes, bible classes, monthly 

luncheons, bazaars, and rummage sales. In one temple, the members of 

the women's division' spend several hours preparing an elaborate monthly 

luncheon. To earn a few thousand dollars, a bazaar requires_ good or-

ganization, lengthy preparation, and a committed work force. Only con-

certed group action can produc~ hundreds of paper flowers, silk cu-

shions, and · teriyaki plates. The elderly Isseis traditional skill in 

I 
Japanese cookery (for example, in preparing an especially elaborate 

type of sushi), is muc~ appreciated on such an occasion. 

In the small gather~ng, an informal group meeting with the 

priest follows the religious services . At such a session,.the priest 
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asks each member how he is doing in his daily life and in his prosely

tizing • . With amazing frankness, th~ gro":1p shares ~ntimate information 

ranging from a husband's drinking to tbe clinical details of an intes

tinal ailment and a co_nfession about cheating :tn contributions~ The 

conversation centers around the dialog between the pr.iest and a 

member, with others listening or providing supplementary information. 

The priest responded to each me-qiber with suggestions, encouragement, 

or · reprimands. To these, the member.s . ~esponded with "Yes, thank you, 

Sir. I understand," "I will try," or at times "1ith tearful nodding. 

The participants rarely objected or protested to the leader. 

Compared to Chicago., ~embershi~ participation is more exten

sive and continuous in Kauai temples. Commonly, the members construct 

the ·temp_les th~selves, bringing materials, tools, and doing the 

lab9r Ehemselves. At a construction site I visited, a retired carpenter 

was responsible for designi_ng the building and supervising the older 

men who work daily. Their sons also came on wee~ends to work on the 

jobs that required heavy labor. The construction work started early· 

in the morni.ng proceeding at a leisurely speed, and ended with an 

elaborate Japanese lunch prepared by woman m·embers. This type of 

project· sometimes takes more than a few years~ Understandably, the 

involved members experience deep pride and develop a group spirit about 

the project. 

The Kauai temple members also take an active part in fund

raisi_ng. In addition to the Bon festival and rumlliage sales, they 

donate goods and services for the temple's upkeep . Their contribu

tions take various forms: They may repair the temple building or 
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the pri~st's residence. They ~ay bring flowers, fruits, rice,.and 

vegetables fr:om their gardens. A fish store owner supplied raw tuna 

at a substantial discount. A cab driver had dona~ed his 1975 Chevrolet 

for the minister's use. In short, much interaction is carried on with-

out the medium of money. 

In this circumstance, the relationship between the·priest and 

his followers is usually very close. In small Kauai towns, because 

there is no mail delivery to individ_u':l~ homes, several families share 

a post office box. A young priest wins the gratitude of older members 

(who rarely have cars) by delivering mail to their homes daily. In 

return for such service, the members supply him with fresh fish, home 

grown vegetables, hand sewn clothing for his children, and even home 

brewed liquor. Therefore, despite his meager monthly salary (less . . 
than $300), he and his family enjoy a comfortable life. 

The trust between the priest and his congregation is also in-

dicated by the practice of funeral reservation. While they are still 

healthy, m~ny elderly widows make an arrangement about the details of . 
their own funerals with their favorite priest. The arrangements may , 
cover the types of .chanting, offerings, flowers, and the list of· 

guests to be invited. They believe that, like a wedding, the funeral 

should reflect one's status and taste. Furthermore, a properly per-

formed funeral is indispensable for safe passage to the other world. 

In this way, a close tie between the priest and his elderly followers 

is a significant source of security .for the latter. 

In addition to the benefits of participation in group activities, 

the concern of Christian and Buddhi~t theologies with daily problems 
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deserve so~e attention in the present discussion. Risking .cm.over-

simplification, it may be said that orthodox . Christia~ theology re-

gards human suffering as a trial, repentance, or punishment. The 

Japanese American church concurs basically on this view, but with a 

different emphasis. Throughout my observation, the preachers stressed 

that God is unconditionally loving~ caring,_ and understanding to anyone. 

The image of God preached at the Japanese American churches closely 

resembles Amidabutsu, a female Buddha of Mercy. A minister lecture.a 

at a Sunday service: 

\:lllatever difficulty you may be going through, God 
is always with you and will understand you. Ap
preciate your sufferings as an opportunity to 
prove to God how worthy you are. 

Clearly, this kind o·f permissive and positive interpretation of per-

sonal difficulty is conducive to free· discussion of problem~ . 

Discussions about coping with problems and attaining a h~ppy life 

are in fact quite common in church meetings. At the · week~long summer 

conference for Japanese American churches, three out of five adult 

discussion sessions were copcerned with the pursuit of happiness and 

coping with daily stress. A. bible reading class may turn into a pseudo-

group--th~tapy session, where the participants can discuss problems in 

relation to the Biblical_ message. For example, at a Bible class that 

I attended, they discussed the verse: "But I want you to know that the 

head of every man is Christ: in turn the head of woman is the man" 

{Corinthians 11:3). The following discussion took place: 

A woman of about thirty said: 

My husband and I had an argument the other day. We 
saved about $300 extra last month because both he an.d 
I worked overtime. He wants to buy a color TV to watch 
football games, but I am for a dishwasher. It is true 
that our TV does not have a clear picture, but as a 



working mother, I desperately need a dishwasher. My 
husband says he will help me with the dishes, but I 
cannot count on his word, because he has said that 
many times, but never h~lped. Pastor, are you saying 
that according to the .Bible, we should get a TV rather 
than a dishwasher? 

The pastor replied: 

Have fa.ith in God. I recommend · that first you and your 
husband have~ good long · talk. But if you still cannot 
.agree, then you should get· a TV, because that is what 
the Bible says. 

12 

In contrast to the notion of Christian salvation, ·which is to 

be attained by unfaltering faith in God, Buddhism preaches that all 

human sufferl:ng is caused by in~ufficient understanding of the laws 

of the cosmos (Yu-lan, 1960). A man's desires, which arise from the 

lack of such understanding are the fundamental cause of all the 

miseries in the world. To illustrate: a man becomes troubled by 

poverty because he desires wealth. However, in view of cosmic laws, 

material wealth is immaterial. Consequently, contented life can be 

achieved by attaining proper knowledge and eliminating one's improper 

desires . Men lament separation, aging, and death. They do so because 

they fail to understand that meeting is the beginning of separation and 

that birth is the beginning of. ·aging and death. Because of this orien-

tation, the Buddhist priest urges his followers to understand the 

causes. of . :their suffering. This approach encourages the follower to 

examine the problem with detachment rather · than to be overcome by it. 

No Buddhist priest today lectµres to the member who seeks help 

that his suffering ·is the result of his wro~g-doing in a previo~s life 

or that he has no choice but to passively endure it. Yet, they are 

clearly influenced by Buddhist ideas in their counseling. They encour-

age their followers to look at the causes of problems, particularly, 
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past actions and excessive desires, which may be causing the ~sin 

(Cox, 1973; Lebra, 1972; Lesh, 1970). 

In both Christianity and Buddhism, death is a major focus of 

the teaching. Since much. has already been discussed about ·the impl-ica-

tion of the Occidental religions' counselirg in regard to. death, I will 

.confine the discussion to the Buddhist interpretation of death. In 

contr:ast to Christianity, Buddhism does not assoc;iate death with 

finality and tragedy. For the Buddhist who believes in the existence 

of life after death, dying i .s a natural and positive experience that 

promises freedom from the misery. of this world. Furthermore, according 

to the pr~nciple of reincarnation, a man w~ll be born again ·as another 

being. Buddha preached that the quality of life in the next existe~ce 

depends entirely upon a man's conduct in ibis- life. Therefore , in 

Buddhist theology, death does not sigpal a final stage. Rather, it 

is merely a passage in one's life like birth and marriag~ a stage in 

the eternal cycle . of reincarnation. 

Given this view of life and death, Budd.hist~, especially Zen 

followers·, believe that one must consider death as a pivotal point to 

reflect' upon one's daily conduct. Zen, for instance, s.tresses that a 

man must live the present moment . as best as he can regardless of his 

age. Old people are therefore expected to assume an active role, at 

least spiritually and psychologically, in determining the quality of their 

life and death. 

' As the church and temple offer older people opportunity for 

meaningful interaction and a positive attitude toward solving problems, 

they also provide a viable soe~al circle for young people. Several 

beneficial effects can be anticipated from this circumstance. First, 
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life is less precarious and mo_re satisfying if on~ is integrated into 

a cohesive community . In turn, the improvedwell-bei~g of the Nisei is 

conducive to harmonious intergenerational relations. Second, as th~ 

community attempts to keep its members in line with its customs, each 

member's filial behavior is under his peers' scrutin~. Admittedly, 

neither Buddhist or Christian religions regard filial piety as a major 

ethos, but respect .for parents is consistent with the ·general c~ncepts 

of Christian "love" and Buddhist "mercy." Finally, church and temple 

friends serve as a suport group. In my recent survey of 250 Japanese 

Americans in Chicago, three out of four respondents listed a friend 

as a significant confidant with whom they can share problems as well 

as happiness. Since many Nisei share the problems asseciated with . 

aging parents, such as senility and whether to place them in nursing 

homes, the moral support and guidance of friends are very valuable. 

Although the Chicago Japanese American churches and·"r-et1II7les·· 

offer valuable services to the _aged in their co_ngregations, they main

tain a low profile in other ethnic community affairs. For instance, 

there was a recent attempt to . establish a Pan Asian social service 

agenc~ in Chicago. Several organizational meetings were held involv

ing community ·leaders. But, except for .one priest who attended the 

first few sessions and later dropped out, no Japanese American relig

ious people became involved in this venture. To give another example, 

no priest or minister is serving on the board of directors of the 

JACL or JASC . In short, there is a clear division between religious 

and secular leaders in the ethnic community . 

To summarize: churches and _t _emples in Chicago provide viable 
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preventive services to t-heir meJ1!bers., especially wh.en the minis•ter or 

pastor takes an active interest in thewell-be.ing of the organization. 

Despite the Japanese American's general unwillingness to disclose pro

blems to people other than family members, and especially those in the 

position of authority, personal difftculties are shared among members 

of the congregation and with the pastor. Religious groups are especial

ly effective in prepariµg old people for· eventual death. But at this 

time, the group religious-· act~vities . are kept within each congrega

tion. Priests . and pastors in Chicago . are only m~nimally involved in 

either the social service agencies' outre~ch programs or in referring 

poten.tial cases to agencies. Nor do they influence the goals and 

programs of the ethnic community. 

Reasons for Religious Organizations' Li.mite~ Involvement 

Clearly these religiou~ groups have ample potential for bridging 

the gap between social service professionals and clients. · Then what 

f~ctors ' can account for the failure to use this potential? The answers 

to this question are suggeste~ by .the religious professional' s orien-

tation .and background as well as the nature of the ethnic community's 

power structure. 

The priests are generally trained in Japanese seminaries or 

temples. Unlike divinity school curricuiums in the United States, the 

priestly train1:ng in Japan does not include studies in psychology or 

counseling. Second, the mainstream of traditional Buddhism in modern 

Japan ·does not stress its services to the unfortunate. During the 

.three centuries of Tokugawa rule (1600-1868), Buddhism was designated 
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. 
as the official religion (Reischauer, 1965). As a result, the focus of 

the temple's activities shifted from social reform and services to the 

registration of parish members and the performance of routine rituals 

relating to ancestor worship and funerals. 

However, the educational and historical background of the priests 

should not be regarded as an intrinsic limitation to the development 

of social consciousness . As discussed below, the priests in Kauai 

have .received comparable training, but they are actively co~cerned 

with the spiritual as well as practical well-being of their members, 

especially the elderly. To realize the potential of religious organiza-

tions, it is essential that the practitioner become aware of oppor-

tunities to help his followers. 

Added to the various levels of consciousness as to the role of 

churches and templ es in looking after the members' nonspiritual well-

being, the lack of technical information, skill, and resources is 

another important factor that limits the religious practitioner's 

effective involvement in delivering services to the elderly . Excep.t 

for some Christian ministers, who have been trained in the United 

States, most pastors and priests have no formal training in counsel-

ing and social work. The Buddhist priests who received their train-

ing in Japan are especially unfamiliar with the American social wel-

fare system. 

If a church or temple attempt.s to develop its own facilities 

for distributing services, it will face more serious obstacles. Vir-

tually.all the ministers and priests lack ,experience in designing and 

writing grant proposals. During my interviews, some of them expressed 

a desire to establish adult day-care centers, but for priests trained 

• 
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in Japan it is nearly impossible to w.rite a solid proposal or. work 

effectively ·with public agen~y officials. 

Some observers may suspect that the . nature of ideologies ·par

tially accounts for the religious groups' failure to provide adequate 

social services. C}.:lristian churches in the Uni'ted States have a long 

history of undertaking social service programs, but the Buddhist temple, 

with its stress on otherworldly concerns may appear unqualified for 

the task. Historically and theologic~lly, such a suspicion is un

founded. Many Buddhist institu~ions throughout a few thousand years 

of history have provided havens for the oppressed and deprived. 

Orphanages, le,per colonie~;, nursi.ng homes, and homes for battered 

wives were well-known concerns of B~ddhist institutions (Kitagawa, 

1966). 

Diff.iculties with cooperation among organizations may also 

be one fac.tor that discourages the churches and temples from becom-

ing actively involved i.n .. the service de~ivery network. This is less of 

a problem with churche's which qave alread:y formed a loose cooperative 

relationship by hosting sports tournaments and sunimer conferences. 

Cooperation among Budd~ist temples is more p~oblematic because each 

temple is a branch belonging. to a Buddhist sect in Japan. There are 

seven major schools in traditional Buddhism in addition to a few dozen 

smaller sects which were founded recently. Because of rivalry among 

sects and str~ng ties between the headquarters in Japan and the branch 

temple in Chicago, it may indeed be difficult for the temples to start 

joint programs . 

Finally, it is necessary to look beyond the religioµs.' organizatins 
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to ; nderstand their relatively limited involvement in the cotmnunity 

activities for the elderly. The Japanese American community has a 

centralized structure for delivering services. A community-based 

agency servies the community of 15,000 people. With a dues-paying 

membership of 900 and the annual budget of $646 , 000, it offers a wide 

range of services to the Japanese American community. The list of 

its activities includes: family and individual counseling, educa-

tio~ and cultural programs, social events, homemaker's services, hot 

meals for the aged and workshops. 

There is no question· that symbolically and practically, this 

community-based agency contributes significantly to the well-be~ng of 

many Japanese Americans, but it also has its share of cr·iti:cs. Ac-:. . 

cording to them, the problems of· Che organization can be eXplained by 

its monopolitical position and its stagnated leadership. The present· 

director has been in that position for the last twenty years. Its 

board members as well as the core supporters have remained largely 

unchanged for most of the last decade. The critics caution that when 

the staff and supporters identify their self-interest with the organiz

ational prestige, the expansion of the prog'ram and facilities rather 

than the provision of quality services becomes their primary pre-

.occupation. 

Countering these critics, the supporters of the ethnic social ser

vice center praise its leadership for stability and a willingness to 

adapt to a changing environment (e.g., a newly built apartment bui~ding 

for senior citizens and vocational training for former mental patients). 

But the agency is limited by the lack of funds and, at best, a sta~ic 

.. 
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membership. In these circumstances, it may be les.s than enthusiastic 

about the emerg.ence of competing agencies within the ethnic group, · even 

though .th~ agency currently serves. only a fraction of Japa~ese 

Americans in the area. In a recent survey of 250 Issei and Nisei, 

25% of the former a~d 10% of the latter have recently participated in 

the agency's activities (Osa~o~ 1960). 

·conclusion and Recommendations 

The unwillingn~ss of elderly Jap~nese Americans to seek profes-

sional help is explained by several factors (Kitano, 1969; Fµjii, .1967, 

1976; Atkinson, 1978). First, they are often unaware that their 

problems, such as senility, depression, and excessive drinking, can 

be treated. Second, there are still widespread fears about reveal~ 

ing their personal difficulties to nonfamily members. The reasons for 

the reluctance are many: there is a stigma at.Cached to having problems; 

the admission of one's helplessness is a threat to one's self-image; 

· and there is a fear of making oneself vulnerable by disclosing dif-

ficulties. Third, unfamiliarity with agency procedures coupled with 

language difficulties discourages the elderly Issei from seeking pro-

fessional help. 

The major finding of this paper is that in view of the specific 

difficulties experienced ~y older Japanese Americans, the churches and 

temples appear to have vaiuable potential for bridging the gap between 

services agencies and pot.ential clients. Both Christian and Buddhist 

teachings focus heavily on the JilCICters of personal problems and ful
; 

fillment. Therefore, in ' the religious context, they are respectable 
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issues. In addition, the relationship between the pastor or•minister 

amd members of the congregation is generally long-lasting and person

al. This is a .significant improvement over the often impersonal 

relationships between agencies and those in distress. Furthermore, 

within the Japanese American Ghurches and tem~les, old people will 

not be limited by their langu~~e or through cultural misunderstand

ing on the part of those providing services. Thus, whether they 

participate in the agencies' outreach programs or as they provide 

services themselves, the religious institutions in the Japanese 

American community sho~ promising potential. 

A secondary finding of· this paper is that, despite their po

tential, religious groups in Chicago's Japanese American community 

confine their efforts to informal, casual assistance to their members. 

This remains so, despite their potential and their expressed interest 

in more structured programs. W"ttat measures can be taken, then, to 

encourage their fuller integration into the network of service 

agencies? Given their background (discussed above), the workshops on 

counseling and other techniques, as well as the public regulations and 

services for the a~ed appear very useful. For those who wish to pro

vide services to the elderly, technical assistance in project design, 

proposal writing, and administration must be provided. These pro

grams must accommodate the participants' interests and time schedule. 

They might also be given remuner~tion or a certificate as incentives. 

It is also advisable that such programs be organized in cooperation 

with the national religious associa~ion . Such cooperation is likely 

to bring g~eater legitimacy to the program and motivate a larger 

• 
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number of people to participat_e. 

All these measures appe~r fine, would be helpful, but success 

cannot be achieved without th¢ support. of the ethnic community, es-

pecially those in service professions. If they are unwilling to 

recognize the values of the cpurch's and temple's involvement or be-

come threatened by it, the present poor level of use of this valu-

able ethnic component is likely to persist. 

i 
I 

' I 
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NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON October 27-30, ·1eao · 
SPIRITUAL AND .ETHICAL c1nc1nnau 

VALUf: SYSTEM CONCERNS · 
~.Jfl An Offfclal Actlvlly Of The 198 1 · 

t• WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING t 

August 29, 1980 /""'t \ ~ ~ ~ 

ro·, l., ·1 ~ ~ .-. 
Dr. Marc Tanenbaum, Chairman . '"1 
WHCOA Techni~al ·Committee .on Creating . an Age-

In~egrat~d Society within the Media 
American 'Jewish Committee 
Institute . of Human Relations 
165 .. E. 56th St. -
New Yo rk, NY 10022 

Dea·r Marc: 

. ' 

The Enclosures will ·brief you on planning for and objectives of the NATIONAL SYMPO-
. SIUM ON SPIRITUAL AND ETHICAL VALUE SYSTEM CONCERNS, to be held· at the Mar yd ale 

Conference Center, near the Greater Cincinnati, OH ·airport on October 27-30, 1980 •. 
Under consi'de·ration will be issues to be dealt with by the WHCOA technical commit
tees, .i.e., death and dying, family supports, long tenn care, retirement, social 
s~curity, energy, spiritual wel 1-bei_ng, etc. 

We are therefore i nvitin.g written input from each technical committee to assist 
fo. identifying ethica-1 ·and spiritual concerns in national poli.cies, programs, and 
se.ryice i:lelivery affecting .- ol.der Americans ·now and in the future. The idea is to · . 
bring into one arena for dialogue tha spiritual and ethical concerns within e~ch 
technical area. Ideally, ·then, the Symposium would provide focus and scope across 
·disciplines and· tradition~ in its report which is to be. distributed to the delegates 
to the 1981 . ~IHCOA. . . 

W9uld you nelp us, plea~e. Return the enclosed Response Form by September 22nd. 
Please identify the ethical and/or sp·iritual value concerns which may be .. resident 
within the issues in the charge to your committee. Let us ·know what these are, 
forwarding, as appropriate, any supporting or expla~atory documents~- The Symposium 
final · report will be i.n preparation from October, 1980, through March, 1981. t~e 

· hope to maintain enough flexibilty to consider written input through January, 1981. 

NICA would also apprecia_te _mailings of your c·ommittee's progr~ss (send materials 
to. the attention· of Donna McGinty,_ SJ1llposium Coordinator). We will place you .on 
t'he. NIGA INFORM newsletter and Symposium mailing l is1;s. 

Thomas C. Cook, Jr. 
Symposium Di rector 

cc: Donna :L. M~Ginty_, Symposium Coordinator 

ENCLOSURES: · Abstract/Info Flyer/Response Form/SWB ;Upda te/NAC Li st/ August '80 INFORM 

.TCCjr/mG 

NATIONAL · INTERFAITH ·COALITION ON · AGING, Inc. ·(NICA) __ 
298 S. HULL STREET, P. O. BOX 1924 · ATHENS, GEORGIA 30603 PHONE (4041 353-1331 
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ABSTRACT 

NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SPIRITUAL AND ETHICAL VALUE SYSTEM CONCERNS 
IN THE 

1981 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING · 

Purpose 

Through a symposium project, the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging 
(NICA) proposes to identify issues and contribute various spiritual, ethical, 
and axiological perspectives of American so.ciety in relation to the emerging 
national public and private policies and roles to be dealt with in the 1981 
White House Conference on Aging (WHCOA)o A major end-product will be a 
written report, including recommendations, for use of the delegates and tech
nical committee members at the 1981 WHCOAo 

Th_e project, one of a number of offi cial 1981 WHCOA mini-conferences, is de
signed to lay the foundation for a comprehensive, holistic national policy 
on aging by providing a forum for the identification and expression of a 
broad range of ethi cal and spiritual well-being concerns of institutions, 
concerned individuals, and older Americans themselves. 

Method 

Building upon and expanding its initiatives and commitment to apply spiritual· 
and ethical values to an aging soci ety, NICA as sponsor will involv e in a 
symposium spokesperso·ns representative of various traditions to dialogue 
on crucial issues in aging from the perspectives of social ethics and spir
itual well-being and make recommendations regarding national policies and 
programs which would· serve to (a) humanize service delivery, (b) destroy 
false myths and stereotypes of aging, and (c) support family and community 
efforts to keep the ·aging and elderly independent and a vital presence in 
society. 

Approximately 4o-so· participants whose portfol ios meet prescribed criteria 
will be selected, with the assistance of a distinguished national advisory . 
committee·, to participate in the symposium. The Symposium, tentatively sched,,...· 
uled for October 27-30, 1980, in Cincinnati, will present prepared materials 
to cover general and specific concerns, some prepared by NICA and others fur
nished by the WHCOA staff. The project will include a symposium planning, 
preparation and enlistment phase; four on-site synposium working days to 
discuss and develop a draft report with recommendations; and a post-symposium 
phase devoted to editi ng and approving materials to be put in final form for 
the report to the White House Con ference on Aging and its content unit. The 
overall project period is June 1, 1980 - March 31, 1981. 

Authorization 

Authorization for this activity is provided in OAA Title-IV-A, Section 404 
(a) (4). The project will be conducted by the National Interfaith Coali
tion on Aging, Inc., 298 S. Hull St., Po O. Box 1924, Athens, GA 30603. 
Project Director: Thomas c. Cook, Jr. , Executive Director. Project Coord
inator: Donna L. McGinty, Staff Associate. 

J: .: 



National Advisory Committee" 

NATIONAL INTERFAITH COALITION ON AGING (NICA> 

NOTE: By recent directive of the NICA Board of Directors, a 
standing National Advisory Committee is being constituted to 
provide the Board with continuity of input of non-member, 
nationally known, interdisciplinary leaders in aging. As 
needed, specific projects and activities will be advised by 
committees composed of selected NICA Board members and appro
priate, selected members of the National Advisory Committee. 

Mro Willis Atwell 
Asst. to the Commissioner 
for External Affairs 

DHEW-OHD 
Administration on Aging 
Washington, DC 20201 

Dan G. Blazer, II, MoD. 
Associate Director 
Center for Aging and Human 
Development 

Duke University Medical Center 

Ms. Linda Marie Delloff 
Associate Editor 
The Christian Century 
40}· S·. Dearborn St. 
Chicago, IL 60605 

Dr. Arthur Flemming 
U.S. Civil Rights Commissioner 

· Washington, DC 20425 

Dr. Benjamin E. Mays 
3316 Palimco Drive, S. W. 
Atlanta, GA 30300 

Dro David O. Moberg 
Department of Anthropology and 
Sociology 

Ma.rquette University 
Milwaukee, WI 53233 

Or. Bernard Nash 
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036 

Mr. William Oriol 
International Center for 

Social Gerontology 
425 13th St., NoWo 
Washington, DC 20004 

Mrs. Victorina Peralta, Director 
Adult and Aging Services 
Philadelphia Dept. of Public Welfare 
1221 Sanson St . 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 

- See OVER for NICA Board of Directors -
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Board of Directors - 1980-81. 

PRESIDENT; Lt. Col. Marv E. Verner 
VI CE PRES !DENTS : 

PROTESTANT: Dt-. Paul Adkins 
JEWISH: Rabbi Sanford Seltzer 
ROMAN CATHOLIC: Brother Joseoh E, Berg 
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American Baptist Churches, USA 
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Christian College of Georgia 

MRS. WILMA BENTZEN 
Refor:ned Church in America 
Gf f ice of Human Rescurces 

BR. JOSEPH E. BERG 
National Conference of Catholic 
Charities 

MRS. LORRAINE CHIAVENTONE 
Episcopal Society for Ministry 
to the Aging, Inc. (ESMA) 

DR. DONALD F. CLINGAN 
National Center on Ministry 
Wit.h the Aging 

DR . ALBERT DIMMOCK 
Center on ~.ging, Pre:sqytarian 
School of Ct:iristian Education 
DR. LOUIS B. GERHARDT 
Na ::·ion-;il Assoc ia ti on of Congre
gational Christian Churches 
DR. GROVER HAR'rMAN 
National Assoc. of Ecumenical Staff 
Commission on Regional/Local Ecumenism 

REV. HAROLD J . HINRICHS 
The American ~utheran Church 
Div. for Life & Hission in 
the Congregation 
REV. PAUL B. KENNEDY 
Christian Church (Disciples of 
Christ), The National 9enevolent 
Associat·ion 

REV. EARL N. KRb,GNES 
NRTA/~.ARP, Int erreligious Liaison 
Off ice 

DR. JOSEPHINE n. KYLES 
AME Zion Church, Social Education 
and Action Departtaent 

MISS BETTY J. LETZIG 
United Methodist Church, Board 
of Global Ministries 
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iJnit:ed Methodist Church, Boa=d 
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African Methodist Episcopal Church 
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Center for Continuing Education 
University of Georgia 
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Assemblies of God General Council 

DR. JAMES MONTGOMERY 
Gerontology Center, University 
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REV. PAUL W. PETERSON 
Evangelical Covenant Church of 
America, Board of Benevolence 
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Synagogue Council of America · 
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National Federation of Temple 
Sisterhoods 

RJ>.BBI SANF'ORD SELTZER 
Union of American Hebr.ew 
Congregations 
REV. G . WILLIAM SH.EEK 
National Council of Chu=ches oi 
Christ, Div. of Education/Minis~ry 

DR. CEDRIC TILBERG 
The Lutheran Church in America 
Div. for Mission in North America 

GENERAL RAY C. TREMONT 
Volunteers of America 

LT . COL. MARY E. VERNER 
The Salvation A.rmy, National Consul
tant for Health & Social Services 
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United Church of Christ, Board 
for Homeland Ministries 
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The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod 
Board of Social Ministry/World Relief 
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Presbyterian Chunch in the u.s. 
Office of Aging 
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Response Form · 
Please Return ·· 
on or Before : 

From: · - in:~ Maic · Tanenbaum, Chairman. 
WHCOA Techilical Conunittee on Creating an Age

Integrated Society within. the Media 

September 22, 1980 

TO: · .. Thomas Co Cook, Jro, Executive Director 
National Interfaith Coaliti6n on Aging (NICA) 
P.O. Bo)( 1924, Athens, GA 30603 . 

RE: 

~ 
NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON 
SPIRITUAL AND ETHICAL 
VALUE ·SYSTEM CONCERNS ~ WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING 
AR or- ac11o11r or n. 11111 

-------~------------------------------------------------------------------~------

l i From an ethical perspective, what does an analysis of national policies/programs 

2. 

in the area of Media reveal as most demoralizing 
or detrimental to the well-being of older Americans? 

Taking ·into account total well-being needs of older Americans in the next .10-15 
years, in your opinionoooo• . ; 

a. What is the primary "ought to" (moral responsibility/obligation) of the 
. Federal Government? 

b. What is -the primary "ought to" of church, synagogue, and other r.el igious 
institutions? 

Co What is the primary "ought to" of business and labor? 

Over 



·. 

d. \~hat is the pr·imary "ought to" of educational institutions? 

e. ~/hat is the primary "ought to" of Americ ~1ns who are in the 
age range 50-60 right now? 

Date Signature 

*Feel free to attach pertinent bibliography, documents, etc.* 
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'· ·.· : . .' .' Dates.: . 
' • . . 
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The Symposium will <;:onvene at 1: 00 . p·.m., .Monday, October 27th. 

Place:· 

Arrangements can be made for participants needing lo~ging 
the even:J..fig. •of slind.ay I October 26th. 

The meeting will close approximately 2: 00 Pomo I Thur.sda.y, 
oc.tober 3 Oth. ' 

• • .. .,..J •• • 

Marydale Conference Center, 5 minutes from the Gre~ter 
C.i.nc.i.npat1, OH airport. Maryda.le s.taff will ~e a~l~ ~o meet 
mo~t arriving flights • . 

Sponsor: National. Interfaith Coalition on Aging, Inc~ (NICA) 
298 S. Hull St. - . P.O. Box 1924 - Athens, GA 30603:.:. 

~elephone: · (404) 353-1331 

Purpose: 

Goal: 

Cost: 

The Symposium is an ·official, funded activity of the 1981 
White House Conference· on ?\9i!19 (WHCOA). -·\ , 
Thomas c • . cook, Jr; 
Symposium Director 

Donna · L. · Mc Ginty . 
Symposium Coordinator 

To ~rovide a process and a forum where representative organi
zations and<Clge~ncies whose thrust is spiritual and ethica): 
in n·atlire may· cqllectively influence the 1981 White House. ·· 
Conference on. Agfn<J::.with stated concerns regarding the. appli• 
cation of values to ·h-ational policy issues in aging. · 

•• ~ .. ; ' '{. , 41 --~. ~ • 

To draft a report and recommendations to be submitted to the 
1981 WHCOA Office for printiifg;·:and distribution to all 1, 800 
del!=gat.es to the WHCOA, .Noveinber . 30-December 4, 1981 •. 

The 40-50 selected participants and/or sponsoring agencies/ 
organizations are asked to assume all costs of participation, . 
including ~eleased time, with travel and miscellanequs expen- · ·. 
ses handled directly, and a lodging/meals/registration cost 
of .$100 paid directly to NIC~ prior to the Symposium. ($25 
r~gistration fee is non-refundable.) 

Criteria for Participation: (see over) 
' . 

. Process for Applying: Participation is by invitation only. To start · 
the process, please complet~ the abbreviated application 
blank on the reve.ise page. and send with your vi ta to: 
Donna. McGinty, Symposiiim C9ordi11ator, . NICA, P·.O. Box 1924, 
Athens, GA 30603. · 

APPi ication Deadl-ine: September· 8, 1980 .(postmark> · · 

NOTICE: It is not necessary to apply for participation 
to have ·input -fn the Symposium process. Interested organi

. zations and individuals are urged to submit concerns, sug
gestions and reconunendations to NICA. Do it today! 



Criterto for Participation 

A~ Must have knowledge and expertise in the field of aging. 
e·. Either a pol icy-maker, dee-lsion-maker or one who has identifiable influence 

and/or access to the decision-making process within his/her national group 
or organization. 

C. Agency, school, or institutional staff, faculty, or board persons engaged 
in activities related to aging such as: (1) program planning, needs assess
ment, (2) program promotion (advocacy, policy, etc.), (3) program adminis
tration. 

D. Institutional and/or non-institutional professionals providing service to 
aging providers/practitioners. 

E. Liaison persons from the Administration on Aging, White House Conference, 
Social Security Administrations, etc. 

F. Older persons and other individuals whose contributions in the areas of 
public policy and/or spiritual and ethical concerns of aging would provide 
important input. 

G. Individually or via a sponsori:ng organization must assume costs of partici
pation, including released time and a registration fee of $25 (non-refundable}. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
. ABBREVIATED APPLICATION .FORM 

National Sympo~ium on Spiritual & Ethical V-0lue Sy.stem Concerns 
October 27-JO, 1980 - Cincinnati, Ohio 

=-r-:----~-<;J~---=-·=--=--------==-==-- Te I : ___ ( ______ } __ _ 
City State ZIP 

Will your organization/agency sponsor you officially? Yes No 

Who has made this commitment? Name 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Position 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Address 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~· 

State ZIP 

PLEASE ATTACH A CURRENT VITA. If it does not include the following 
information, please attach an additional sheet): 

- Writings/speeches in area of aging, ethics, spiritual well-being 
- Organizational memberships related to aging · 
- Last meeting attended which dealt with aging, ethics, or 

spiritual well-being 
Special courses/training in gerontol~~y 

Date Signature 

DEADLINE i SEPTEMBER 8., 1980 Mail to Nati.anal. Interfaith Coalition on Aging (NICA), 
P.O. Box 1924, Athens, GA 30603. 



Update 

SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING 

During the ·1971 White House Conference on Aging (WHCOA» a special Technical Committee 
was charged to consider and make recommendations regarding "spiritual well-being" of 
the aging. In a background paper for the 1971 HHCOA, Dr. David O. Moberg, Department 
of Anthropology and Sociology, Marquette Un-iversity, offered the following clarifica
tion (excerpted here) of the nature ·and scope of "the spiritual:" 

A wide range of human experience has been labeled as "spiritual" or as being an aspect 
of man's "spirit." These experiences include esthetic thrills, satisfaction with achievements, 
adjustment to oneself or to others, feelings of self-respect and human dignity, that which 
pertains to the unknown future, happiness, elation, gregariousness, empathy and sympathy, 
morale, mental health, optimism, sexual orgasm, a feeling of identity with Nature, and 
experiences induced by psychedelic drugs. When the concept is applied to all "wholesome" 

. social relationships, ecstatic experiences, and healthful psychological conditions, it tends to 
cover so much that it becomes meaningless, incapable of differentiating between that which is 
"spiritual" and that which is not. 

"The Spiritual" has a non-objective referent which cannot be studied directly by 
conventional scientific procedures even when its scope is specified more precisely, as will be 
clear upon further exploration of its meaning. For example, in his effort to penetrate "beneath 
the obvious outward things of religion and get down to the spiritual needs themselves," 
Bollinger ( 1969, pp. 49, 50-51) stated that: 

spiritual needs are the deepest requirements of the self, which, if met, make it 
possible for the person to function with a meaningful identity and purpose, so 
that in all stages of life that person may relate to reality with hope. 

Please note there is a distinction here between "spiritual" and "religious." 
While not necessarily opposites, they are not synonymous. A spiritual need may 
be met by a religious act, such as praying or receiving Holy Communion, but 
many spiritual needs are met by warm and sympathetic human relationships. 
Often a spiritual need is best met by dealing with a physical need . 

. . . We believe that something is wrong with any society in which every age 
level is not clearly of meaning and of value to that society. The spiritual needs of 
the aging really are those of every person, writ large: the need for identity, 
meaning, love, and wisdom. 

Since 1971, the concept of spiritual well-being has continued to be explored, both by 
scholars and by secular and religious practitioners in the field of aging. For example, 
in 1975, the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging, in a national consultation, arrived 
at the followinq inte.rfaith definition of spiritual well-being: 

"Spiritual well-being is the affirmation of life in a 
relationship with God1 self1 community and environment 
that nurtures and celebrates wholeness." 

In 1977, in Atlanta, Georgia, there was held a National Intra-decade Conference on 
Spiritual Well-being of the Elderly, attended by some 300 persons, at which over 70 
papers were presented representing diverse disciplines and traditions. (Many of these 
papers were published in S iritual Well-bein of the Elderl , published in 1980 by 
Charles C. Thomas, Publisher. In 1979, University Press of America published Spiritual 
Well-being: Sociological Perspectives, David O. Moberg (e.d.). · 

Now, a decade later, for the 1981 White House Conference on Aging., one of the 16 Techni
cal Committees f1as been charged to rec.onsider "spiritual well-being,li as it relates to 
America's aging and elderly and national policy. What will be the recommendations for 
national policy for the next decade? 



NATIONAL INTERFAITH COALITION ON AGING, INC. 

Statement of Philosophy and Purpose 

That America faces crucial decisions in regard to the status, contributions and well-being of 
the aging is commonly understood. However, it is less commonly accepted that the well-being of the 
aging is vital to the health of society and that the opportunities and problems of aging are .spiritual, 
political, and moral, as well as financial. 

For organized religious bodies of varying traditions and theological postures to coalesce on the 
common ground of aging and the older adult is not only timely but essential. Concern for all gene
rations in the process of aging and those in the experience of being older is a unifying theme. This con
cern finds distinct expression in the role of each constituency in its aging ministry and must be strength
ened by the sharing of knowledge, expertise and values. Collectively, our concerns and efforts strengthen 
the voice of justice and love needed in. a pluralistic world. . 
. · The National Interfaith Coalition on Aging (NICA) speaks among and to its own members and 
seeks also opportunities to infuse Judeo-Christian values and standards into the disciplines and service 
domains of our society. The central credo of the traditions represented, while variously expressed, is the 
unqualified worth of persons as persons created by God, whatever their age or station. This conviction 
applied to the lives of older persons in the community enables church and synagogue to enhance, 
through ~heir own channels and resources, the quality of life of all ages,. as older persons make contrib
utions and also receive ministry commensurat~ with their real condition, talents, and meaning in cur- · 
rent American life. 

The concerns and resources of communities of faith for their aging are as old as the commun
ities themselves. Church and synagogue contribute directly to the quality of life of the aging by foster
ing spiritual well-being, which NICA defines as: "The affirmation of life in a relationship with God, 
self, community and environment that nurtures and celebrates wholeness. " As such, spiritual well-be
ing goes beyond specifically religious activity and, seeking wholeness, lifts the quality of life materially 
as well as psychically. 

Spiririial well-being applies without regard to age boundaries. While there is no basic difference 
between spiritual health in young or old, the vicissitudes of growing older provide unique opportun
ities for spiritual growth essential to wholeness. Nor is this need limited to the poor, ill, or dysfunc
tional. The young, the successful, and the healthy are as much in need of wholeness as those in the up
per years of aging. Not a substitute for life support systems, spiritual well-being puts the trials and 
satisfactions of life in sane perspective. It has to do with providing and the style of providing; of serv-
ing and giving; of getting and the grace of getting. · 

In addressing the total community, spiritual well-being spares the aging the insult of categoriza
tion and opens doors by which their experience speaks to every age group. Precisely because spiritual 
well-being addresses the whole of society it speaks effectively to the phenomena of aging and aids in 
the fulfillment of persons and the' humanization of bureaucracy and technology. 

An interfaith enterprise, NICA encourages religious bodies to deal with aging in ways consis
tent with their own traditions, lest , in spite of -all good intentions, they isolate the aging from their 
own religious communities. NICA exists'to discover, share and express the values of religious traditions 
as they support the responsibilities and inherent rights of the aging. It serves as an instrument to bring 
together public and private sector policies, programs al').d resources with those of the religious sector to 
meaningfully confront the vast resources, visions and hopes, and needs of older Americans. · 

NICA's governing membership is · limited to official representatives of constituent organiza
tions, each of which embody and articulate the point of view of their own structures. In dealing with 
policy exploration, advocacy, research, infonnation, and programs, NICA enables its members to be 

· more effective in their own sphere of operation. Policies and programs ·developed to support the minis
try of the aging as well as to serve their needs at area and local levels are shared through NICA with ap
propriate program channels and/or communication structures of member bodies. 

© 1980 National Interfaith Coali tion on Aging, Athens, GA 
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October '80 - Cincinnati 
· Symposium on Spiritual and Ethical Concerns in the 1981 WHCOA 

With .the receipt of a Titl~ IV-A Older Americans Act· grant during 
the first week of August, the NICA staff moved into high gear to . 
implement this significant effort. The Symposium is one of 19 .inini
conferences dealing with issue~ and concerns of the 1981 White House 
Conference on Aging (WHCOA) • 

The Symposium's new title, nNational Symposium on Spiritual and_ Eth
ical Value · System Concerns in the 1981 .White House Conference on 
Aging," reflects a broadened. effort ·to assure not only the input and 
concerns of religious denominations, branches, and institutions, but 
to include other societal in~titutions and agencies with similar 
concerns regarding the well-being of older Americans. . A wider ·scope 
allows the' Sympo~ium to view more effectively the spiritual and eth
ical issues resident in the 16 areas of concern identified by the 
WHCOA Advisory· Committee (seep. 8). Chief Executive Officers of 
more than 175 national level agencies, organizations, and denomin
ations have been contacted by NIC.A to solicit, their interest and 
concern in the WHCOA in general and the Symposium in particular. 
These leaders were reque.sted to name liaison persons, and as de
sired, .· to submit a nominee to be . considered for · selection as one of 
the 4o~so participants in the October 27-30, 1980 event to be held 
in Cincinnati. · 

Space limitations and program design dictate a small group of working 
partic.ipants of varying traditions, disciplines and points-of--yiew 
to assist in the· drafting of recommendations for spiritual and eth
ical concerns to be submitted to the 1981 WHCOA. However, plans pro
vide for invitation of additional persons to an opening plenary ses
sion which will include presentations and a nhearing 11 to recei~e . 
written ~nd spoken messages from national organizations and religious 
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Putting SWB in the 1981 WHCOA 
. . . 

. Thanks to those of you who have written the powers that be regarding the inclusion of 
,· spiritual well-being as ~n identified and specially addressed concern in the 1981 White 

House Conference on Agingo 
The WHCOA Technical Corranittee on Creating an Age-integrated Society within Church, Syna~ 
gogue and Other Religious Institutions is chaired by Dr. Cynthia Wedel and include~ Msgro 
Charles J. Fahey, Carmela Lacayo, Benjamin E. Mays, Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, and Annie 
Wauneka. Rev. Lucias Cervantes and Dr. Arthur Flenuning have assisted with this committee 
in its initial meetings. · 

NICA will be working with this committee and through the Symposium project to keep spiri
tual well-being an integral part of the WHCOA agenda • . Your role is also important •••• 

I Keep up the positive efforts to keep SWB before the leader-
ship of the Conference ••• • • Send us carbons of any letters you 
write •••• • Seek official delegate status in the Conference 
through your state's process, Governor's appointments, or through 
your congressman or senator •• o.O Act now to assure that your organi
zation is -represented •••• t Keep up support efforts by contributions 
(large or smal 1) to NICA's "One for Aging in 1 81 11 campaign. 

*Lt. Col. Mary E. Verner, NICA President, 
has been named to the NGO (Non-govern
menta l Organization) Conunittee on Aging 
of the United Nations 1982 World Assembly 
on the Elderlyo Col . Verner will serve 
on its Executive Committeeo The '82 
World Assembly will be action-oriented on 
humanitarian issues rather than on scien
tific and technical issues. 

*See p.11 of this INFORM issue for the 
text of the newly drafted and approved 
Statement of Philosophy and Purpose of 
the National Interfaith Coaljtion on Aging. 
Please use it. And count this as permis
sion to make exact copies for futher dis
tribution by your organizat1on. (For 1-4 
copies, with the spiritual well-being 
definition on the reverse side, send a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope.) 

*NICA .BOARD MEETING SLATED FOR NOVEMBER 
12 & 13 IN WASHINGTON, DC. The meeting 
will be held in the Board Room of the 
NRTA/AARP. Early review of the output of 
the October Symposium will be a major agen
da item. Board members will receive an 
information mailing in a few weeks. 

* WISC/NICA REPRESENTATIVES WILL MEET 
on November 14th, following the NICA 
Board Meeting. NICA and WISC/Washing
ton Interreligious Staff Conference 
representatives will dialogue on cur
rent policy and legislative matters re
lated to aging. and on the religious sec
tor's efforts to improve spiritual well
being of older adults. The meeting is 
sponsored by the NRTA/AARP Interreligious 
Liaison Office. 2 

NICA at August 6th WHCOA Briefing 

WHCOA Executive Director, Jero~e Waldie, 
and staff briefed leaders in aging organi
zations on August 5th at the Department 
of HHS o The newly designated Associate 
Executive Director for the WHCOA, Mr. Leon 
Harper, was presented to the group. Up
dated information on the 16 Technical Com
mittees and method of delegate selection 
was sharedo (See INFORM, p.8.) NICA was 
represented by Thomas C. Cook, Jro, Exe
cutive Director, and Board member, Oro 
Josephine H. Kyles. 

Education for the Elderly Conference 

A printed summary of the August 17-19 
"Conference on Education for the Elderly 
in the Re 1 i gious Sector" wi 11 soon be 
available from Dr. Michael Creedon, Catho-
1 ic University of America, Washington, DC. 
This successful conference, conducted in 
Arlington, VA, ~rew over 100 participants 
and included many NICA members, advisors, 
and friends in leadership roles, including 
Lt. Col. Mary E. Verner, Rabbi Sanford 
Seltzer, Dr. David O. Moberg, Oro Albert 
Dinunock, Rev. Earl Kragnes, Rev. Thomas Co 
Cook, Jr., Dr. Bernard Reigel, Oro Lloyd 
Foerster, Mro Dix Griesemer, Mrso Majory 
Carpenter, and Br. Joseph Berg. Six 
national organizations, including NICA, 
joined the Catholic University in sponsor
ing this conference. 

Paul Peterson Improving 

The Rev. Paul Peterson, NICA Board member, 
reports himself much improved following · 
recent surgery and treatment for cancero 
He expects to resume full activities soon. 
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AGING and the RELIGIOUS SECTOR 

_/ In June, 1980, the Vatican released a 
l . 2,500 word stat~r.1ent "updating" Catholic 

thought regarding prolongation of life 
· through extraordinary means. Since the 
· death of Pope Pius XII in 1958 much of 
what -was then considered "extraordinary" 
measures is now considered routineo The 
updated document maintains the church's 
ban on suicide, abortion, and mercy kill
ingo Yet, doctors and patients are given 
wide latitude, as indicated by the fol
lowing excerpts: 

- Doctors may 11judge that the investment 
in i~struments and personnel is dispro
portionate to the resultsoo• 11 or that 
"techniques applied impose on the patient 

. strain or suffering out of proportion 
with the benefits" he may receiveo "In 
such circumstances the doctor has no rea
son to reproach himself ••• 11 

Patients may ask that their lives not 
be prolo·nged through extraordinary means~ 
"Such a refusal is not the equivalent 
of suicide,; on the contrary, it should 
be c~nsidered as an acceptance of the 
human condition, or a wish to avoid the 
application of a medical procedure dis
proportionate to the results that can be 
expected or a desire not to impose exces.
sive expense on the family or the com
munity. " 

_/ See the August, 1980 issue of 50-Plus 
'l magazine for an interesting edi:totial, 

a 11Challenge to American Churcheso II The 
argument is made that. church and synag9gue 
sanctuaries are ideally suited to meet
ings and gatherings of community citizens 
who can find meeting space nowhere else~ 
According to the editor, sampling in 
Philadelphia, Fort Wayne, Des Moines, and 
Portland indicate 11 the church sanctuary 
itself isn nt so sacred that it can't be 
put to other uses during the weeko 11 At 
last count religious buildings in the UoS. 
numbered 330,000+o NICA INFORM suggests 
that older adults in a congregation would 
be perfect volunteers to schedule and 
monitor meetings in sanctuaries~ 

_/ '.'Futurology of Long Term Care" is the 
1 theme ,of two institutes to be held this 

fall-- the first in Philadelphia, October 
30, 31, & Novo 1st; the second in Anaheim, 
CA, Novo 17,18, & 19" Tuition is $100 · 
for the first registrant from an organiza
tion and $75 for each additional registranto 
Contact Sr. Mo Laurice, OSF, The Catholic 
Health Association, .1438 South Grand Blvd. , 
Sto Louis, MO 631040 

_/
11The Church as ·service Pnovider to the 

l Elderly" is an exciting project now being 
conducted under the auspices of the School 
of Social Service Administration at the 
University of Chicagoo Sheldon Tobin, 

.The declaration ais'o sanctions the use of Ph
0
0

0
, a·nd James w. Ellor, M

0
Div., Project 

:experimental techniques by doctors with Director, are the contacts . Goals are 
the ·patient's consent despite evidence of threefold: first, to collect information 
11

a certain riska" There is also a section · related to activities of local religio_u_s 
on painkillers and the "meaning of suffer- congregations with older adults; second, 
ing for Christians" 11 The document dis- . to work with religious groups in develop-
tusses mercy killing and the church's con- ing service models; and, third, to develop .. 
tinuing and adamant opposition: "No one funding sauces to support the .models which 
is permitted to ask for the act of killing will be developed

0 
They have put out a 

either for himself or herself or for another call for help in the Chicago area from 
person ••. ~ Nor can.any ·authority_legit~1mately those involved in the area of "spiritual 
recommend or permit such an action. . . gerontology. " 

_/ ~ote anq, wher~ P?S~ible, suppor~ t~e _follow- _1 .Co/Op (Congregational Outreach with .Old.er 
l lng forums ?n sp1r1tual well-be1ng _ ~n - .1 Persons) is a thirty minute program de-

the 1981 Wh1te House Conference on Aging: signed to assist congreations in strength-
September 13 & 14, 1980-- "God Bless Ameri- ening their ministry with ol~e~ per~onso ~ 
ca, 11 under the auspices of the Tampa Florida Requ~sts are accepted from m1n1ster1ums in 
Ministerial Assoc., NICA, and the Tampa South Dakota and areas of neighboring 
Interfaith Coalition on Agingo states" Contact: TELL ••• The Institute for 
October 20 3 1980-- A spiritual well-being Enrichment of Later Life, 1600 South Min-
session at the Illinois Governor's nesota, Sioux Falls, SD 57105. 
Conference, Merrillville, IL, sponsored by 
the .Institute on Religion and Aging. 
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: Th~ A~~ust~80 issue of Reader~s Digest contains four arttcles which will be of interest 
to older adults and to those working in the field of aging. "Death, the La.st Enemy, Is · . 
Overcome, 11 is Daphne du Mauri er' s account of her husband·' s termi na 1 il 1 ness and death. 
"My Unforgettable Father" is a son's tribute to his father, a Baptist minister, who 

.lived to be almost 100 years olq. "Darn ··Lucky to be Alive," reminds us that colon-rectum 
cancer is treatable; the author headed-up Jacqueline Kennedy's White House staff. For 
·those interested in life review, "Thoughts Upon .a Devil Wind" follows the decisfon
making process of a 50-year old woman whose home was threatened by a forest fire. What 
to take., what to leave? · 

INFORM Mailing List Being Revised. You May be lnvolvedl 

Is there Q black dot. on the mailing label of this copy of NICA :·INFORM? 
I~ so it m7ans that this is the last "Compl-imentary copy.of the INFORM which 
will be mailed to the addre·s·s·ee! In the past, NICA policy has been to place 
interested individuals on the complimentary mailing list in order to encour-

. age deeper involvement in and support of NICA's work. Unfortunately, the 
rising cost of producing, printing, and mailing the INFORM makes it necessary 
to progressively reduce the size of the complimentary mailing list. The IN
FORM has always been primarily intended as a membership benefit, although we 
have been surprised by the many supportive "outside" letters we have received. 

· rf you enjoy the INFORM and want to continue on the mailing list for the 
next year . (six bi-monthy issues), do this: 

* Remove the label and tape it to the form below. Make necessary 
corrections. 

* Complete the form, indicating the manner in which you wish 
to financially S<1.pport continued publication of the INFORM. 

* Mail the form and your payment (check or money order 
payable tQ NICA) to the address indicated. 

We must hear from the "black-dotted" addresses by September 30th iri order 
to insure that receipt of the TNFORM is not interrupted. (Please see note 
at bottom of page if you do not have a black dot. 

· --------------------------------------------~---------------------------------~-----
TAPE MAILING LABEL BELOW. 
necessary corrections. 

I 
I 

Make • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Yes! Please keep me on the NICA INFORM mailing· list 
for the next year (six bi-monthly issues). I wish to 
support the INFORM and NICA as rollows: 
O With a contribution of $10.00 or m~re (e~closed) •. 

0 With a contribution of $20.00 which wi.11 give me 
Individual Membership in NICA, including Resource 
Library privileges.and discounts of NICA tapes and 
publications. (Check enclosed) · 

Pat~ Signature 

Mail to: NICA INFORM Editor, P. O. Box 1924, Athens, GA 30603 

NOTICE! 
ANOTHER ROUND OF MAILING LABELS WILL BE "BLACK-DOTTED" FOR THE MAILING 
OF THE DECEMBER INFORM. IF YOU ARE RECEIVING THE INFORM FREE, YOU MAY · 
WISH TO GO AHEAD AND SIGN-UP THIS MONTH. (USE THE ABOVE FORM.) 
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NEWS NOTES 

• Whether or not the concept of an "age-irrelevant society" can legitimately ·shape 
·national policies in aging looms as an item for hot debate before, during, and perhaps 
after the 1981 White House Conference on Agirigo Of the 16 designated technical com
mittees for the WHCOA, 7 are concerned with "creating an age-integrated society." The 
debate centers on ·two di.fferent schools of behaviora·l scientists, one favoring a 
"life stages" theory of adult development and the newer school which advocates a model 
of "life span developmento" Life span advocates, such as Bernice L Neugarten of the 
University of Chicago and Paul Baltes of Pennsylvania State University, argue that 
changes which people experience as they age are not necessarily sequential, irreversi
ble or tied to chronlogical age. In an age-irrelevant society, ideally, there would 
be no need to structure social support programs for any age group--young or oldo Need 
would cut. across age levels and dictate how national resources would be divided~ On 
the other hand, life-stage theorists believe that age nonns provide structure and direc
tion for our society, providing opportunity to prepare for major transitions such as 
marriage, children, ~nd deatho Stay tuned for more on this subject ••• 

* For more on the 1981 WHCOA see the update on p. 8. 
•National Grandparents Day will be observed this year on September 9th. The bill, 

which was signed by the President on July 28, 1978, specifies that Grandparents Day 
will fall on the first Sunday after Labor Day. · 

• The Select Committee on Aging, in a hearing held in late J~1y, questioned the authority 
of Secretary of HHS, Patricia Harris, to. order the recent organizational changes in 
the Office of Human Development Services, which, among other things made the Adminis
tration on Agin.g a component of OHDS. Section 201 of the Older Americans Act prohi
bits delegation ·of any of the functions of the Commissioner on Aging. At the request 
of the Committee, Secretary Harris will submit more information to clarify the mattero 
During the same hearing, Secret.ary Harris advised 'that the Older Americans Act be 
maintained as-is until the recommendations of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging 
are known. 

•The New England Journal of Medicine recently reported on two studies which link coffee 
drinking and acute heart attac~ even more strongly than previous studies have linked 
cigarette smoking and heart attack. Tea drinkers relax! It is supposed to be the 
coffee itself, not'- the caffeine in it, th~t is the c.ulprito Acute heart attacks befall 
those who drink at least six cups of coffee a day at· a rate twice that of non-coffee 
drinkers according to these studieso 

1 Women in the 65 and older age groups are the fastest growing segment of the UoSo popu
lation. By 1977 there were 146 women 65+ to every 100 men 65+ with projections of 
a ratio of 65+ women to men of 150 to 100 well before the year 20000 As of 1979, women 
constituted 38% of the 7o3 million older, employed workers, yet only 13% of older 
women hold managerial or administrative jobso Older women earn 55% of what older men 
earn, while younger women earn 75% of what younger men earn. Half of · all womldng women 
are in jobs with no pens~ons. Only 2% of widows get their husband's benefits~ What 
does this mean in human terms? Well, according to the National Association of Office 
Workers' survey, women age-65+ are the fastest growing group of poor people in the U.S. 
Two recent announcements give hope that the scenario for older women can be rewritten 
before it's too late. First, there will be an official White House Mini-conference 
on Older Women, to be held early in October in Des Moines, Iowa, sponsored by the Older 
Women's League Educational Fund. Second, the AoA has approved a four year grant of 
$550,000 to the University of Maryland to .establish a National P.olicy Center for the 
Study of Women .and Aging. These are not solutions,' however. National policy must 
be constructively addressed to this pressing issue. 

• A survey of 300 corporations, conducted by the Dartnell Institute of Business Research, 
reveals that 31% now report use of permanent part-time workers who are retirees. 
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NEWS NOTES continued 
• A recent survey conducted by Research & Forecasts, Inco for Americana Healthcare Cor

poration points up an interesting contradition in the responses of older personso 
The statement, "My finances only permit ·~ hand-to-mouth existence," was agreed to 
by over 58% of those interviewedo And 65%' said they ·were "cutting back on everything·o 11 

Yet, desp.ite the seeming economic stress, older people tended to be optomistic about . 
themselves and their liveso For example, two-thirds of those surveyed said they always 
felt useful o Half consider .themselves in good or. excellent health. In general, the 
survey found that those interviewed fell into three categories--enjoyers, survivors, 
casualtieso Of those, 27% were clear-cut 11 enJoyerso 11 

The general optimism of older Ameri.cans has als·o been a finding of two decades of 
research at the University of Michigan Institute for Social Research o · In general, re~ 
searcher~ found people to less joyous. than they were in the 1950s, except for persons 
age 6D+, who have a more positive outlooko Conspicuously absent were findings of 
the mid-life eris.is so often written abouto And, across income ~ levels, money was 
not viewed as a panacea for life's problemso 

• Persons· over age-55 now comprise 5% of the Peace Corps and 18% of VISTAo VISTA, of 
course, is the program to select if one prefers service in the UoSo Basically, one 
volunteers to serve full~time for one year in VISTA; a $75 per month adjustment 
allowance is set-aside for the volunteer's use at the end of the periodo VISTA vol
unteers work in such areas as fixed-income counseling, housing, health care, and 
legal rightso For more info call this toll free number: (800} 424-85800 

• Looking ~t Social Security from several anglesooo 
-A recent national poll conducted by the Peter Do Hart Research Associates, Inco 
found that only l person in 4 feels that the present level of SS taxes is too 
high.0 006 out of 10 Americans would rather pay more SS taxes than see future bene
fits reducedooo.given the opportunity, 77% of Americans would refuse to withdraw 
from social securitYoooomost prefer a payroll tax over a national sales tax or 
general income tax to support the systemo · . 

-In 1979 in the U.S., the combined social security tax rate for all social secu
rity programs was 16.31%. Only Canada had a lower combined rate (8.44%) but 
this is only a supplement to their social security system which is primarily fi
nanced through general revenueso What are the rates of SS taxes on covered 
earnings in other countries? Here are some examples: 20.0%-United Kingdom/ 
23.20%-Japan/ 34020%-Gennany/ 47.70%-Netherlands/ 49.45%-France/ 50%:-Italy. 

-Judge for yourself whether social security is a good investment for the· average 
persono Assume you retired J·anuary 1, 1980, .at age 65 and have a spouse age 650 

· Assume you paid-in the maximum in SS payroll taxes since 1937, ioeo $ll,202o.97. 
Of course, your employer also paid-in that sumo During 1980, your first year 
of retirement, you will receive· benefits totaling $11, 154090--almost ·an you 
paid in over the years! And, to boot, your check will continue to increase signi-
ficantly, as long as SS benefits are tied to indexingo · · 

-Will all this fairly good news ho.ld up into the early 21st century'? There is 
general nervousness that the system may not hold up for future retirees. For 
sure, ~ongress will play a major . role in decision-makingo 

•A new Rand study (R-2543) assesses the need for geriatric specialists in the U.S. 
· in the next 50 years. While there will pe no general shortage of physicians in years 

ahead, there is likely to be a shortage of physicians committed to geriatric practiceo 
A 1977 AMA profile of physicians reveals that only 0. 6% of physicians who responded 
hav~ the slightest interest in caring for the older population o How then will the 
need be met for ·7 ,900 to 10,300 physicians CQllJIJlitted to geriatric practice by 1990? 
What can older adults do t© help themselves? The Administration on Aging is funding 
a project to stimula~e formation qf self-help groups among the aging with health as 
one of. the focio (See PolO, Febc'80 INFORM for info on an NIH medical self-help 
pu~lic~tiono) · 
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·-
SYMPOSIUM continued from p; l 

body agencies desiring direct input to the process. Thus, persons not selected to serve 
as symposium participants may have significant involvement. A limit of 175 persons is . 
placed on this first-day event. 

Thus far, symposium leadership includes Dr. David O •. Moberg, author of the Background 
paper on spiritual well-being of the elderly for the 1971 WHCOA, who will present a paper 
surrunarizing spiritual well-being/ethical developments since 1971. Ms{r. Charles Fal:leY; 
newly appointed Chairman of the Federal Council on Aging, will presen a paper examrnrng 
the spiritual and ethical value concerns resident in the 16 technical committee charges 
and work thus far. William Oriol , Associate Director of the International Cent~r for 
Social Gerontology, and former staff director ·for the U.S. Senate Special Committee on 
Aging, will moderate a hearing that will receive messages and testimony on the opening 
day. Thomas W. Mahler, Di~ector of the Univers1ty of Georgia Center for Cont4nuing Edu
cation, will be process leader. Additional leadership roles will be announced. · Other 
members of the Symposium Advisory Committee who will assist in selected project activi~ 
ties include: Dr. Arthur S. FlelTUilin~, Deputy Chairperson of the 1981 WHCOA; Mrs. Victo
rina Peralta, Director, Adult and Aging Services, Philadelphia Dept. of Public Welfare; 
Dr. Bernard Nash, Consultant in Gerontology, NRTA/AARP; Dan Go Blazer, II, M.D., Asso
ciate Director, Center for Aging and Human Development, Duke University; Ms. Linda Marie 
Pelloff, Associate Editor, The Christian Century; Qr. Benjamin E. Mays, member of the 
WHCOA Advisory Committee; Mr. Willis Atwell, Assistant to the Commissioner on :Aging for 
External Affairs, DHS-OHD-AoA. 
Other members of the NICA WHCOA Task Force and Executive Committee include: Lt. Col. 
Mary E. Verner, President; Vice-presidents, Dr. Paul Adkins, Rabbi Sanford Seltzer, and 
Br. Joseph Berg; Dr. Grover Hartman, Secretary; Rev. Earl N. Kragnes, Treasur.er; Mrs . 
Wilma Bentzen, Dr. Donald F. Clingan; Miss Betty J. Letzig; Dr. Wayne Lindecker; Dr. 
Cedric Tilberg; Dr. Leslie F. Weber. Thomas C. Cook, Jr., NICA Executive Director, is 
Project Director. Ms. Donna L. McGinty, NICA Staff Associate, is Symposium Coordinator. 

For a copy of the Symposium Abstract send a stamp~d, self-addressed envelope to NICA • . 
P.O. Box 1924, Athens, GA 30603 

La.st Call for Symposium Input! 
With the distribution of approximately 2,000 copies of this issue of NICA INFORM, we 
make a final appeal to readers to submit resources, documents, bibliography, suggested 
agenda, etc., having ·pertinence to spiritua.1 and ethical concerns of aging. Please 
communicate via organizational letterhead, Identifying your position and stating whether 
or not this is an official concern of the organization. We request that information and 
concerns be well articulated and organized. concisely. Official messages from organiza
tions should be sent with an "authorizing" cover letter. Those organizations desiring 
to send a messenger/observer to the opening-day hearing should so state. Such opportu
nities will be scheduled on a first-come, first-served basis, as time and space permi~. 
All messages in writing will be received and reviewed fpr consideration by the symposium 
working committees and by the National Advisory Committee in completing the report and 
recommendations ~o be distributed to the 1800 delegates to the 1981 WHCOA. 

NICA Wiii Assist at National Mini-Conference on Indian Eldorly 

NICA Executive Director, Thomas c. Cook, .Jr., will be a speaker/resource 
person at the National Indian Conference on Aging, sponsored by the 
National Indian Council on Aging, Inc., in Albuquerque, NM. The biannual 
conference, planned for September 8-10, 1980 is an official activity of 
the White House Conference on Aging and will deal with national policy 
issues related to Native Anierican elderly. Others scheduled to address 
spiritual and religious needs are: Mr. Paul Ortega and Mr. Frank Johnson, 

·both Native American traditionalists. The conference is expected to draw· 
some 3,000 participants. 

See the October-November'80 issue of INFORM for a welcome to new NICA 
members. 
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Update - 1981 Whit·e House Conference On Aging 

Techlcal Committees. 

on .. Auqust Sth Jerome R. Waldie, Executive Direc
tor of the 1981 White Souse Conference on Aging, 
announced the names of 119 persons from around 
the nation who will serve on the 16 WHCOA Tech
nical Committees for the Conference. serving on 
the Technical COllDllittees are the Sl persons al
ready serving_ on the l'IHCOA Advisory Committee 
(see April'80 INFORM) plus 69 newly-appointed ex
perts. The Technical Committees are charged with 
the responsibility of preparing background mater
ials for delegates to the 1991 Conference. In 
addition, they will help de!ine major issues in 
aging which are likely to come before delegates 
or be introduced by delegates. The 16 Technical 
Committees a.re as follows: {name is that of Chairperson} 

- Retirement Income - Bert Seidman, 
- Hea 1th Services··· John Beck, M.D. 
- Health Maintenance - Seymour Farber, M.D. 
- Lonq-tenn Care - Msgr. Charles Fahey 
- Family, Social Services .and other 

Support Systems - Davld Maldonado, D.S.W. 
- Physical and Social Environment and the Quality · 

of U le - Margaret Jacks , Acsw 
- Older Americans as a Growing National Resource -

Arthur Fle1m11ng, LL.8. 
- Employment - James Sykes 
- Creatiny an A9e- Integrated Society Within 

Soc1eta Institutions - George Haddox, Ph.D. 
- Creating an Ase-Integrated Society Within 

The EconO!'ll}' - MOrrison Beach 
- Creating an Age-Integrated Society Within 

the Educational System - Harold Johnson, M.S.W. 
- Creating an Age-Inte~rated Society Within 

Church, S~ayogue &ther Rel191ous Institutions 
Cynth1.a w e , Ph.D. 

- Creatin~ an Age-Integrated Society Within the F.amily -
. Helena • Lopata, Ph.D. 
- Creating an Age-Integrated Society Within the Media -

Rabbi Marc H. Tannen awn . 
- Creating an A~e-Integrated Societ~ Within the 

GOvernmental tructure - Elias Co en, J.o. 
- Research - James Birren, Ph.O. 

State Conferences. 

State White House Conferences on Aging which 
have been scheduled September-November, 1980, 
4%'.8: 

Sept. 7-14 ~ in Orlando 
Sept. 2S ~ in Helena 
Oct. 1 Arkansas in Little Rock 
Oct. 7-8 !!!.!.!!!. in Augusta 
Oct. 9-11 Colorado in Denver 
Oct. 20-22 ~ in Maryville 
Nov. 7-14 Vennont in -----
llov. 17 Maryland in Baltimo"re 
Nov. 22 Rhode Island in E. Providence 

. For more information contact the Governor's 
Office, keeping in mind that delegate selection 
may occur at some of these~ 

.LATE NEWS! 
Th.e WH.COA 0ffke reports that approxi
mately 3,000 Conununity Forums will have 
been held by Septem.ber 1 , 1980 with 
10,000 on the books by this time next year. 

8 

.Delegate Selection 

Approximately 1800 voting delegates will attend the 1981 
White House Conference on Aging, November .JO-December 4, 
1981. In Phase I of the selection process, 1000 delegates 
will be selected to represent states, based on each state's 
percentage of elderly people {SS years+) compared to the 
nation's total elderly population. No state will have fewer 
than 6 delegates, including the District of Columbia and 
Puerto Rico. U.S. Trust Territories will have one delegate 
each. 
Governors will decide the selection procedure for delegates 
withi.n their state. Options include .nominations, gubernatorial 
appointment, elections or some combination of these. 
The final slate of delegates from each state must meet the 
following criteria: 

o At least 55% must be age-55 or older 
o At least so: must be female 
o Oelegates must reflect the state's percentage 

of minority residents (Blacks, Hispanics, 
American Indians & Pacific Asians}. 

o Delegates must reflect the state's proportion 
of urban/rural residents 

Special consideration must also be given by the states 
to such factors as low income representation; handicapped 
representation; national organizations representation; and 
a balance of professional, lay and private sector repre
sentation. 
Phase II of delegate selection will identify the remain
ing 800 dele9ates, to be filled by Congressional appoint
ments , representatives of national organizations, and 
other groups. (Specifics not available from the WHCOA 
to-date.) 
All delegates will be credentialed by June, 1981. The 
WHCOA wi 11 pay for travel and per di em expenses of the 
1800 voting delegates. Official observers, expected to 
number 1800, will assume their own expenses. 

MI n 1-C on fer enc ea 

Min-conferences authorized by the 1981 WHCOA 
(tentative schedule through November lS, 1980) 
are as follows: 

Date Focus Location 
Sept. 8-10 American Indian A16uquerque, NH 

Elderl y 
Sponsor: Natfonal Indian Council on Aging 

Sept. 9-10 Rural Elderly Owensboro, KY 

Sponsor: Green Thumb, Inc. 
Oct. 2-3 Black Elderly Detroit, MI 

Sponsor: National Center on the Black Aged 
Oct. 9-10 Women Des Maines, IA 

Sponsor: Western Gerontological Society ; Older Uomen's 
League Educational Fund · 

Oct. 20-22 Transportation Sarasota. FL 
Sponsor: Institute of Public Administration; Florida 

State Un1v~rsity 
Oct. 22-24 Housing Washington , DC 

Sponsor: National Council of Senio~ Citizens 
Oct. 27- 30 Spiritual a~d Cincinnati 

Ethical Cancel"!'~ 

Sponsor: National Interfaith Coalition on Aging (NICA) 
Nov. 6-7 Black Elderly New' Orleans 

Sponsor: National Center on the Black Aged. 
Nov. 1-2-14 Life Long Learning Racine, WI 

Sponsor: American Assoc. of Retired Persons; Assoc. for 
Gerontology in Higher Education; Adult Educa
tion Assoc. of the USA; Population Resource 
~n~r · 

This schedule will be continued in the Oct.-Nov. 
issue of NICA INFORM. 
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RESOURCES 

Reaouroea avaUablo through NICA .. are oCeerly ldentlflod. Order all resourc0e dlrectOy from th~ eouroe given.. 

Ministr with .the a in : Desi ns, chal .ler'l es~ foundations • . William M. Clements (ed)o 
Harper and Row sc e uled for publication November, 1980) 0 Contributo~s include 
Barbara Payne, Allen Moore, Marttn L Marty, John Co Bennett, Elbert Cole, etco 

Counselin for the rowin years: 65 and ·overo Pulvino, Charles Jo and Colangelo, Nicho
as eds o Minneapolis: Educati'onal Media Corpo, 1980. 352pp/softbound/$9o95o Utili

zes a developmental approach for understanding who the elderly are and for providing 
for their counseling needs. Nineteen issues are addressedo Bibliography" 

11Ten New Hymns on Aging and the later Yearso" $L50 per copy from The Hymn Society of 
·America, Wittenberg University, Springfield, OH 45501. Developed at the request of 
the Interreligious Liaison Office, NRTA/AARP, 1909 K Sto, NQWo, Washington, DC 20049, 
with whom orders. may also be placedo 

Life 1 s abiding resourceso William Barnes Mathewso North Quincy, MA: Christopher Pubo 
House, 1978. 303pp/hardcover/$6o95o The underlying theme is "religion is lifeo" Suit
able for all ageso 

Retirement begins at 40: A manual for rabbi so .. 69pp/softcover/1980o Contact Central 
Conference of American Rabbis, 790 Madison Ave., NYC 100210 Includes self-analysis 
worksheets, selected bibl iographyo 

Lifelong fitness and fu l fillmento Richard B. Coueyo Nashvil le, TN: Broadman Press, 
l980o l44pp/hardcovero Illustrated with photos of older persons carrying out the 
recorrunended exercises, the focus is on strengthening the heart, increasing muscle en
durance, and maintaining body flexibi l ityo Section on nutrition includedo 

American Families--19800 A Gallup Poll report published by American Research Corporation, 
19762 MacArthur Blvdo, Third Floor, Irvine, CA 927150 200pp/$5l.OO postpaid (postage 
and handling included)o Explores attitudes and assesses how government and major pri
vate institutions help, hurt, or ignore familieso 

Holistic assessment of the health a ·edo Miriam Martin Schrocko New York, NY: John Wiley 
and Sons, 1980. 9o95o Discusses factors which influence an individual 8 s continuing 
development throughout later l ifeo Practical guidelines emphasize preventive health careo 

Creative drama for senior adultso Isabel B. Burger. $6070 (P&H inc.) from Morehouse
Barlow Co., 78 Danbury Rd., Wilton, CT 068970 The author brings 50 years of experience 
to the design of a program which enriches the lives of older people by deepening their 
own self-awareness and raising their Se!lse of self-esteemo (144ppoi1lustrated) 

The third time aroundo George Burnso GoPo Putnam's Sons, 1980. Autobiography of a .: 
beloved American octogenariano Intimate and amusingo 

An old guy who feels good. Worden McDonaldo $4.50 from Old McDonald Press, Box 422, Ber
keley, CA 947010 The author, age 74, was once a gag writer for Arthur Godfrey. He 
brings his knack for humor to an interesting life wh~1ch has included stints as a hobo,· 
cowboy, dishwasher, coal miner, janitor, and gardenero 

Don't go dancing, Mother .. Rose Safrano Manchester, MA: Tide Book Pubo, 1979. A feature 
writer for major magazines describes the problems of coping with an elderly patient's 
final years o Brief and incisive~ 

The rocking chair rebelliono Eth Cliffordo Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 19780 A teenager 
chronicles her involvement with the residents of a home for the agedo Explores the 
unnatural segregation of the young and the old in our societyo 

A treasure htmto 31pp/i11usto/1980o (S/N 017-062-00120-1) $2050 from the Government 
Printing Office, Washington, DCo Designed for grade-school children; focuses on the 
daily lives of older persons to cut through stereotypeso 

11Whc.t you should know about wills. 11 Consumer Reports, July, 1980, pp. 434-439. Good 
summary of the basic considerationso 
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.Resources .continued 
Directory of more than 400 psychiatrists in 41 states who treat older persons. Send 

$5000 to Dr. Sanford Finkel, American Association of Geriatric Psychiatry, 230 No Michi
gan Ave., Suite 2400, Chicago, IL 60601. 

Gerontology instruction in higher education. (Volo 6 in the series on adulthood & agingo) 
David A. Peterson and Christopher R. Bolton. New York, NY: Springer Publishing Coo, 
1980. 192pp/hardcover/$16.95. Four model programs are described and major trends 
and issues in program development examined. 

11With a little help from my friends: A guide for the development of volunteer programs 
in nursing homes." $3.00 prepaid from the Federation for Community Planning in Cleve
land . Describes a model project which involved both a philanthropic and a proprie
tary nursing home. {Ordering address: ~001 Huron Rd., Cleveland, OH 44115 ., ) 

Service deliver to a ed minorities. John N. Colen and David Lo Sotoo Final report 
1979 of a proJect funded by AoA. Contact John N. Colen, Ph .D. , School of Social 

Work, California State University, 6000 J St., Sacramento, CA 95819. · 
Following available from the National Indian Council on Aging, PoO. Box 2088, Albuquer

que, NM 87103 ($4.00 each postpaid): 

-"The Indian elder: A forgotten American." Final report of the First National In
d.ian Conference on Aging, 1976. Needs are assessed and prioritie·s set. Statis
tical section. 

-"The Continuum of Life: Health concerns of the Indian elderly." Final report of 
the Second National Indian Conference, 19780 Status reports on the physical and 
mental health of elderly Indians, alternatives for planning a continuum of care, 
recommendations re housing and nursing homes, etc. 

"Guide to home health care. 11 R. To Kelly, M.D. Single copy $1.00 from Order Dept., 
OP-077, American Medical Assoco, P.O. Box 821, Monroe, WI 53566'. Part I covers the 
use of home health care services. Part II describes how a physician may lead the 
effort to create a service in his/her communityo Also suitable for non-physicianso 

"Hou~ing in short supply~·· (Reprint from engage/social action, April, 1980.) . 40pp/ 
papercover/40¢ single issue. Order from e/sa, 100 Maryland Ave., NoE., Washington, DC 
20002. (Order noo E206l). Focus is on the church's role, which is conceived of as 
innovator, not flunky. 

Elementary and secondary school teachers who wi'sh to broaden their education to include 
competencies necessary to change childrens' negative attitudes toward aging should 
contact the Gerontology Program, Holy Names College, Depto of Education and Human De
velopment, 3500 Mountain Blvd., Oakland, CA 94619. M.A. or graduate certificate pro
grams available. 

Audiovisuals of interest: 
l6mm color film/27 1/2 min. "Let's keep in touch. 11 Available on free loan to 

organizations from Association Films, Inc. 866 Third Ave. , NYC 10022 , attention 
national booking dept. (Produced by Bankers Life and Casualty Co., Chicagoo) 
Entertaining way to learn about Medicare and Medicare supplemental health insur
arce. Suitable for older persons, their friends and relatives, and aging agencieso 

16mm film/28 min. 11 You haven't lived yet: 11 $300/o.urchaseo $40/3-pav rental. . 
Upbeat presentation of aging, yet maintains sensitivity to reality. Eight charac
teristics of the 11splendid old'' are discussed. All older persons in the film 
are age-70 or over. Directed and produced by an MoD. Contact: Better World, 
Sto John's Hospital, 403 Maria Ave;, St. Paul, MN 551060 

Following available from the U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402: 
-Pol~cy issues concerning the elderly minoritieso Federal Council on Aging Staff 
Report, Dec., 19790 GPO# 0-626-263/21160 

-The elderly population: Estimates by country--1977. GPO# 620-232/4294. 
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NATIONAL INTERFAITH COALITION ON AGING, INC. 

Statement of Philosophy and Purpose 

That America faces crucial decisions in regard to the status, contributions and well-being of 
the aging is commonly understood. However, it is less commonly accepted that the well-being of the 
aging is vital to the health of society and that the opportunities and problems of aging are spiritual, 
political, and moral, as we11 as financial. 

For organized religious bodies of varying traditions and theologicil postures to coalesce on .the 
common ground of aging and the older adult is not only timely but essential. Concern for all gene
rations in the process of aging and those in the experience of being older is a unifying theme. This con
cern finds distinct expression in the role of each constituency in its aging·ministry and must be strength
ened by the sharing of knowledge, expertise and values. Collectively, our concerns and efforts suengthen 

·the v~ice of justice and love needed i_I! __ a plur~.listic world.. _ 
The.National In.terfaith. Coalition on Aging (NlCA) speaks among and to its own members and 

seeks also opportunities to infuse Judeo-Christian values and standards into the disciplines and service 
domains of our society. The central credo of the traditions represented, while variously expressed, is the 
unqualified worth of persons as persons created by God, whatever their age or station. This conviction 
applied to the lives of older persons in the community enables church and synagogue to enh~nce, 
through their own channels and resources, the quality of life of all ages, as older persons make contrib
utions and also receive ministry commensurate with their real condition, talents, and meaning in cur
rent American life. 

The concerns and resources of communities of faith for their aging are as old as the commun
ities themselves. Church and synagogue contribute directly to the quality of life of the aging by foster
ing spiritual well-being, which NICA defines as: "The affirmation of life in a relationship with God, 
self, community and environment that nurtures and celebrates wholeness." As such, spiritual well-b.e
ing goes beyond specifically religious activity and, seeking wholeness, lifts the quality of life materially 
as well as psychically. · · 
· · Spiritual ~ell-being applies without regard to age boundaries. While there is no basic difference 

between spiritual health in young or o~d, the vicissitudes of growing older provide unique opportun
ities for spiritual growth essential to wholeness. Nor is this need limited to the poor, ill, or dysfunc
tional. The young, the successful, and the healthy are as much in need of wholeness as those in the up
per years of aging. Not a Sll!bstitute for life support systems, spiritual well-being puts the trials and 

. satisfactions of life in sane perspective. It has to do with providing and the style of providing; of serv
ing and giving; of getting and the grace of getting .. 

In addressing the total community, spiritual well-being spares the aging the insult of categoriza
tion and opens doors by which their experience speaks to every age group. Precisely because spiritual 
well-being addresses the whole of society it speaks effectively to the phenomena of aging and aids in 
the fulfillment of persons and the humanization of bureaucracy and technology. 

An interfaith enterprise, NICA encourages religious bodies to deal with aging in ways consis
tent with their own traditions, lest, in spite of all good intentions, they isolate the aging from their 
own religious communities. NICA exists to discover, share and express the values of religious traditions 
as they support the responsibilities and inherent rights of the aging. lt serves as an instrument to bring 
together public and private sector policies, programs and resources with those of the religious sector to 
meaningfully confront the vast resources, visions and hopes, and needs of older Americans. 

NICA's governing membership is limited to official representatives of constituent organiza
tions, each of which embody and articulate the point of view of their own structures. In dealing with 
policy exploration, advocacy, research, information, and programs, NICA enables its members to be 
more effe.ctive in their own sphere of operation. Policies and programs developed to support the minis
try of the aging as well as to serve their needs ar area and local lew;ls are shared through NICA with ap
propriate program channels and/or communication structures of member bodies. 

© 1980 National Interfaith Coalition on Aging, Athens, GA 
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·National lntertaith coalition on Aging, Inc. 

From its inception, the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging has 
been committed to the following primary objectives: 

( 1) To develop an awareness of and to vitalize the role of the church 
and synagogue with respect to their responsibilities in improving 
the quality of life for the aging. 

(2) To identify and give priority to those programs and services for 
the aging which best may be implemented through the resources 
of the nation's religious sector. 

(3) To stimulate cooperative and coordinated action between the nation's 
religious sector and national private and public organizations and 
agencies whose programs and services relate to the welfare and 
dignity of aging people. 

( 4) To encourage the aging to continue giving to society from the 
wealth of their experiences and to remain active participants in 
community life. 
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White House 330 . 

Conference Independence on Avenu.e 

!n§l~·~·"· -,,_,... (0202or 

Technical Committee on Creating an Age Integrated Society 

Implications fqr Spirituai Well-Being 

Ms . tinthia Wed~l, Chairperson 

Msgr. ~harles J. F~hey 

Ms. Carmel a Locayo 

Mr. Benjamin E. Mays 

Rabbi Marc Tannen.baum ~ 
Ms. Annie ~auneka 

. . 
Enclosed is a description of the Nati~nal Sympbsium on Spiiitual and 

Ethical Value ~ystem Concerns sponsored by the National Interfaith 

Coalition on Aging, Inc . 

As you ).<now, this symposiu~ is being held .. in ·connection wit·h the 

1981 Wh~te House Conferenc~ on Aging. The sy~posiqm is tent~tively 

scheduled for October 27 - 3D, 1~80, at the Ma rydale Retreat Center, 

Cincinatti, Ohio. 

Robert 
L~- o/~~ 

c. Mullen 

W~ite House Corifetence on Aging : 

(202) 472-6748 . 
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S.ymposium on Spiritual and Ethical Value System Concerns 

in the 1981 White House Conference 

The purpose of · this proj·ect is, through a symposium, to identify 

issues and contribute v~rious spiritual, ethical, · and axiological 

perspectives of American society in relation to the emerging national 

issues and public and private policies and roles to be dealt with in 

the 1981 White House Conference on Aging (WHCOA). This symposium is 

designed to help lay the foundation for a comprehensive· national policy 

on aging by providing a forum for the identification and expression 

of a broad range of ethical and spiritual well-being concerns of in-

stitutions, concerned individuals, and older Americans themselves. 

A major end-product will be a written report with .recommenda

tions to be submitted to . the White House Conference Office for use ·· 

by th~ techrii_cal corrim.i ttees. and delegates. Authori z.ation for this 

activity is provided in OAA Title IV-A, Section 404 (a) (4) which 

calls for: 

" •.•• seminars, conferences, symposilli~S and workshops 
in the field of aging, including the conduct of con
ferences and other meetings for the purposes of . 
facilitating exchange of information and stimulating 
new approaches ·with respect to activitie$ related 
to the purposes ·of thfs Act."· 

The symposium will examine the ways in which spiritual and 

ethical concerns are now addressed in service delivery to the aging 

and the elderly and will make recommendations on how those concerns 

will be better addressed. It is clear that those matters identified 

as "great needs" ·by the legislation authorizing the 19 81 WHCOA--namely, 

economic well-being, health care, housing, social services delivery, 

long-term care policy, employment, retirement policy, and national 



research policy -- cannot be completely analy~ed or understood except _· 

in relation to this · society's spiritual and ethical values. Such 

values are critic al to the destruct-ion of f al.se stereotypes about 

aging so prevalent throughout the country in the fabric of our pol- . 
.. 

i9ies arid programs, and which form substantial barriers to the full 

participation ·of the aged. Moreover, the promulgation of· such val~ 

ues is- a society-wide rnission, _equally necessary (l) to the grass-

roots level for the aging to benefit directly, (2) throughout private 

enterprise and institutions, and (3) at the highest levels in govern-

ment wpere our leaders exami~e, interpret, formulate and develop na

tional policy. 

BACKGROUND 

In the interim between the 1971 and the 1981· White House Confer-

ences on Aging there has been a proliferation of efforts to _addre.ss 

ethics and values to national concerns in aging. For example: 

o enactment of "death with ·_dignity" legislation in num
erous states 

o bills-of-rights fo~ hospital and .nursing home patients 

o a national consultation in 1975, sponsored by NICA, 
· to develop a holistic interfaith, interdisciplinary 
definition a_nd conunentary on "spiritual we_ll-being" 
(see Exhibit A) 

o in 1977, a .National Intra-decade Conference on Spiritual 
Well-being of the Elderly, sponsored by NICA 

o in 1976, through a grant from the National Science 
Foundation, a confe~ence explored "Social Policy, 
Social Ethics and .the Aging Society" · 

o in 19 7 8, a conference. on "Aging, Human Values and 
Public Policy: The Role of Org¥1ized Religion," 
sponsored by the Philadelphia In~erfaith Task 
Force on Aging and Temple University 

o in 1979, i;he inclusion in suggested policy 

2. 



study · centers, · to be fund·ea by AoA, one on ethics 
and values in an aging society 

o in 1980, the formation by the President of a Com
mission for the Study of ~thical Problems in Med• 
icine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research. 

It would be a goal of· the proposed symposium to provide a forum for. . 

broad-based, interdisciplinary dialogue on public policy concerns 

in the light of ethics and spiritual well~being. 

For purposes . of this narrative and the proposed . activity, "eth-· 

ical co.i:i.cerns" refers pri,m~ily . to issues of aging caught within the 

arena Of "social ethics." ."Spi,ritual concerns" ·and "spi·ritual well:- .· 

being" ar.e used· to describe a holistic view of 'aging clarified a~ 

follows: 

"Spiritual needs are the deepest ' requirements of the 
self, which, if met, make it possible for the person 
to function with a meaningful identity· and purpose, 
so that in all stages in life that person may relate 
to reality with. hope. Please note that there is a · 
distinc~ion here between spiritual an~ religious. 
While not necessarily opposites, . they are not. synony
mous. A spiritual need may be met by religious acts, 
such as praying ~r receiving Holy Communion, but many 
spiritual needs .are met by warm and sympa~hetic human 
relat~onships. Often, a· spiritual need is best met 
by dealing with. a physical need • 

• •.• We believe that somethiz:ig is· wrong . with any society 
in which every age level is not clearly of meaning and 
of value to that society. The spiritual needs of the 
aging really are those of every. person, writ large: . 
the need for identity, love, and wisdom." · 
(Borlenger, Berlin, 1969, pp. 49,· so, 51. l 

GENERAL TIMEFRAME 

The overall life of the project will be 10 months. In view of 

the care and process that will be necessary in selecting and inviting 

partici,pants, the. necessity for careful program planning, in coordin-

ation with the 1981 WHCOA staff and timeframe, it is estimated that 

four .months lead time will be necessary before actual implementation 

3. 



of the symposium. At this time, NICA anticipates. that the symposium 

will . take place October 27-29, 1980. The overali timeframe would 

provide for adeq~ate planning, selectien of delegates, pre-symposium 

preparation, whil~ at · tl:le _same _time providing . suff_icien t . time to 

gather and complete the. post-symposium process, to·. assure that mater-

ials produced are in the hands · of the _ 19 81 WHCOA office by the May 1,. 

1981 deadli~e. (Boa~d, committee, staff, and participant activities 

would be conducted within the. timeframe- included ~lsewhere · in this pro-

posal ~ ) 

START-UP ACTIVITIES 

The Symposium Adv:isory Committee (SAC) will . consi-st of persons 

who have been engaged ·over a perio.d of· three years on NICA' s White 

Haus·~· Conference on Aging Task For~e, members of NICA' s National . Ad

vi_sory Committee, and the three NICA Vice-Presidents, representative 

of Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish sector;;; (see Exhibit BJ. 

NICA's Executive. Director and a staff member of the White House Con-

fe~ence on· Aging will be included · to function in a liaison capacity. 

(Dr~-- Arthur Flemming, Deputy Chairperson of the 1981 White House Con-

ference on Ag1ng, is a . -member ·af NICA' s National Adv:isory Cammi ttee 

{see Exhibit B} .) The Symposium Advisory Committee . (SAC), once re-
.. 

· · cruited, will meet on or about June 22 and 23, 1980 to review all 

aspects of this proposal, to provide guidance to staff, and to estab-

lish criteria for selection of symposium delegates and to. make recom-

mendations re recruitment prQcedures. 

Enlistment of participants will follow in July and August, based 

on a ''nomination" procedure and the criteria for selection. Nomination$, 

including letters of recommendation and vita, are due by September 1, 
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1980. A se.lection committee will determine partic;ipants and "stanq.~ 

bys" who will be notified and whose required acceptances will be · 

sought September 8-19, 1980 • 

. During July and August of 1980, Symposium leaders who wil.l have 

assigned roles · will. be ~ngaged _and ·gi_veri materials and instructions. 

NICA's base of operation is located· in Athen~, Georgia where, 

through a long-,..stand.ing consortium relationship with the University 

cif Georgia's· Center for Continuing Education and the ·University of · 

Georgia Center on Gerontology, consid~rable immediate consultation 

cµld · conference exper-~ise is available to NICA. I'n addition, a v~ri-

. ety of technical and staff consultation services in the area of con-

ference coordination and' media are open to NICA as needed,· some on 

an in-kind contributed basis and some on a cost reimbursement basis. 

PAR!I'ICIPANTS 

Cons train ts· dictated by funding, time frame, program process, 

focus, and scope require that the number . of participants be kept 

within the range of 40-50 persons_. Therefore, it ~ecomes crucial 

that input into an important symposium/consultation to feed into the 

19 81 White House ·conference on ·Aging 'ref.lect b~oad spectrum thipking 

and' recommen9-ations regarding na-t~onal policies in aging vis-a-vis 

spiritual. ·and ethical values,. requirin·;: a careful selection p;rocess 

ana· criteria. for participation. 

, Participant selection will be made early in -September, 1980, 

from among- the applications a."1.d . nominations on-hand . and. w.ill reflect 

a balance·a representation of. spiritual and ethical spokespersons who 

meet the established criteria; appropriate balance will be sought 

vis-a-vis geography, traditions~ age · ranges, sex, and minority status. 

The ·recruitment and selection process primarily will seek those 



individuals · who bave experience and stature in the area of aging .• 

Representation .will be open to all ethical and spiritual tradi-

. ~ions . in our soc.iety • . The selection process/criteria will be _ further 

honed ·and. determined by the Symposimn. Advisory Comm;i ttee, the .NICA 

Board and Nationai Advisory Co~ittee (see Exhibit B). NICA has had 

cons.iderable experience ·with this type of selection process, wherein 

it was necessary to be representative of a variety ct interdisciplinary 

viewpoints as related to spiritual w.ell~being, ethics, and values. 

The task here will be one of selecting and maintaining an inter

faith, interdisciplinary; and ;intersec~or balan9e for· optimum exchange 

and effect,ivene~s., 

The following criteria will be used in selecting symposium par

ticipants : .. 

a •. Either a policy-maker, decision-maker, or one whq has 
identifiable influence .and/or acqess to the decision
making. process with.in his/her national group or organ

_ iza tion and must have knowledge and experience in the 
field of. aging • 

. b. Agency, school, or -institutional staff, faculty; or 
board persons engaged in activities related to aging 
such as: 
1. Program p·lanning; needs assessment . 
2.. Program promotion (advocacy, policy, etc.) 
3. Prog~am admiI)istration (executive decision

makers, etc.) 
c. Institutional and/or non-institutional service to 

aging providers/practi tione.rs •. 
d. Liaison persons from the Administration on Aging, 

the White House . Conference on Aging, Social Secur
ity, Housing and Urban Development, the Special 
Committee on Aging of the House, would be consid
ered as potential conference leadership and par-
ticipants. · 

e. ~pecial concern will be exercised to assure that 
~ong conferees, older persons whose personal 
experiences with spir~tual and ethical issues 
would be involvt:d both in institutional and non
institutional services or ministries, would be 
involved to provide their input. 

f. Must be able and willing to . pay his/her own ex
penses of participation, travel, lodging, etc. 
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Cost to Participants 

Participants, other than consul~: <·mts as . shown, will contribute 

. to the overa11 cost of the projeGt by_ c ~> . release.a time to _attena 

@. approximately. $130. per day average value tor 4 days·, ( 2) by assum-

ing all expe?lses of travel, lodging, meals, and miscellaneous re-
. . . 

lated to participation, and · (3) by paying a small tuition· fee of 

$20-$25. 

SYMPOSIUM PROGRAM~ PROCESS AND MATE.RIALS 

The symposium :j.tself will be . a three-:-day working meeting (two· 

full days and · two half days) , , providing considerable flexibility 'to 

working groups as they respond to plenary addresses and materials 

provided by the 1981 WHCOA office and NICA. The parameters of the 

ethical and spiritual concerns to be ~ddressed · to nationa_l policy 

will be set fo.i::th in a position paper whic'h wi.11 be ~ommissioned, 

printed, a~d dis~ibuted prior to the symposium. ·This position pa-

per i .s viewed as a "bridge" which will eng~ge participants in mean-

ingful dialogue attuned to future needs of our aging society. Charges 

to all 1981 WHCOA Technical Committees will be reviewed and recornmen-

dations made vis-a-vis ethical and spiritual concerns • . Based on a 

fairly balanced p3rticipant list, it is assumed that the final work 

product will seek the common ground of ethical and spiritual concerns 

i~ aging and, where these concerns appear divergent, will contain 

recornmenda tions from both perspecti ve.s. 

During the selection process, participants will be ·assigned to 

issues groups according to their areas of expertise and expressed 

interests. Provision will be made in proces •. · for issues no t pre-

selected for the symposium to be brought before t..1'1e group. 
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Staff . and Leadership . Roles Identified at This Time: 

Project Director -- Thomas c. Cook, Jr., Executive Director 
of NICA, who will be responsible for the overall .cohduct and 
administration of the project {vita attached) •. 

Project ·coordinator ~- Ms. Donna Lee McGinty, NICA Staff 
Associate, who will coordinate under the .direction of the 
Executive Director all aspects of the project (vita attached). 

Graduate · Assistant · -- Michae.l D. Walker, who will provide 
assistance to materials production, logistics and on-site 
f.acili tation of program work groups_, and assi·st the proc::-s~ 
leader. 

Secretary-bookkeeper ·--· Mrs .• Maretta M. Carstensen, who will 
manage word processi_ng, · communication facili ta ti on and normal 
project and .. record boc:>kkeeping. 

Process. Leader -- Thomas W. Mahle~, Director of the Univer
sity of Geor.gia Center for ·Continuing Education and noted 
adult educator and conference specialist (resume· attached), 
will work with staff in preparation and fo.llow-up stages and 
will provide immediate skills in the symposium itself to 
assure that (1) tjle delegates are oriented to· task, (2) 
de.legates are· involved in work. groups for maximum use of 

·expertise, . ( 3) all participants receive ne·cessary clarifi
c~tion re objectives and desired work products, (4) plenary 
presentations are properly sequenced and discussed arid (5) .· 
the symposium keeps on target wi th,i.n the . time frame and pro
duce.s the desired work prodncts. 

Content Specialist - .- (to be identified). Primary responsi
bility will be to draft the symposiUill position paper which 
will bridge concerns of ethical and spiritual spokespersons 
and which will pro-,/ide both a brief history of aging policies, 
spiritual well-being developments since 1971, emphases of 
social ethicists since 1971, and implications of demcigraphic 
changes, political processes, etc. for future policy-making 
which takes into account ethical and spiritual values which 
contribute to quality of life of our aging and elderly .c i t.i.
zens. The .content specialist would be present during tne 
symposium and available .to assist in drafting tl:le final~ re
port for submission to all 1981 WHCOA delegates through the 
wHCOA office. · 

Analysis Writer/Presenter --· one or mon~ persons will b e. 
assigned the task of reviewing the areas identified by 
the WHCOA Advisory Committee for technical or t~sk ori
ented committees of the 1901 WHCOA in the light of spir
itual and ethical values. Three subject clusters ar~ 
envisioned: 
{ 1) One cluster dealing with those matter::; priI11arily 

under the general heading of the life contexts 
of aging and including, but not limited to--

o .. 



comprehensive soci~l service system(s) 
for · the· elderly. . . 

--· economic well-being of the elderly 
-- eil_lploymerit opportunities of older. persons 

retireineAt policy 
housing· of. the elderly : 

· (2) The· second ·pr~sented concern wo~ld be clustered. ·under 
the .. general heading of the . processes of aging, includ-
ing, put not limited to -.... · · · . 

comprehensive and quality health. care 
long term care policy . 
biomedical and other res·earch in aging 

(3) The thj,.rd prepared presentation would scrutinize the 
above ntechnicaln issues or concerns in terms of 
holi~tic aging _. in American society, making careful 
appll.c.a ti on. of the perspect,i ves inhe·ren t . ~n 'NI CA '·s 
definition ·of and commentary on spiritual well-being 
(see Exhibit A) • The · need for inc·lusion· of the con-

·cept of SWB .in secular ge.rontolgoy and operational 
programs, i£ national policies on agi~g are to be 
·truly · hol.istic, will be· emphasized:. · 

Work-gro:up S.essions. The planning session o.f the SAC will . take the · 

current; known struc·tur~ of the .1981 WHC.OA, .. together with its con-

cerns areas, into ·ac·coun t in establishing what work sessions will 

deal with for written recommendations and comment. At the present 
. . 

time, those cited above and those under the ·"great needs" · preamble· 

to the 1981 WHCOA Act suggest examples. Participants will be assigned 

to one or more sessions which will not m::.mber more than 12, nor fewer 

than 5 per session. 

Work session. topics {tentative):. 

1. Role of organized religion in agi.ng 
·2. Comprehensive social service systems 
3. EGonomic well-being 
4. Employment opportunities 
S. Retirement policy 
6. Hou~ing . 
7. ·comprehensive health care 
8 •. Long term care policy 
9. Biomedical and other research 

· 10. Holistic aging· in American soc :i ety 
11. Spiritual well-being of the elderly 
12. False stereotypes 
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13. Free choice in self-directed lives 
14. Linkages·, · cooperation and coordination between 

public, private, religious, and secular agencies · 
and pro gr ams .. · 

15. · De~th arid dying with dig~ity 
16 • . Role of spiritual and ethical concerns in an 

aging society · 

Work groµp leaders will be selected from among participants. 

Participant assig~ents wi11 provide for self-resourcing of. each con

cern area addressed.. Each group will have. a report writer who will 

phrase·1 with the .group's. l:le.lp, the comments and . recommendations to 

be reported to the sympos.ium as a · whole, the content reviewers, the 

writer·s/editing team and eventually to the WHCOA content unit. 

Pre-conference materials for study will he given. to presenters 

and. participants, along with- a conference prospectus and agenda. 

Participants accepting invitation to ~articipate will be exp~cted 

to attend all ·sessions, · come with the au.thoriz~ticm · of their organi-. 
. . 

zational head who· wil·3:- provide released time and travel costs to and 

from the symposium.. Participant:.::, in accepting, agr.et~ to take as-

signed tasks such as work-group chairper:;on, wr:.'.):er, · e:tc •. , and agree· 

to prepare menta~ly · by re~d.ing the prospectus and: materials. sent prior 

to the symposium. 

Location and date of SJ'1!1Posium. While no final negotiations can ·be · 

made until notification of grant award· is received, tentative sites 

for the symposium have been. identified and considered. A number of 

facilities capable of providing meeting space, housing, and meals are 

\.inder consideration and available through denominational· sources at 

reasonable cost. The most productive .meetin9 pla9e would b~ cent

rally located, with good access to air travel w:i th minimal gr9und 

transportation needed and where · log.istics of meals, rooms, etc., are 

included in a packag~. A tentative hold for the week of October 
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27-_30, 1980 has been secured on the Marydale Retreat Center, three · 

and one-half miles from. the gr ea fer ·Cincinnati I Ohi'O air terminal. 

NICA has conducted· similar meetings - at that location with good sue-· 

cess. (Note: October 30th would be reserved for a post-symposi~ 

meeting on-site of selected participants, SAC members, NICA Board 

member~ and staff.) 

SYMPOSIUM OUTPUT 

Several kinds of work-product are anticipated -to be crea.ted 

by the close of the sympos~um -- (1) authored papers as described 

above; (2) ·responses and discussion taped d~ing plenary session; 

and . (3) reports of task assigned work groups including emergent 

recommendations, questions, . statements or further issues. These 

will be turned over to staff for collating and ·synthesis by the 

editorial and writi·ng team. 

POST-SYMPOSIUM PHASE 

1. A. selected team of consultants/participants will 
remain on-site for one day following the s~posiµm 
to assist the· staff and writing team in (a) evalu
ating the symposium experience;·(b) . organizing, 
synthesizing and 'initially editing .materials. 

2. The writing team will further edit, format and · 
develop the draft report and recommendations 
together with any minority report that may be 
indicated. 

3. The draft report .will go through a content review 
process by rneml;>ers. of the NICA Board and the Sym
posium Advisory Committee who will return comments 
and recommended revisions, if any, back to the 
writing team. · 

4. Any final revisions will be integrated by the 
writing team • . Staff will then prepare final copy 
to be distributed to the White House Conference 
on Aging Content Unit for inclusion in its printed 
materials to be used by conference delegates, 
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technical 9ommittees, etc. The NICA .Board and 
all project participants will also receive a copy 
of the typewritten report. 

S. Staff, on conclusion of the above, will prepare 
routine project fiscal ap.d narrative reports for 
close-out of grant activity with AoA. 

A recaptiulation of activities and estimated chronological 

sequence follows. · 

· (see next page) 
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SUMMARY: MAJOR EVENTS-.- JUNE 1, 1980 - MARCH" J.l, 19:81 

.EVENT /ACTIVITY 

l. Start-up .date & start-up activities 
reiated to . st~ffing, _ space .allopa~ 
tion, planning with NICA Boarq_,.-,. · · 

. university of Geo~gia .con.sortium 
partners, arid · r~cnii tment of the 
Symposiwn. Advisory Board. 

2. Initial announcement of symposium 
and ·cali for religous sector in
volvement via. NICA INFORM newsletter • 

•' .. 

. 3.: Meeting of Nation.al Syrnposi':llll Advisory 
Conunittee, including tentative identi
fication of symposium agenda/leadership. 

4. Recruitment of 40•50 symposium parti
cipants via "nomination" procedure 
at high levels of. denomination and 
judicatory leadership, plu~ selected 
private and public ·secular .represen
tation, v~a mai.1-ings, phone, mailgrams. 

· 5.. Selection of s:Ymposium leadership 
·and · initial assignment· of process/ 

· content g·oals_. and objectives~ · 

6. Meeting of NICA's Executive Director 
·with 1981 WHCOA staff vis-a-vis 
~genda and materials coordination ~ 

· 7. Deadline for receipt of nominations 
of symposium participants. 

8. Meeting of Symposium Selection Commit• 
tee. 

9. Issuance of invitations to participate 
and request for return acceptance. 

10. Final preparations · for symposium, i.e., 
coordination with 1981 WHCOA planning 
and materials; preparation of pre
symposiuin mailings, symposium materials; 
leadership coordination; site logistics • 

. 11. SYMPOSIUM· IMPLEMENTATION. (plus · post
meeting of staff ~ writing team) 

12. Staff and writing team(s) prepare first 
draft of report/recommendations to the 
1981 WHCOA off ice. 

13. 

DATES . 

June, 1980 

June 

June 22-23 

July and August 

July and August 

July 

September 1 

September 2-s· 

September 8-19 

September 15 
October 24 

October 27-30 

November 



EVENTS/ACTIVITY 

13. First draft mailed with re·qu~st for 
comments/rev.isions to symposium par
ticipants, NICA. Board of Directors, 
Symposiuni Advisory Committee. (Dead
line for retu~n of draft comments: 
January 10, 1981}. 

14. Staff and writing team. collate all 
responders comments/revisions a.nd 
produce second draft of final report 
in format req. by 1981 WHCOA office. 

15. Final review and drafting of the 
symposium report/recommendations by 
the NICA Executive Cqmmittee and the 
National Symposium Advisory Commit
tee. 

16. Production of final .typewritten 
draft vis-a-vis last :.minute revl.ew
er recommendations and/or 1981 WHCOA 
office requests. Mail report. 

17. End of funqed project activities. 

18. Continued consultation and coordina
tion with 1981 WHCOA office as it 
facilitates the religious sector's 
written input into the 1981 WHCOA. 

19. Preparation and submission to -AoA of 
final narrative and fiscal reports 
for the project. 

DATES 

January 10-31, 1981 

February 1 -
March 7 

March 

March 31, 1981 

As needed 

By June 31, 1981 

Note: The above tirneframe is subject to change if funding begins 
either before of after June 1, 1980, or if the wisdom of 
unforeseen events and circumstan~es deem changes necessary ~ 

continued next page 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY . 

Following the 1971 White House Conference on Aging (WHCOA), 

leadership from national ~rganizations concerned with spirit~al and 

ethical values in Anlerican society gatjlered early in .1972 for a 

National Conference to discuss the implications of the recommenQ.a-

tions of the White Hou.se Conference on Aging as they related to 

national institutional programs, priorities, and resources. Out of 

this. initial. two-day conference the National Interfaith Coalition on 

Aging (NICA) was formed. to car.ry forward the response acq vi ties on 

a collective basis. NICA's continuing work on the concept of Spir

itual Well-being and its proven leadership. in advocacy~ res~arch, 

education, and training have opened many doors and provided many op-

· portuni.ties for consultation.· and service at the nation~l level, both 

.pubiic and private, secular and religious. Examples o~ interdisciplin

ary organizational linkages developed by or with NICA. over the last 

nine· years include:: 

The American Association of Retired Persons 
The National Retired Teachers· Association 
The International Center for SoGial Gerontology 
Duke University Center for Agin·g and Human Development 
The Ethel Percy Andrus Center for Gerontology · 
The National Council on the Aging 
The Gerontological Society 
The .Western. Gerontological Society 
The Southern Gerontological Society 
The Association for Gerontology in Higher Education 
National Voluntary ·organizations for Independent Living 
of the Aged. 

The Veterans Administration 
The .University of Georgia Gerontology ·Center 
The University of Georgia Center for Continuing Education 
National Homecaring Council 
Volunteer: National Center for Citizen Involvement 
The Social Security Administration 
The Association of Theological Schools in the u.s. and Canada 
The National Caucus on the Black Aged 
The University of Michigan Gerontology Department 
Multidisciplinary Center on Gerontology, Florida ·state 
University 
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The American Psychological Association · 
The John Milton Society for the Blind 
All University Gerontology. Center, Syracuse University 

NICA has utilized a distinguished panel of speakers, experts, and 

consultants, providing an. i .nterdisciplinary mix and ·balance to it~ 

own official constituency and . sta~f, some of whom are listed else

where . Examples are: 

•· 

• 

• 

• 

Dr. David o •. Moberg, Chairman, Department of Anthropology 
and Sociology, Marquette University. (Author of lq71 
WHCOA background paper on the· Spiritual Well-being of 
the Elderly.). 

Mr. Herman Brotm~, Co~sultant in gerontology, statis
tician and former staff member, Administration qn 
Aging. 

Mr. William Or:iol, Staff Associate~ .Inter-nati,onal 
Center for Social Gerontology and· former Staff Dir
ector, q.s .. Senate Special Committee on Aging. 

Dr. Bernard Nash, Con~.ultant in Gerontology , and former 
Executive Director, NRTA/AARP. 

Dr. Mildred Seltzer, Gerontology Center; Miami· Univer.:... 
sity, Ohio, and past President, Association for G_eron
tology in .Higher Education. 

Dr. Hobart Jackson (deceased) founder of· the Natiol)al 
Caucus of '. the B·lack Aged. 

Dr. Nelson Cruikshank, r~tired Presidential Counselor 
on _ A~ing _ and Past Chairman, Federal coilnci:l on Aging. 

Dr. Derrel Slover,· All. University Gerontology Center 
and Department of Social Work, Syracuse. l!nivers-i ty. 

Mr •. David Affeldt, Care Reports, Inc., formerly with 
the Social Security Administrati·on and on the legal 
staff of the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging. 

. . 

Dr-. Dan Blazer, M.D., Associate Director Duke Univer
sity Center on Aging and Human Development. 

Dr. Benjam~n Mays, President Emeritus, Morehouse 
College and Preside~t of the Atlanta School · Board. 

Dr. Arthur Flemming, Chairman, £J •. S. Civil Rights 
Commission and fqrmer Commissioner o~ Aging, former 
Secretary of HEW. 

Dr. James Thorson, Director, Gerontology Program, 
University of Nebraska at Omaha. 
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The 1977 National Intra-decade Conference on Spiritual Well

being of the Elderly· gathered 350 persons from ~ diverse range of 

occupations. and disciplines, includirrg medicine, humanities, law, 

soc~al and behavioral services, theology, ethics, nursing, home care, 

government, insurance, philosophy, and other categories. over 71 

papers were presented with 30 selected for inclusion in Spiritual 

Well-being of the Elderly, ·Thomas c. Cook, Jr. and James A. Thorson, 

Editors,. Charles c. Thomas, Publisher, 1980. The above. interdisciplin

ary involvement is characteristic of .the Coalit~on's approach to spir

itual and· ethical issues in agi~g in our current ·pluralistic society. 

In 1978 NICA' held a national conference on "People, Programs and 

Policies: Guidelines and Strategies for Policy Formulation and Action 

· for Aging in the Religious Sector" in St. Louis, Missour.i. The thrust 

was the identification and development . of public policy issues af

fecting older Americans and the imp.lication of these p~licies for 

the value concerns of private sector voluntary and religious organ

izations a.t n~tional, regional, area, and local levels. Leadership 

included Dr • . Arthur Flemming I Dr. Paul Maves I and a variety· of lead-

ers from public, private, secular, and religious orientation w~o 

spoke to the key issues in poiicy forrnul,ation, issues', and values. 

During mid-1979, NICA's Executive Director organized the committee 

on religion and aging for the Symposium on White House Conferences 

as Agents for Social Change, funde~ by AoA and held at Reston, VA 

(see Exhibit C). This committee was the primary avenue for input 

of ethical arid spiritual concerns related to prospects for social 
,. 

change. in the field of aging ... 

In April of 1979, . as part of NICA's proposed 10-year development 

plan, several task groups independently arrived at the recommendation 
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that: NICA research the subject of values and attitudes vis-a-vis 

aging in our society. At a t.neeting of the NICA Planning and 

Development Committee in June, 1979 the goal of establishing a 

center focused on ethics and values in an aging· society was en-· 

dorsed and forwarded to the· NICA Board which approved the recom- · 

me,ndation ~n August, 1979 •. The NICA :aoard views the establishment 

of such a Center on Aging as a primary goal for the next ten years. 

and beyond. 

The National. Interfaith Coalition on Aging (NICA}, a non-profit 

corp~ration of national-lei.rel repres·entatives from Rom~m Catholic, 

Protestant and ~ewish faiths, and several associate national secular 

organizations and public and private agencies concerned with older 

Americans, .. is now in its eighth year of service. NICA's fir~t con-

fererice, held in 1972, developed as its primary objectives th~ fol

l.owing: 

(l} To develop an awareness of and to vitalize 
the role of the church and synagogue with 
respect .to their responsibilities in im
proving the quality of life for the aging. 

( 2) To identify and give priority to tho~e. 
programs and services for the aging which 
best may be implemented through the re
sources of the nation's religious sector. 

(3) To stimulate cooperative and coordinated 
action between the nation's religious . 
sector and national private and public 
organizations and agencies whose programs 
and services relate to the welfare and 
dignity of aging people. 

( 4) To encourage the aging to continue -giving 
to society from the wealth · of their ex-· 
periences and to remain active partici-
pants in community life. · 
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Experience in Grant Administration 

Since 1973, NICA has received over $600,000. in OAA Title IV~A 

funds to conduct various conferences and .education and research 

pr~jects designed to seek a balance between secular gerontology and 

ethical and spiritual concerns so as to add to the dimensions of 

the concept of holistic aging~ For example, NICA's last Title IV-·A 

training grant for· Project GIST (Gerontology in Seminary Training) 

(Grant #90-A990) eventually involved_, over a two year period~ 100 

educational institutions, organizations, and public and private agen

cies, and pr~duced an 8-page document which identifies basics for 

competency . to teach gerontology and correlatives in ethics, . values·, 

and spiritual well-being· concerns. 

PROJECT OFFICE LOCATION 

The project will be house~~in Athens, Georgia in NICA offices 

adjacent to the University ?f Georgia, 298 s. Hull Street. Pro-rata 

costs for space, utilities,- phone, administrative costs, etc., are . 

included in the proposal budget narrative. 
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E X H ·1 · B I T S 

A . •.•• ~ Spiritual Well-being 
Def·inition and Co1TJJ1en
tary 

B •. • •.• • NI CA Board of Di rectors 
and Membership 
NICA Task Force on the 
1981 WHCOA 
NICA Notional Advisory 
Committee 

c ..... Reston~ VA Symposium on 
White .House Conferences 

·as Agents of Social Change · 

NOTE : EXHIBITS are attached only to copies of the proposal 
forwarded to the Administration on Aging and to 
NICA staff and selected Board of Directors copies. 
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August 5, 1980 Center for Gerontological Studies 

Mr. John Hutchison, Chief 
Office of Older Americans Programs 
Community Services Programs 
Room 330 Brown Building 
1200 19th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20506 

Dear Mr. Hutchison: 

I appreciate your interest in the possibility of my assisting in the 
drafting of the report of the Technical Committee on "The Elderly _arid, 
Spiritual Well Being" for the 1981 White House Conference on Aging. 
Your discussion with me of the outline ' of the '71 .report prepared 
by Prof. Moberg was particularly helpful as was your delineation of 
the three issues that represent the principle concerns of the committee 
for the 1981 Conference. 

Dr. -Wedel's name I know through my own church identification and through 
old friends like John Krumm, John Turnbull and Dean Kelley. I believe 
that Rabbi Tannenbaum and I served ·on one or two television panels in 
the early sixties during my Coltimbia period. Your committee may be 
interested in knowing that, i~stitutionally, I am an Episcopalian and 
not ordained. 

As my vita indicates, I have had a long standing involvement personally 
' and professionally in Jewish, Roman Catholic and Protestant issues as 
well as minority concerns both withi~, but more often beyond strictly 
institutionai boundaries. Hence, my interpretation of the scope of 
religious and spiritual well-being is a broad one. 

My interest in aging and the elderly stems from a long standing concern 
about the problems of the disadvantaged in our society. My involvement 
in the civil rights movement in the sixties led to my interest in problems 
facing the aged. For the past ten years their problems have been of 
concern to me as an admi.nistrator, scholar, political activist, and 
believer in spiritual and humane issues and causes. 

As requested, I enclose an. updated copy of my vita along with a list of 
references that members of the · committee may wish to contact in the 
event that my· services are of interest to them. Because my teaching and 
research commitments are heavy, I would appreciate hearing from them at 
their earliest .convenience. If it is agreed that my services are of the 
kind that the committee .desires, then I would like to discuss such 
matters as deadlines, ~eeting dates, and staff assistance. 

•£qual Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer" 

University 

of Florida 

3357 GPA 

Gainesville. FL 32611 

904/392-2116 

Carter C. Osterbind 
Director 

Harold M. Stahmer 
Associate D irector 
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White House 330 Conference Independence On Avenue 

~f119 ~~run~ 
020201 

Rabbi Marc Tannenbaum 
National Director 
Interreligious Affairs 
American Jewish Committee 
165 East S6th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10022 

Dear Rabbi Tannenbaum: 

August 19~ 1980 

Enclosed please find a copy of the report of the first Technical Committee 
meeting on "Creating an Age- Integrated Society - Implicati ons for Spiritual 
Well-Being". If there are any corrections or additions that need to be made 
to this report, please feel free to do so. 

Secondly, I have taken the liberty of developing a proposed work plan , which 
in part, reflects some of the concerns and interests of the Committee to pull 
together research, policy analysis and opinions already available, and to 
develop a quality report within a very limited time frame. 

Additionally, I would like to report to you that Mrs. Cynthia Wedel, Chair
person met with Reverend Tom Cooke, Executive Director of the National Inter
faith Coalition on Aging on August 5. Mrs. Wedel conveyed the strong interest 
of the Committee in securing Reverend Cooke as a consultant~ She also shared 
the Committee's concern that as a consultant, he objectively carry out the 
directives of the Committee. After reassurances, Mrs. Wedel informed me that 
she wanted to move quickly to process Reverend Cooke as a consultant to the 
Committee, and he will be available at the next meeti ng to begin a support 
role • 

. Four, as of last week, I was informed that the Issues Subcommittee has post
poned its meeting to review Technical Committee outlines until September 22, 
1980. In light of this fact, the Committee should think in terms of deferring 
its next meeting to the first week of October. 

Finally, effective August 25, 1980, Mr . Robert Mullen will be working as Staff 
Assistant to this Technical Committee. Please direct all inquiries to him at 
(202)472-6747 or (202)245-1904. It has been an extremely rewarding experience 
for me to have worked with each one of you, and I wish you all God-speed in 
this all-important endeavor. 

Warmest regards, 

~~ 
Ms. Sandra Nathan, 
Program Analyst 

Enclosures 

( 
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t , FOREWORD 

1his Wottk. Book has been prepared for the use of participants in Cormnu
nity White House Conferences on Aging. Corrnnl.Illity Conferences will be held 
across the cot.mtry early in 1971. 1heir purpose will be to make the 
first proposals or recommendations toward the development of a comprehen
sive national policy on aging. 

Part One of the Woll.k. Book is a sl..ll111llary of one of the background papers 
prepared for the Conference. It contains a discussion of the needs, 
goals, present situation, and l.Illresolved problems in one of the principal 
areas of aging. 1he purpose of Part One is to give you enough informa
tion about the subject to enable you to take part intelligently in the 
formulation of recormnendations in the Conference section to which you have 
been assigned. 

In Part Two of the Woll.k. Book, several questions or issues are stated 
and discussed. 1he White House Conference Technical Committee responsi
ble for this area believes that these questions are addressed to the most 
important unresolved problems in the area, and that the recormnendations 
which grow out of them will be significant for older people and for 
American society. 1hese are the questions you will consider in the Con
ference Work Section in which you will participate. 

1he pamphlet entitled, So You A!te. To Be. A PaJLtlupa.n:t In A Corrmu.nUy 
Whde. HoU6e. Con6e.Jte.nc.e. Jn Ag.lng, tells you how to make use of the WoJtk. 
Book in preparing to be an effective Conference participant. You will 
find blank spaces in the WoJtk. Book which you may use for making ")'our 
Notes and Draft of A Policy Recorrnnendation." 

I hope that you will derive satisfaction from the part you are to play 
in this unprecedented national effort. 

John B. Martin 
Special Assistant to the President 
for the Aging 
and Conference Director 
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SPIRITUAL ~1Ell-BEING 

PART ONE: BACKGROUND 

In preparation for the White House Conference on Aging, a technical 

paper has been prepared to provide the background infonnation needed for 

the development of national policy related to spiritual well-Being.I 

Part One of this Wo.ll.k Book presents a stmmlary of this background paper • 

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY "SPIRITUAL"? 

Each of us would probably define "spiritual" a little differently, but 

whatever words we use to describe it, we all know in our hearts what it 

means. When we are in good spiritual health, life has value and meaning. 

When the spirit is sicke~ed, .nothing else matters; no amount of tangible 

good can compensate for the loss we feel. As one philosopher has ex-

pressed it, the spiritual is man's "ultimate concern." 

SPIRITUAL NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY 

Maintaining spiritual well-being is particularly hard for older people 

because of the losses they encounter as the years wear on: loss of loved 

ones, loss of roles and status, loss of health, loss of income. Knowing 

that few years of life remain, older people feel impelled to figure out 

1Tbe background paper on Spiritual Well-Being was prepared by 
David 0. Moberg, Ph.D., Chairman, l)epar.tment of Sociology and Anthropol.;. 
ogy, Marquette University. 
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what their lives have meant, what more they nrust do to fulfill them-

selves. With greater leisure, there is less to distract them from 

man's "ultimate concern." 

Studies indicate that, although most older people think about death, 

few of them fear it. However, they do feel the need to prepare them

selves for it. 

WHAT PROMOTES SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING? 

The basic elerent of spiritual well-being is a satisfying philosophy 

of life. While each individual nrust acquire this for himself, the 

society he lives in influences his ability to do so. A society that 

respects its aged, that recognizes that leisure as well as work has 

important values, that proVides meaningful roles for its older people

such societies foster the development of a wholesome and hopeful phi-

losophy of life •.. and of death. 

Social goals related to spiritual well-being therefore include: 

Education 

A greater focus on aging in lay, religious, and professional edu-

cation would go far toward helping our society to develop attitudes and 

actions that contribute to the spiritual well-being of older people. 

Life Enrichment Programs 

When religious and other conmunity-organizations offer creative out

lets to older people and opportunities for them to be of real service, 

they help to meet spiritual as well as other needs of the aging. 

,. 

' 
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Therapeutic Services 

Whenever problems arise and people are troubled they need treatment . 

Such treatment should serve the whole man, rather than just the spe-

cific mental or emotional sympton. This means caring, listening, 

sharing experience; it means helping to build up self-esteem and to 

remove fears, guilts, and anxieties . 

Creative outlets for the service of the aged can make a construe-

tive contribution to lu.unan relations and the cornrrrunity as well as to 

the persons who participate in them. Living in the later years may 

be enhanced by taking part in volunteer services, church programs, 

conununity projects, and other means of bringing increased dignity 

and an enhanced philosophy to the aging and elderly. 

Services Related To Death 

OJr society seems to refuse to face up to the reality of death with 

the result that the bereaved turn to their churches, synagogues and 

other religious groups with sear~hing questions to which they need 

answers. Many are troubled about whether or not the lives of their 

relatives were prolonged beyond responsible limits, or whether they 

may have suffered needlessly. Others question whether they should 

tell their loved ones of impending death so that they may seek and 

receive assistance from their spiritual leaders and spiritual ~om-

fort from relatives and friends. And in our modern society, where 

we tend to remove all personal responsibility for burial and give 

little attention to the ceremonial and symbolic aspects of death, 

the grief of the mourners is intensified. There is great 
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need for spiritual and social support over a six to twelve week period 

which is the usual time of intense mourning. To deny mourning and the 

rituals of mourning is to increase f eelings of loneliness, despair and 

misery. 

THE ROLE OF RELIGION 

For older people especially, spiritual well-being is very closely 

related to religion. Studies reveal that: 

As long as they are able to do so, most older people attend religious 

services and, when they are unable to do so, they listen to religious 

programs on radio and television. Bible reading, prayer and meditation 

increase steadily with age. More of the memberships held and social 

gatherings attended by older people are in religious organizations than 

in all other types of social organizations combined. 

Older people are usually conservative in their religious beliefs and 

some of them find it disturbing when worship services are changed to 

make them more contemporary or more relevant for younger people . 

Belief in God, according to studies, reaches its highest level in the 

later years; 90 percent of older people are absolutely certain there is 

a God and tend to regard Him as a loving father. Older people are more 

likely than younger ones to consider that religion is very important, 

to have had significant religious experiences, and to find religion a 

great source of help and comfort. 

( 

(. 
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INFLUENCE OF RELIGION 

Older people's heavy reliance upon religion for their spiritual well

being has had both positive and negative effects. 

Positives 

Older people who are active in religious organizations are more apt to 

knew about and be active in other organizations • 

MerrilJers of religious bodies usually approach death with less fear and 

more serenity than other people. 

Religioils beliefs motivate people to participate in humanitarian and 

service activities. 

Studies also show that personal and social adjustment, happiness, 

morale and feelings of satisfaction are associated with religious atti-

tudes and behavior. 

Negative 

Older irembers sometimes feel that their church or synagogue does not 

give them maningful roles; that they are being squeezed out by yotmger 

people; that their opinions are ignored. 

When an older person wishes to die, his religious training may cause 

him to feel guilty about the wish. 

Patients in nursing homes and hospitals expect visits from representa

tives of their religious group and when these visits are not made or are 

made inf~quently, they become depressed. On the other hand, sone pa

tients are alarned when the minister, priest or rabbi visits because 

they think it means they are about to die. 
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Some ministers, priests and rabbis are so conuni tted to working with 

younger people tjiat they neglect the elderly. Some who are very con

scientious about their roles during and after a funeral are not able to 

establish close relationships with the dying. 

THE ROLE OF RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS 

Wfiile religious· organizations are not the only ones which assume or 

should asstDne, responsibility for spiritual well-being, our s9ciety 

holds them primarily responsible. This is especially true of the 

. elderly because they grew up in an era when spiritual needs were very 

closely identified with organized religion. Ccnsequently, an appraisal 

of the spiritual well-being of older people must focus mainly on what 

religious groups are doing or could do. 

The 1961 White House Conference on Aging made such an appraisal, but 

according to some who participated, much remains to be done to carry 

out the recommendations that we.re made. 

Religious resources for meeting spiritual needs are great. Their 

doctrines, their ethical conmi.tments, their traditions of ministering 

to the needs of mankind cause older people to tum to them for cotmSel 

when any kind of trouble arises. The physical equipment of religious 

organizations enables them to provide many social and other services 

to older people in addition to affording a place £or worship. 

Many special facilities-retirement hones, nursing hones, housing 

programs, sheltered workshops, etc. , - are sponsored by religious 

</ 
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7 . 

organizations. Often they cooperate with other corrnntmity groups in spon-

soring such facilities as well as in developing a variety of voltmteer 

and other services by and for the elderly. 

THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 

Comprehensive civic projects cannot be limi~ed to one sponsor or one 

faith if they are to fulfill their goal. Nevertheless, such projects 

must take cognizance of spiritual needs if they are to serve the "whole. 

man." 

Religious organizations can help to see that there is a spiritual com

ponent in colTD1Il.IDi ty and govemnent programs and can help to stimulate the 

development and effective use of coordinated, cooperative programs . 

In institutions and certain other types of public programs, activities 

of a religious nature are often needed. Religious organizations can help 

to see that, while public programs are safeguarded against use for 

sectarian gains, they are also safeguarded against denial of true reli-

gious liberty to the people they serve. 

DEFICIENCI ES OF PRESENT PROGRAMS 

Most conununities lack programs which coordinate the spiritual minis-

tries of religious institutions with other areas of htunan concern. 

Duplication of effort is another corrnnon problem. Sonetimes one religious 

group will set up a program simply because another has done so; or there 

will be duplication between a religious and a community organization . 
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All types of programs suffer from a shortage of personnel _who have 

had adequate geriatric training . 

Research on spiritual needs has been too limited. This is partly 

because of the difficulty of applying scientific methods to an intangi

ble, emotion-laden field and partly because the tendency to consider 

"spiritual" as synonymous with "religious" has deterred governments 

from supporting such research lest they be deemed to violate the prin

ciple of separation of church and State. 

Programs which religious groups have established to serve the poor 

often fail ~o do so because few poor people belong to the group and 

because nan-members do not learn about the service. 

Sone programs pave ulterior purposes: to get donations and publicity 

or to gain a sense of personal superiority or relief from personal 

guilt. Sometimes the aged are actually exploited by unscrupulous per-

sons who, in the name of religion, collect "offerings'" for projects for 

the aged. There is no "Consumers' Guide to Chari table and Religious 

Ventures" to help people distinguish between the valid and the false . 

Religious organizations tend to devote most of their efforts to 

institutional programs although about 95 percent of the elderly live 

outside of institutions. Tuvelopment of foster homes and home care 

services for the elderly has lagged behind the development of non-

institutional services for other groups. 

I 

\. 
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Many programs do not give the elderly true freedom of choice. For 

example, the choice for many older people is to remain at home with no 

9 

care or to enter an institution; to attend no religious services or to 

participate in those of the faith that operates the institution; or, 

because of transportation problems, to attend the nearest place of worship 

or none at all. 

Prevention of spiritual problems is a desirable goal, yet most programs 

deal with such problems only after they have become apparent. Religious 

organizations usually assume that prevention of spiritual ills is their 

basic goal, but little or no effort has been made to detennine whether 

this goal is actually being achieved. Sometimes, religious organizations, 

as well as comrrn.mi ty groups, overlook spiritual needs entirely as they 

become absorbed in the problems of meeting heal~h, welfare .or social 

needs. 

As a participant in one conference on aging has observed: "man's 

vertical relationship, God-to-man , and man's horizontal relationship, 

man-to-man, are all of one piece." To the extent that all programs by 

and for the elderly recognize this truth, the spiritual well-being of 

the elderly will be enhanced. 
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P.ART TWO: ISSUES 

The following assumptions tmderlie the proposed issues and eliminate 

the need for debate of commonly accepted premises: 

Man is a whole being who can be taken apart only for 

analytical purposes. Therefore, whatever affects his 

welfare in regard to the whole range of his needs will 

also affect his spiritual welfare. 

The financial status of the aging is significantly re

lated to spiritual well-being. An adequate income is 

generally considered essential for active involvement 

in the religious groups which nourish the faith and 

restore the spirit of many people. It is recognized, 

of course, that spiritual well-being is not an auto

matic result of having adequate financial resources. 

It is, also, recognized that it is not necessary for 

older people to be directly involved in fonnal, reli-

giously oriented, groups in order to maintain spiritual 

well-being. 

The greatest need, quantitatively speaking, may be for 

outreach programs to find isolated older people who are 

frustrated, frightened, and spiritually impoverished in 

other ways. This would mean, that the meeting of spiri

tual needs nrust be extended to those who are institu-

tionalized or those who reside elsewhere; everyone nrust 

> 
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have a means for maintaining spiritual help without 

regard to where he lives. 

Organizationally, care for spiritual well-being has 

been allocated by our society primarily to religious 

ins ti tut ions. Al though the farilil y '· aesthetic, recre

ational and other organizations contribute· to nature 

of the spirit, it is assumed here that religious 

bodies are the most significant institutional focus 

for the promotion of spiritual welfare • 

Older people display a broad range of personal differ-

ences both in needs and past experience. Therefore, 

diverse opport~ities, among which they can freely 

choose, must be made available for meeting their spiri-

tual needs . 

11 

Spiritual well-being is a lifelong pursuit. Its develop

ment begins in childhood, but continued spiritual 

growth is possible throughout the life span, therefore, 

the opportunity should be available throughout the 

period of old age. 

Altho.ugh the spiritual concern of man is as old as man 

himself, there is still much to be learned. Research 

is needed in all -aspects of spiritual well-being, such 

as its nature and scope, the factors that promote or 
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hinder its growth and development, and the relation-

ship between spiritual and other inner resources. 

Given these several asstmtptions and the goal of defining policies to 

pronote the aspects of spiritual well-being, among older people there are 

four issues which need resolution . Stated as questions they are: 

1. Should government cooperate with religious bodies and 
other private agencies to help meet the need for spiri
tual well-being? 

2. Should older people have their spiritual needs served 
as a separate. group, or as part of mixed age groups? 

3. Can religious organizations truly enhance spiritual 
well-being and spiritual growth tmless they pro:roote 
both "spiritual" and "social" concern? 

4. Would a "Declaration of the Universal Spiritual Rights 
of the Aging" assist in defining the proper role of 
religious institutions in relation to the spiritual and 
other needs of mankind? 

Issue 1: 

The principle of separation of church and State has always been held 

inviolate in our society. Controversy flares quickly whenever there 

appears to be encroachment upon the right of religious bodies to detennine 

the spiritual life of the nation. It is assumed here that the question of 

cooperation between church and Government to meet the spiritual and social 

needs of the elderly can be debated without implication that either one 

'.( 
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dominates, dictates, or absorbs the role of the other. In our pluralistic 

society, a great many _institutions must live side by side and lend one 

another their resources in order to preserve and enhance the values of our 

society. 

One argument in favor of cooperation between church and State to enhance 

the spiritual well-being of the elderly is that the great resources of the 

national Government could be marshalled by religious bodies in support of 

their goals. The religious bodies cooperating wl.th the Government could 

moniter the programs and make sure that there is a spiritual component in 

all programs jointly sponsored. 

Cooperation would also provide channels through which the religious 

bodies could contribute si~ificantly to the proper solutions of problems 

of special concern to the elderly. For example, the Government provides 

for chaplains in prisons and the military services in recognition of the 

fact that persons isolated from normal opportunities for free exercise of .. 
religious worship should be provided such opporttmities through access to 

services of professional religious leaders. Elderly persons, who are ill 

and by necessity thereby live in institutions, are also isolated and lack 

opporttmity for free exercise of religious worship. The question then, 

which needs input and resolution through a cooperative approach of reli

gious bodies and governmental agencies is when Government provides some 

financial-assistance to build the institutions where many of the elderly 

are cared for and helps pay for their care through Medicare and Medicaid, 
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does the Govenunent also have responsibility for providing for the spiri

tual needs of the elderly who use the ser\rices? 

Other reasons offered in support of cooperation between religious 

bodies and government are that it would extend opportunities of nruch needed 

research on the spiritual problems of the elderly. Graduate schools of 

theology are increasingly ali~ing themselves with universities and fonn-

ing cooperative consorts which cut across sectarian lines. The theolog-

ica.l schools are, however, generally excluded from eligibility for Federal 

research grants. Thus, the scholars, nost able to study the components of 

the spiritual life of the elder-ly, are deprived of a share of research 

IJK)nies to support their work. 

Exponents of the position ~at the religious bodies have sole respon

sibility for all aspects of the spiritual well-being of the elderly fear 

that goveTIUTlental assistance to any religious group in such matters would 

seem to favor one religion or one denomination over another. This would 

also seem to violate one of the principles of the Constitution which pro

hibits the Government from establishment of a religion. It is also feared 

that a cooperative venture on the part of the church and Govenunent might 

result in dictation by the government. The question of maintaining sec-

'tarian lines seems threatened by cooperation because when tax ftmds· are 

used to support facilities and programs, they IlD..lSt be available to any 

citizen in need of them. It is also argued that Government supported 

research would entail some outside control of topics and areas which could 

be studied by theological scholars and thus might dictate changes in 

doctrine and spiritual values. 

.) 
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111e question posed in this issue , therefore, is to detennine the valid-

ity of the exponents for and against cooperation between church and State 

in meeting spiritual needs of the elderly, and to define a policy which 

will bring about action most beneficial to the elderly of today and tomor-

row. 

Your Notes and Draft of A Policy Recorranendation 
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Issue 2: 

Should efforts to meet the spiritual needs of the aging 
aim to serve them in separate groups and programs 
designed specifically for the agi~? or, should they 
attempt to serve the elderly toge er with people of 
other ages? 

'Ib.ose who oppose separate consideration of th~ elder~y contend that 

religious bodies typically assume that whatever is available to serve . 

"everybody" will adequately serve the needs of the elderly. The argu

ments are that the elderly do not have spiritual needs different from 

those of yotmger age groups. 1hey believe that to provide separate pro

grams and services for the elderly would tend to segregate them and deny 

them the opporttmity to have meaningful social interaction with yo'lIDg 

people within a spiritual se~ting. The question is also raised as to 

whether or not separating the religious program and services for the 

elderly from those of other age groups is not a form of de facto discrimi-

nation that might contribute to the tensions between the generations. It 

is proposed that the integration of spiritual perspectives 1nto all pro-

grams of education and service for the aging is a superior approach to 

insuring the spiritual well-being of older people than segregation of the 

aging into specialized programs focusing specifically upon "the spiritual ." 

Exponents of serving older people separately believe that the elderly 

in addition to sharing the spiritual needs of yotmger age groups , have 

particular needs related to their stage of later life. It is contended 

that these particular needs are apt to be neglected '\.ID.less religious bodies 

provide especially for them • 

.J 
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Perhaps, until appropriate studies can be made analyzing natural si tua-

tions in which each of the alternative practices prevails it will not be 

possible to determine finally whether a segregated or integrated arrange

ment has the more wholesome impact upon attitudes of youth, young adults, 

and the middle-aged toward the elderly. Similar studies are needed to 

determine whether older people are more likely to disengage from spiri

tµally meaningful and rewarding social roles in their religious bodies if 

integration or segregation is practiced . 

Your Notes and Draft of A Policy Recommendation 
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Issue 3: 

Should religious or anizations restrict their concern 
tot. e sh1r1tual al ere. r, s o ey e concerned 
with bot spiritu and social concerns? 

In support of religious bodies having concern for both spiritual and 

social action, it is contended that man's spiritual well-being overlaps 

all other aspects of his life and cannot therefore be restricted arl>i

trarily to any one narrow aspect of it. Since organized religions are the 

primary institutions that work on spiritual needs, their teachings arid con

cern sweep across all other aspects of life. Traditionally, the role of 

religion has been to serve as a source of comfort to individual believers, 

but many of its exponents today see religion as also having the role of 

stimulating action to cope with the problems of society, inclu~g those 

of the elderly~ A further argument ma.de in favor of the broader ministry 

of the church is that when the church has restricted itself to the preach-

ing and teaching roles, commercialized services have been developed to provide 

unmet spiritual requirements. 

'Ihose religious leaders who believe the role of the church should be 

restricted to spiritual concerns, recommend that churches should emphasize 

the roles of preaching and teaching. Direct social action aimed at coping 

with social problems and eliminating social injustice should, they believe, 

be left entirely in the hands of their rnenbers as individuals, not, however, 

as menbers of a religious institution. 

Spiritual guidance for the elderly is believed to be more important to 

the elderly than is religious guidance _in the analysis of the social 

) 

I 
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problems of modern society. 'Ihe elderly, in contrast to younger people, 

may expect more inspirational guidance from their religious experiences . 

For them the church may provide a feeling of anchorage, conununity, neigh

borhood, and location in their religious activity • 

Your Notes and Draft. of A Policy .Recommendation 
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Issue 4: 

If a "Declaration of the Universal Rights of the Aging" could be de-

veloped on a non-sectarian basis, it is believed that it· would result in 

achieving a nationally accepted philosophy of aging. Because it would 

.A.ave the support from the various religious bodies, it would readily gain 

popular allegiance and serve as an acknowledged fotmdation for public 

action. 

To bring about such a "Declaration" it is suggested that all organiza

tional branches of Protestantism, Catholicism, Orthodoxy, Judaism and 

other religious bodies in the·United States tmdertake jointly, perhaps 

through a Religious Commission, to fonnulate a national policy on the 

tmiversal rights of older people relative to spiritual well-being. It is 

maintained that if religious bodies, as the agencies of society that lead 

in the roodification of social values , cooperated in developing and support-

ing thi? hl.Dllail right, they would be taking a major step in providing the 

spiritual leadership that is so greatly needed in our pluralistic society. 

1he declaration would provide a stunmary of principles for action which 

would make clear what religious bodies tmiquely can do, what can be done 

best by other organizations, and what will not be fully attained without 

deliberate cooperation of churches with other agencies. 

i 
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One argmnent offered in support of the continuation of the separate

ness of the philosophies of the various religious bodies is that the 

task of achieving comm::>n agreement on a declaration of rights would be so 

difficult that it would take a quarter of a century to reach. Also, there 

is the question of what private ·or public body would take the responsibi

lity for convening representatives of various religions to undertake such 

a task . 

The question is then whether or not it is, as one author has stated, 

"the prophetic business of the church to stand up for human rights" and 

whether concern for the spiritual rights of the aging "offers the church 

one more opportunity to stand in the cornmuni ty as a witness to one basic 

tenet of both Christianity and deroocracy- -the essential worth of every 

individual as a person." 

Your Notes and Draft of A Policy Reconnnendation 
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Although the issues presented above were intended to cover outstanding 

aspects of the subject area of Spiritual Well-Being, space is reserved 

below for the development and resolution of new issues should that be 

thought necessary and desirable. Please bear in mind that the focus of 

the 1971 White House Confe·rence is on. issues and recorrnnendations for 

policies, as opposed to long-range goals or recorrnnendations for specific 

programs • 

GSA DC 71.9184 
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SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING 

- A DEFINI'~ION -

Spiritual Well-Being is the affirmation of life 
in a relationship with God, self, community and 
environment that nurtures and celebrates wholeness. 

Commentary 
••• Spiritual \·lell-Being is the Affirmation of Life ••• 

The Spiritual is not one dimension among many in life; rather, It permeates 
and gives meaning to all life. The term Spiritual Well-Being, therefore, 
indicates wholeness in contrast to fragmentation and isolation. "Spiritual" 
connotes our dependence on the source of life, God the Creator. 

What, then, is Spiritual Well-Being? We cannot regard well-being as equated 
with physical, psychological, or social good health. Rather, It is an 
o.66.bcma:t.1.on 06 Uf..e. It is to say "Yes" to life in spite of negative 
circumstances. This is not mere optimism which denies some of life's 
realities; rather, it is the acknowledgr.lent of the destiny of life . In the 
light of that destiny it is the love of one's own life and of the lives of 
others, together with concern for one's community, society, and the whole 
creation, which is the dynamic of Spiritual Well-Being. 

A. person's affirmation of life is rooted in participating in a col!lI!lunity of 
faith. In such a cor.i:rnunity one grows to accept the past, to be aware anc1 
live in the present, -and to live in hope of fulfilll!lent. · - ----·-· - -

••• A Relationship with God, Self, Community, and Environment ••• - ·_- · :: 

Affirmation of life occurs within the context of one's relationship with God, 
self, cot'rnunity anc.1 environment . God is seen as "Supreme Being", "Creator" 
of life, the Source and Power that wills well-being. All people are called 
upon to respond to Ge<~ in love and obedience. Realizin9 we are God's children, 
we grow toward wholeness as in~ividuals, and we are led to affirm our kinship 
with others in the cornrr.unity of faith as well as the entire h~an family. 
Un<'.l.er God and as rr.er.:ibers of the community of faith, we. are responsible for 
relating the resources of the environment to the well-being of all ~umanity • . 

•.. That Nurtures and Celebrates Wholeness 

Human wholeness is never fully attained. Throughout life it is a possibility 
in process of becoming. In the Judeo-Christian tradition(s} life derives -
its significance through its relationship with God. This relationship awakens 
and nourishes the process of growth toward wholeness in self, crowns moments 
of life with meaning, and extols the spiritual fulfillment and unity of the 
person. 

(Definition of Spiritual Well-Being adopted by the National Interfaith 
Coalition on Aging in 1975 as a "working with" definition for the National 
Intra-decade Conference on Spiritual Well-Being and the Elderly.) 

Reproduced by permission of NICA. 
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Comi t tee Report · 

Group B-2 -- Religious Or9anizations 

Please identify approaches and techniques that you feel '-Uuld insure the -conference 
process the maximum social impact. 

The follo~in9 outline is su99ested but n2! mandated: 

A. An account of the preparation inade for the "'°rk 9roup task. 

B. The techniques suggested that would 'insure maximum societal 
involvement with the White House Conference. 

C. 'Any relevant comments and/or discussion. 

The attached report represents the concensus of the B-2 
Committee deliberations together with the excerpted draft 
r ecommenaations (Wlofficial) vis-a-vis the Religious Sector's 
role in the 1981 White Conference on Aging received by the 
Board of Directors of the National Interfaith Coalition on 
Aging in April of 1979 and other pertinent exhibits considered 
germai ne to the subject matter assigned to the conunittee and 
to be included as an integral part of the report. 

Thomas C. Cook, Jr., Organizer 
for the Committee 

(Please use additional sheets as necessary) 

This report is to be completed, signed and forwarded not later than June 8, 1979 to: 

Dr. Wilma T. Donahue, Director 
International Center for Social Gerontology 
425 13th Street, N.W., Suite 840 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

A eopy of this report also should be sent to the chairman of your work group for any 
final additions, modifications or co~.ments. 
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SYMPOSIUM ON WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCES AS AGENTS FOR SOCIAL CHANGE 
RESTON, VIRGINIA, MAY 29-JUNE 1, 1979 

REPORT OF B-2 COMMITTEE 

Participants: 

Dr. Arthur .Fleming, U. S. Civil Rights Commission 
Dr. Paul Adkins, Southern Baptist Convention 
Brother Joseph Berg, National Conference of Catholic Charities 
Rev. Thomas ~. Cook, Jr. (Group Organizer) National Interfaith Coalition 

on Aging 
Rev. G. William Sheek, National COWlCil of Churches 
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, American Jewish Conunittee, B-2 Chairman 

This committee on Religious Organizations and Aging reviewed the "mission" 
as assigned and arrived at the following general concensus: 

1. There is a natural and compelling need for continued maximum con
structive involvement of major national, regional and local Catholic, 
Protestant, Eastern Orthodox and Jewish groups in a 1981 White House 
Conference on Aging. 

Since the days of the founding of our Republic, religious leaders and 
institutions have played a central role in helping meet the social wel
fare and other human needs of the American people, particularly the 
elderly. That involvement has continued and grown so that today religi
ous leaders and agencies are in the forefront of movements that advocate 
support of income maintenance, health care, housing, social security, and 
welfare reform for older adults as well as other Americans. We further 
cite other reasons for such input: 

(a) The major Christian and Jewish bodies operate and sponsor a large 
network of agencies that serve older persons in every city in the United 
States. 

(b) Churches and synagogues, who number an estimated 146 million plus 
Americans among their constituents, constitute the largest group of com
munity centersiof caring and fellowship for older adults. · 

(c) Churches and synagogues provide one of the greatest potential resources 
for volWltary involvement of tens of thousands of Americans in healing, 
supportive and learning services to older Americans and constitute a 
potential for even more extensive lay involvement. 

(d) Above all, churches and synagogues, as communicators of moral and 
spiritual values, are creative centers for upholding the dignity of life 
of older persons, as well as providing an orientation for giving meaning 
to life, and vital means for facing death and dying. 

2. To implement the mission of religious institutions in preparing for 
the 1981 White House Conference on Aging this committee proposes the 
fol lowing.: 
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(a) That the convenors of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging extend~ 
a formal invitation to the key leaders of the major national Catholic, · 
Protestant, Evangelical, Orthodox., and Jewish bodies to meet together for 
the purpose of thinking through and organizing what they believe should 
be their appropriate roles for the 1981 White House Conference on Aging~ 
We would urge that such a consultation be convened in the fall of 1979. 

(b) We would respectfully propose that appropriate representatives from 
the major Christian and Jewish bodies be invited to serve on the advisory 
or planning committee of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging in order 
to reflect the concensus of their constituents in the conference program. 

(c) Competent religious representatives shoui.d not only serve on the task 
force for spiritual well-being, but also on each of the other task forces 
of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging in order to enlarge the inter
discipl i nary approach to all the problems of older Americans. Religious 
institutions have contributions to make in such areas as housing, health 
care, and a variety of income issues. 

(d) We also encourage religious leaders to participate actively in local 
planning meetings organized in preparation for the 1981 ~ite House Con
ference on Aging. · In this connection, churehes and synagogues are key 
instrumentalities for involving a more adequate representation of Blacks, 
Hispanics, native Americans, women, and ethnic groups. 

INTERNAL OBJECTIVES FOR RELIGIOUS AGENCIES 
. . 

(1) We would urge all religious institutions to examine the entire range 
of their programs, boards, missions, and agencies with a view toward as
suring that the attitudes and. behaviOr toward older adults conform with. 
the highest values and ideals of the Judeo-Christian ethic which upholds 
reverence for long life with dignity. 

(2) We would suggest that the Christian and Jewish institutions stimulate 
and sponsor the holding of forums in churches and syriagogues on the role 
and status of older adults in the l .ife of religious institutions and in 
the general society. , 

· (3) We would propose that the Christian and Jewish agencies consider using 
their extensive mass media, both print and electronic, to interpret the 
purposes of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging to their respective 
constituents from a moral-spiritual perspective • 

. . RESOURCES AND COMMI'IMENTS 

-· ·· · ·· Two major resources are evident . Each individual denomin.ation has a strong 
· commitment to human needs and services. M:>st of these have expressed and 
can identify strong interests within their stnicture and people for aging. 
TI'lere is a close relationship to the elderly on the part of each denomination 
through local congregational programs. Internal stnictures for education 

-;:-: ··:::-,.~. ·.:-.. :;:.:·- . . ·-- ... --· . -I . ------- .. _ .. __ -·· ~ -. . . -· . -· -.. 
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and training, communication, var·_)US levels of care delivery and involve
ment already exist. This has be'en documented in the survey of aging pro
grams tmder religious auspices conducted by the National Interfaith Coalition 
on Aging in 1974 to 1976 and other materials. 

The second resource is the collective efforts of denominational groups. 
There have been a number of efforts most notably through the formation 
of the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging which grew out of the response 
of the religious sector to the recommendations of the 1971 White House 
Conference on Aging. As a result of the stimulus of the 1971 White House 
Conference on Aging four major objectives (attached) were adopted and con
siderable progress has been made during its first eight years of existence. 
The Coalition now represents a strong communication network of national 
levelr~resentatives of major denominations from Roman Catholic, Jewish, 
Protestant, and Eastern Orthodox faiths. During its survey reported in 
the 254 page report, "The Religious Sector Explores its Mission in Aging",, 
111 national denominational offices were contacted. One hundred thirty
five seminaries and schools of religious education participated in the 
survey. Currently the Coalition is deeply involved in education for Ger
ontology within the religious sector. Some sixty seminary professors and 
denominational leaders are involved in sub-projects. 

In 1975 the Coalition developed an interfaith definition of spiritual well 
being (see attached). TI1is has been widely used and formed the nucleus 
of the National Intra-Decade Conference on Spiritual Well-being of the 
Elderly held in 1977 in which some 71 papers were presented. 

The Coalition in 1978 held a conference on public policy on ~ging in the 
religious sector. During April ~f 1979 in its invitational national meet
ing the conference dealt with the role of the religious sector in the 1981 
White House Conference on Aging and with the direction that the Coalition 
should take in providing leadership among religious denominational staffs, 
boards, and agencies during the next ten years. A copy of the recommenda
tions dealt with by the sub-groups (though not officially acted upon in 
toto by the NICA Board) are attached for information and study. These 
materials are currently under study by a newly created Task Force on the 
1981 White House Conference on Aging acted upon by the Coalition at its 
annual meeting in Nashville, Tennessee. 

The Coalition has on file a nt0nber of statements on the pos1t1on of reli
gious bodies with regard to ministry in Aging. Significantly, most of 
these statements and draft efforts toward statements have occurred in the 
decade following the 1971 White House Conference on Aging. 

A number of denominations, both independently and with the assistance 
of the Coalition, have held denomination wide conferences on Aging. Several 
denominations have moved toward the creation of offices of Aging within 
their agency structures. This past March a center for aging was created 
at the Presbyterian School for Christian Education at Richmond, Virginia. 
TI1e Southern Baptist Convention is moving vigorously toward the development 
of its 1980 Conference on Aging which will lead to the celebration of Sen
ior Citizens Sunday and activities from the local level on up to national 
activities. This model will be shared by the Coalition to its readership 
and membership as a model for replication. 
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CONFERENCE THEME 

The Committee discussed the theme for the Conference. There was strong 
concensus that the 1981 Conference should set a tone of "hope". All too 
often the subject matter to be dealt with includes demographic data and 
other information which tends to treat aging more as a problem than as 
an opportunity or a plus. It is essential therefore, that there be an 
upbeat treatment of the entire subject. Some brainstorming brought out 
suggestions like "toward a generation of fulfillment", "long life: a cele
bration of fulfillment", "enlarging our national commitment to a develop
ing age", and "a decade of respect", etc. 

There are ethical and moral questions which may be addressed from many 
postures, that of the secular humanist, the Judeo-Christian tradition, 
cultural and other bases. America is a nation wherein there has been more 
of an infusion than an imposition of values. This has always been the 
case, and unless values, principles, and tenets of belief are applied to 
the new demographic information and the changes that these represent it 
is our belief that our nation will suffer greatly. Surely the dynamics 
of the spiritual nature of the person cannot be ignored in any national 
conference. 

cc: Each committee member 

Respectfully submitted, 

Thomas C. Cook, Jr. 
Organizer 

Attachments: Spiritual Well Being definition, recommendations and output 
of 1979 NICA Annual Meeting, Task Force on Involvement of the Religious 
Sector in the 1981 White House Conference on Aging, etc. 
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The five groups in which the section had functioned reported individually 
the specific recomendations tdlich they had developed. ('ntese reports are 
referred to Staff and Committees for. pTOCessing.) ·- ··· - · · .-.:·:::: :-:::·-·-.::-. ~.-:-:: :-:-> --..:::. .. - .. 

The reports were received including back-up roneulations on certain issues . . .. 
written by individuals and forwarded to the Board for consideration, evalustien ... .. _. . ...,_,.._ .. · .. · 
and· action. · ·- ---- -·-··· -··· ··· · - ·--···-···-- -···------

It was 110ved. seconded and voted that NICA create a specific task force to deal 
with participation of the religious sector in the 1981 White House Conference. 

President Verner reviewed NICA's involvement already developed in the White ----··--··· -
House Conference process as an organiution a.nd through individual Be1Dbers of --· · --~~ ·-·--::·".:'--:'-7-
the Administration on Aging that the religious community be fully involved in the --_=~:=-:> · -: ~ 
White House Conference. ·· ... ·. 
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ti STUDY DRAFT REPORTS ONLY 
\\'HITE 11 ... USE CONFERENCE ON AGING: Task Group Morning Reports 

Chenoweth Watson: Reporting for Group I of the Task Force for the 
1981 White House Conference on Aging. 

1. We reco!TDllend that the recommendations eminating from this task 
Force meeting be sent both to the White House for consideration 
and also, be sent to all member religious bodies for their {a) 
study and (b) for their implementation as acceptable. All the 
reconunendations with regard to the 1981 l'Jhite House Conference. 

2. We recommend that all the Member Religious bodies convene sim
ilar task forces on the \Vhi te House Conference on Aging at all 
judicatory levels--congregational, regional and national levels , 
prior to possible Governor's conferences in each state. The pre
vious practice has been for each state to have a Governor's con
ference, l't'e have no idea that these conferences wi 11 be held. 
The fact of the matter is, we have no real assurance that there 
will be a White House Conference on Aging. President Carter has 
not announced it, or called for it, according to Mr. Oriol. Pre
suming that if they continue on schedule, there will be one, we 
are calling on the denominations to have meetings prior to the 
state conferences. 

And that the religious bodies forward their findings to the ap
propriate church com.mi ttees and to state and federal offices on 
Aging. 

A sub part of this is that the church members, as many as possi
ble that have participated in the religious conferences on the 
White House Conference on Aging, participate in the Governor's 
conference and the White House Conference on Aging. 

3. Church bodies and NICA work to get representatives to the White 
House Conference on Aging, including users of service and includ
ing at least a majority lay persons participation. As part of 
that, it is important for the churches to see that the means is 
provided~for low income users of service to be able to partici
pate. In other words, pay the freight. 

4. Some key issues, because Group I is in process, continuing, 
is that the church be provided a position paper on the role of 
government with regard to services to the elderly. We debated 
this pro and con but we recongnize that there is more than one 
consideration of the role of government. Likewise, the church 
should provide a position paper on the role of the church in re
gard to services to the elderly. Another key issue is that the 
government should participate in the White House Conference on 
Aging by organized listening to the participants of the White 
House Conference and to citizens within its various service 
systems. We were greatly concerned that services to the elderly 
be wholist1c services, rather than fragmented services. 'nlere•s 
a whole discussion. sermon. etc., behind that • 
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5. Lumping together several iSSl,les under "inadequte 1 i vi ng con
ditions .for the poor el'derly," inclt~ding income, heal th care, 
housing, isolation, and so forth. We look forward to presenting 
a more complete report at the conclusion. 

Cedric Tilberg, reporting for group II of the White House Conference 
·an Aging. 

I think we will find among these, some overlapping, although I am 
interested in the differences between group l and group 2. We have 
four reconunendations at this stage of our process: 

. l. That NICA .recommend that there be a separate section on Spir
itual Well-being in the 1981 White House Conference on Aging and 
also seek ways to have Spiritual well-being permeate the other 
sections. 

2. That NICA take the initiative to . establish a task force on 
religion. and aging which will make proposals for consideration 

. in the planning of the 1981 White House Conference on Aging. 
As we reviewed the questions that had been submitted by members 
and other people, we felt that many of the concerns expressed 
in other questions were the sort of things that would be included 
in the :work of such a task force, rather than by meetings at this 
session. 

3. Tha.f NICA encourage the 1981 White House Conference on Aging 
to work for· the strengthening of the partnership between the pub
lic and private sector in assuring justice and a life of digni~y 
to all people, including the elderly. 

4. That NICA give special attention to the development in the 
religious coIIDDunity and in society, of a positive image of and 
constructive attitudes toward the aging process and older adults. 
It was felt that this should be . done in and ~rough the White 
House Conference on Aging and also in NICA's long-range planning 
process an~ we have heard in greater detail · from .one of the groups 

. in that task force. We feel that the sort of thing we are talk
ing about here is comprehended in the expression~ spiritual well- . 
being. We feel that .perhaps this should be a major emphasis of 
NICA because it infonns and colors all the other concerns in which 
we might be engaged • 

- Bernard Reigel, representing Task Force III • 

;Again, _ ~ome of the threads of previous presentations are picked up 
in our own discussions, too. 
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At first, we discussed briefly, several problems that we saw in ad
dressing this preparation for the White House Conference on Aging. 

· One of them had to do, of course, with the.format that will be pur-
sued in .the national preparation for the conference, not knowing j 
that, we felt, left us with some very real problems in suggesting 

_ ,::_-:: . :.-~=--~-~·~-~· :-::.-a. strategy or approach to the conference. .. .... 7 -·~_ - _7 .. ,_-·· :- ·--:::·:,.:-"'"-:-:-.-,.=;:.. : ~':=~~..,..,... .. 
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I am going to report somewhat in depth on 2 or 3 issues and then 
and in the remaining time I will simply catalog a few of the remain
der. 

First: We are concerned about the extent to which institutional 
care of older persons and home conununity services neglect the spir
itual well-being of the frail elderly. Such care and service ren
dered to the frail elderly should be monitored to determine the gap 
between the ideal and the present reality. Who should do this mon
ni toring of how we deliver services mechanically and how we place 
in the nursing home without. I am afrai'd, much regard for their 
over- all needs? NICA should do the monitoring and develop a model 
whereby a spiritual well-being dimension should be built into care 
and services. Hopefully, such models should be portable to many 
congregations . 

Two: NICA needs to know where it is and the progress it is making 
in terms of its stated objectives. Ne suggest the fonner survey 
of aging programs under religious auspices be repeated before the 
White House Conference on Aging. Such data could place NICA in a 
stronger position of leadership. We have contributed to you the 
objectives of NICA. Now, several years later, we would like to know 
how we are doing. Who would do this? NICA would seek federal funds 
for the undertaking, which might involve the assistance of the Uni
versity. This should be done and reported to the NICA Board before 
the \\'hi te House Conference on Aging. I sense that this would place 
NICA in a stronger position to ·speak at the White House Conference 
on Aging . 

Tilird: we are concerned about the general lack of tmderstanding 
of the nature of older people. We have few facts but many stereo
types. Children seem to have few opportunities to develop an under
standing of what life is all about. We suggest that a plan of study 
be undertaken to determine the extent to which our concern may be 
factually founded and then consider ways of improving the situation. 

Other conce~s : a large number of ~Ider persons, perhaps as many 
as 50% , are not actually involved in a congregation. We think it 
is time that NICA began to explore ways of at least partially meet
ing specia l needs of these people. 

Stan Michael: Reporting for Task Group V, Substituting for Josephine 
Ky res. 

Many of our reco111Dendations are very similar to Chenoweth's group. 

Our first suggestion and recommendation is: 

1llat there be a Spiritual Well-being segment of the White House 
Conference on Aging and in this, a Task force be set up by NICA 
to deal with this matter on religion. identifying goals for the 
conference and developing an agenda for the Task Force. And that 
they keep in focus a wholistic approach. dealing with the total 
religious co1J1nunity and life-cycle. celebrating aging. 
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of worth and places them totally at the discretion of the case
worker~ we recommend :that NICA go on record to reaffirm our con- 
cern and effort to oppose any and all efforts of these programs 
of government that would cause despair, inequity and a prohibit
ing of the church/synagogue sector to provide, where possible, 
any gift not . for remuneration · that would bring a -sense of well·
being, belonging; being wanted and loved. 

And, Second, that NICA would serve as a watch-dog for such pro
grams so that the religious sector can be free to give a ministry 
and service to any and all who may be helped without detri~ental 
restrictions now imposed. 

TI"lird, that NICA would recommend that this item become a part 
of the spiritual well-being segment of the White House Confer~ 
ence on .Aging. 

.. .-. . Wayne Lindecker: 

·we were invit-~d to a working. conference at this annual meeting--it 
is ·evident that we.· have been at work. Our task now, before noon, 
is to sharpen the reconunendations ·i _n our area of concerns that we 
would like to make to the Annual Meeting this afternoon--remembering 
that we can't do everything in . ten years, let's remember those things 
we most need to do and bring those recommendations to· the Board this 
afternoon. 
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NATIONAL INTERFAITj, COALITION ON AGING, INC. 
8TH ANNUP.L MEETING 

April 9-10, 1979, Nashville TN. 

THEME: 

"INTERPRETING RELIGIOUS VALUE DIRECTIVES FOR AGING IN THE 1980's" 

SUPPLEMENTAL PAPER TO PROSPECTUS 
FOR THE TASK GROUP ON: 

THE ·RELIGIOUS SECTOR'S ROLE IN ntE 1981 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGING 

111is material was developed as a starting point for identifi
cation and discussion of issues within the subject area. The 
Task Group should use it as a point of departure, with members 
of the group contributing additional issues and their perspectives 
on how to achieve issue resolution. 
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Documents Available 
for- Reference: 

1. •spiritual Well-being," a background paper by David o. Moberg, 
Ph.D., for the 1971 White House Conference on Aging. 

2. eResponse Statements to Spiritual Well-being Reccmmendations 
of the 1971 White House Conference on Aging,• emerging from a 
NICA meeting in Chicago, 1976. Published as Appendix C of NICA's 
final report on a survey o.f programs for the ·aging under reli
~ious . auspices, entitled The Religious Sector E?Cpl'or·es i 'ts Mission 
~ Aging. · 

3. Spiritual Well-being definition and commentary. 

4. Attachment: Discussion Paper for Task Force on NICA's Direction 
in the Next Ten Years. 

5. 8th Annual ~eting Prospectus (mailed or handed to Conferees). 

Background and 
Current Situation: 

Each task Force member has a copy of the Prospectus for NICA's 8th 
Annual Meeting which contains a backgro'\,lnd paragraph on NICA's re
lationship to the 1971 and 1981 WHCAs. Keep in mind .that NICA did 
not exist prior to the 1971 WBCA, but emerged from it and, over a 
period of years, used the motto •Toward a Vital Response to the 1971 

· White House Conference on Aging.·· As one program focus, NICA sought 
to respond to each of the fifteen major recommendations of the sec
tion on spiritual well-being. 

In August, 1978 , . NICA identified the oroission of "s'piri tual well-be~ 
ing" from the list of ~great needs~ specified in .the 1'9al White House 
Conference on Agin~ Ac.t JS.2850) relevant to America's aging and elder-
ly. In October, 1 78, NICA urged· its constituency and NICA INFORM · · 

· readers to respond to the omission of spiritual well-being and, thus~ 
sparked a wave of concerned letters to Commissioner Robert Benedict~ 
Administration on Aging • . Since then, NICA has been assured that fail

. ure to include spiritual well-being as a great need was ·an oversight. 

In November., 1978 NICA' s President and Executive Director attended 
" a Working National Conference on Implementation of the 1978 Amendm~nts 
to the Older Americans Act. Background material provided the discus-

. sion group which considered planning for the 1981 WHCA included .this 
statement: • ••• to-date AoA has received a number of ·similar sugges
tions relating to a proposed Conference mission. The Federal Council 
on Aging, among others, has a4vised that such a mission look beyond 
the tr~ditional governmental and social welfare approach addressed 
at earlier White House Conferences on Aging and focus on broader soc
ietal objectives aimed at inducing social change in private and pub
lic institutions of actual or potential !.nlportance to a 'greying' 
America (e.g., government, the media, education, commerce, labor, 

. ·.· . : · .. . . ... 



~ ' during this confer•nce, several of the speakers are expected to in-
clude in their addresses up-dated information on the 1981 White 
Bouse Conference on Aging. 

Key Issues 
and Questions: 

1. What activities/issues/agenda should the re1igious sector engage 
in during the pre~White House Conference period? (Specific to 
the religious sector and assuming cooperation with gene·ral pre-
Whi te House Conference on Aging activities from conference planners). 
(This includes selection criteria for participants who 1Ilay be 
selected to represent religious sector interests and denominational 
concerns.) 

2. What strategies/appr·oaches seem appropriate and viable to assure 
religious sector con1cerns are registered (a.) with the conference 
planners, (b) during the conference and (c) in the post-confer
ence materials and follow-up? 

3. In the light of the N·ICA follow-up of the 1971 WHCA, what organ
ized follow-up procedures could we now anticipate and what sug
gestions can now be made to NICA for more adequate response? 

4. Is there a collective ecumenical role for NICA to carry out in 
the 1981 WHCA, or should NICA seek to merely assist in the great
est varie~y of denominational representation or both? 

s. This 8th Annua1 · conference theme is: • Interpreting Religious 
Value Directives for Involvement in Aging in the 1980's.• In 
what way should such values he articulated? (i.e. in Judea-Christ
ian, general philosophical and ethical, or other terminology? 
Note: NICA has maintained the need for ecilmenical or •inter
faith• vs. •uni-faith• or •non-faith• language. To eliminate 
the richness of our diverse historical, traditional, scriptural 
and theological frames of reference is to negate the value systems 
we represent and would reduce us to a secular humanism at best. 
Question:: in the light of the above and our interaction with pub
lic and private non-religious agencies does this indicate a need 
for a NICA glossary of terms?) 
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11. How to deal with interfaith values, conflicts? 

12. How to distinguish or clarify religi_ous values· as contrasted to 
cultural values? 

13. How can the religious sector give significant stress to the fact 
that the dignity and worth of persons at any stage of life is 
deriv·ea not from their talents or achieveroents but from their 
creation in the image of God? 

r 

14. How can the religious sector shift the emphasis in its own life 
away from service to the elderly to service ~ the elderly, with- I 
?Ut neglecting service aspects that are legitimate? 

15. Because one cannot separate the spiritual from the attempts to I 
satisfy the physical, material and social needs of an individual, . 
shouldn't spiritual counsel, infoI'lJ'lation and referral and spiri-
tual education be made available at facilities, programs and ser-
vices for the elder~y? · 1 

16. How can the Christian part of the religious sector help people . 
. face-up-to death in terms of the Gospel--without yi~lding to fad- · 
disrn or violating the doctrine of resurrection (as distinguished 
from the immortality of the soul)? 

CONFERENCE CONTENT/SERVICE CONCERNS 

· 17. Religious sector's involvement in housing, home health care, build- . 
· ing safe and community-centered neighborhoods? · 

18. Economic projects for the elderly and how . the Church can help. 

19. How can religious groups be assisted to develop use of surplus 
facilities, such as unused portions of educational buildings, 

- as small apartment residences for older t>ersons where minimum 
supervision is required, in order to alleviate the tendency to 
place all older persons bereft of family in nursing homes? . 

I 

I 

20. What part can the Church. take in mental and physical troubles 
of the elderly? Could we have more places (churches)that, with 

-·- · · · help from outside sources, would be able . to form church group 
activities and/or personal counseling? 

CHURCH-STATE 

21. What about govenment giving the pr.ivate, especially religious 
sector, more opportunity for delivery of services without the 
problem of Qchurch-state• confusion? For instance, asking reli
gious organizations to assist in SSI recipient location, indent
ification, etc. 
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22. How may the church and commun~ty and state agencies cooperate 
in older adult work, with the separation of church and state be
ing so prevalent today? Monies are · available, but can it be given 
to the Church to use to keep people in their own homes? Does 
this have to continue on a voluntary giving basis from the church? -

23. Why is it that prayers cannot be said where money is provided 
by the Title XX for nutrition programs at church centers--a place 
where people expect prayers? 

5. 
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N~CA Responses as· of December 1·976 
to 1971 WHCOA Recommendations 

. . 

from the Section on Spiritual Well-Being 

Following are the fifteen recommendations on 
spiritual well-being made at the 1971 White 
House Conference on Aging. Responses made 
by the .Administration and the Study-Panel are 
excerpted from the Post-White House Conference 
£!!. Aging Report. The responses made by the 
National Interfaith Coalition on Aging, Inc. 
were developed at a 1976 meeting held in 
Chicago. NICA!s responses to the fifteen . 
recormnendations represent five years of ·ef
forts and objectives in a "vital response 
to the White House Conference on Aging of 
1971." 

A word of thanks is due to several leaders 
of the NICA meeting in Chicago, 1976. Mr . 
James Thurston served as Chairman of the 
Planning Committee; Dr. Sanford Shapero, 
National Director of Gerontology· of the 
Union of Hebrew C6ngregations, · served as 
Prograµi Leader and keynoter. A special 
measure of gratitude goes to Dr. Roger N • 

. · Carstensen, President of the Christian 
· College of Georgia, who performed a key 
function as conference listener-synthe-
si zer and who, after the conference, edited 
the output of the task groups' statements 
and reports. (The full conference proceed
ings and list of participants are being pre
pared for publication by NICA as a separate 
document.) · 

This material comprises Appendix C in the final Survey Report, 
THE RELIGIOUS SE.CTOR. EXPLORES ITS MISSION IN AGING 
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RECOMMENDATION I 

THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD COOPERATE WITII 
RELIGIOUS BODIES AND PRIVATE AGENCIES 
TO HELP MEET THE SPIRITIJAL NEEDS OF 
THE ELDERLY, BUT, IN DOING SO, SHOULD 
OBSERVE THE PRINCIPLE OF SEPARATION 
OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

A. Administration Response 

1. "The Administration is in agreement with the delegates to the White 
House Conference that the non-government sector should be involved 
with government in the planning and implementation of programs for 
older persons." 

2. "The Administration proposed amendments to the Older Americans Act 
which would actively involve the private sector in the establish
ment of comprehensive and coordinated systems for the delivery of 
social and nutritional services •• " 

3. "The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare has issued regula
tions under the new Nutrition Program for the Elderly which are 
designed to assure, in accordance with the law, that nutrition 
projects are established and administered with the advice of persons 
competent in the field of nutrition, of older persons who themselves 
will participate in the program, and of persons who are knowledgeable 
with regard to the needs of older persons." 

B. Response of Study Panel 

The Administration has reaffirmed its position of the need for cooper
ative effort between government and non-government organizations in the 
planning and provision of the services needed by elderly persons. The 
Study Panel believes that religiously oriented organizations and other 
interested organizations should recognize their current opportunity to 
become partners in the development of comprehensive systems for the 
delivery of social services to older people in the need of them and 
should take action to this end. 

C. NICA RESPONSES 

* recognizes the need to observe the principle of Separation 
of Church and State in any joint venture and seeks to apply 
the principle as originally intended when written into the 
Constitution of the United States of America · 

* continues to provide leaders· in government and the private 
and religious sectors a forum and platform for the inter
change of ideas, national concerns, resources and expertise 
so that the elderly may benefit from a collaborative, comp
rehensive and humane delivery of services, however funded 
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Recommendation 
~ - - 4 - -

* is submitting to the Administration on Aging a proposal fo·r 
a-National Planning conference on Aging Education i n the 
Religious Sector and for a subsequent program to develop 
curricula and materials with which to assist the religious 
sector in the multi-disciplinary training aspects of aging, 
including Spiritual Well-being 

* will seek, .during and after the 1977 National Intra-decade 
Con.ference on Spiritual Well-being, to address and clarify 
the doctrine of Separation of Church and State, as it applies 
to tax-funded programs for older adults administered by or 
through the religious se·ctor 
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RECOMMENDATION II 

THE GOVERNMENT SHOOLD COOPERATE WITH 
RELIGIOOS ORGANIZATIONS AND CONCERNED 
SOCIAL AND EilJCATIONAL AGENCIES TO 
PROVIDE RESEARCH AND PROFESSIONAL 
TRAINING IN MA'rl'ERS OF SPIRI'IUAL WELL
BEING TO THOSE WHO DELIVER SERVICES 
TO THE AGING. 

and 

RECOMMENDATION III 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE GOVERNMENT 
PROVIDE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE 
TRAINING OF CLERGY, PROFESSIONAL WORK
ERS, AND VOWNTEERS TO DEVELOP SPECIAL 
UNDERSTANDING AND COMPETENCY IN SATIS
FYING THE SPIRI'IUAL NEEDS OF THE AGING. 

A. Administration Response 

1. "Administration policies in the following areas will help institutions 
of higher learning to initiate, strengthen and expand programs designed 
to attract persons to and prepare them for careers in .the field of 
agings 

a. Providing financial assistance for students in higher education 
with the understanding that they will then be free to use this 
assist.a.nee 1n order to pursue any specialized program they desire 
to pursue. 

b. Providing central coordination for the Federal government's 
programs of research in Q81ng so that the large investment of 
resources in this area will be related to agreed-upon objectives. 

c. Using Federal dollars to encourage the development of comprehen
sive a.nd coordinated service programs for older persons at the 
community level," 

B. Response of Study Panel 

The Administration's policies a.re seen as effective tools for the 
implementation of the delegates• recommendations II and· III which call 
for research in matters of spiritual well•being and the training of 
clergy, professional workers a.nd volunteers who deliver services to 
older adults. 

It is suggested that under these policies seminaries, The College of 
Cha.plains, schools of socia.1 work, home economics and family life be 
encouraged by religious groups, national organizations, state and local 
governments, a.nd private and public a&encies to develop training programs 
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R~commendations I I and I I I 

c. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

which include strong gerontological components with particular attention 
to the spiritual support needs of the elderly. Likewise, such private 
agencies and organizations as family social services and the National 
Interfaith Coalition on Aging should be encouraged to undertake short
term in-service training of persons already providing counseling and 
support to the elde~ly. 

Qualities of "professional, scholarly and creative goals for expand
ing, developing and enriching" the lives of the elderly might well serve 
as criteria for ·evaluating proposals and awarding grants to those persons 
and organiza tlons that seek to ca:rry on research or provide training 
related to the spiritual needs of older people. 

NICA RESPONSES 

encourages regional interfaith coalition training events/ 
conferences for clergy and lay leaders, in order to provide 
initial training for congregational leadership in effective 
ministry to, for and with aging persons 

seeks, through Consultations on Education· in Aging,· to en
courage church colleges, seminaries, schools of social work, 
the College of Chaplains and other university bodies and 
centers to include adequate programs on gerontology in their 
curricula . 

encourages the AoA to use interagency cooperative efforts 
·to determine if the Federal Government's own institutions 
and services are adequately involved in training in the 
area .of spiritual care for the elderly 

seeks funding for demonstration projects that can be used 
by religious bodies in training clergy, professional workers, 
paraprofessionals and volunteers to competently deal with 
the spiritual needs of the aging (Example: Three-year 
Training Project in Aging for Seminary Faculty and Clergy-
submitted in 1976 to AoA) 

produced a major Survey of Literature on Religion and Aging 
to update existing bibliographies on aging (See Part III of 
this final report} 

erobed into the role of religious institutions and agencies 
in gerontology through a 1975 NICA Consultation on Education 
in Aging as a first step to planning new curricula 

develoeed a resource listing of the names of theological 
educational institutions which provide curricular consid
eration of the spiritual needs of the elderly 
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RECOMMENDATIONS I I and I I I 

* prepared for NIA a paper on Religion/Ethics outlining re
search needs and po~entials from the religious sector in 
the following areas: 

1. POLICY RESEARCH--in standards, priorities and . account
ability for services sponsored by chu~ch and synagogue 

2. ATTITUDE FORMATION AND CHANGE-- as it is reflected 
or caused by the religious sector's influence 

3. ETHICS OF LEISURE AND VALUE DISPLACEMENTS IN- AGING 

4. DEATH AND DYING 

S. INTERFAITH INVOLVEMENT AND VOLUNTARY SECTOR PROGRAM 
EFFECTIVENESS 

6. SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING AS A DETERMINANT OR INDICATOR 
OF LIFE QUALITY AND PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS 

7. ETHICS OF SURROGATE MANAGEMENT OF ELDERLY 

8. EDUCATIONAL ROLE OF RELIGIOUS SECTOR · IN AGING 

* will seek to extend its work with government agencies, edu
cational ·institutions and other agencies to. recruit, sponsor 
and re-educate/train older persons to participate in research 

· . programs and in professional training programs dealing with . · -· 
spiritual well-being as .it affects and . helps those who deliver 
services to the aging · 

· * will collect and disseminate information about sources of both 
. . public and private financing, in order to. discourage over

dependence on government funding alone 

• will collect and distribute, through its member channels, 
information for students and prospective students about fi~ 

.nancial assistance available for training in the field of 
aging 

. * will assist in the continuing development of the Office of 
· : ·--~·· ··- :·: -. ··- 7-· - ··· Church Liaison in the AoA and will recommend ·guidelines as 
\ . ... ·. ·.:. . to the appropriate and desirab.le functioning of that office 

•• will seek to determine whether a new field for research· and 
training may exist in connection with aiding individuals 

:to accept the .fact of their own aging 
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.iTP.r.m~nt.. TJ ON IV 

IT IS RECmm:ENDED .TI{A '{' ALL r.ICENSIN~ 
AGF.NCTF.S IN THE STA'J'R Rm,UIRE 'T'tfAT 
INSTITUTIONS GARING FOR 'J'HF. A\.F.D MUST 
PROVIDB ADFQUATF. r.HAPLAINCY SF.fiVIGES. 
IN r.ERTAIN IUSTA NCF.S IN WHICH COO'PER
ATING GHURCH OP.r.AMIZATIOU8 CANNOT 
OBTAIN FINANGIAI. Sl.TPPORT FO~ surn 
SERVICE, GOVERHMENT SHOOLD BE EMPOW
ERED TO SUPPLY IT TTJ?ON THE IlECOMMENDA
TIONS OF' THE STATE C01'U1ISSICiN ON AGING 
OR OTHER APPROPRIATE AGENCIES. 

A. Administration Response 

None 

B. Response of Study Panel 

The recommendations by the White House Conference on Aging delegates 
that institutions ca.ring for the aged provide adequate chaplaincy servi-
ces is a valid one, and it is a type of service that is sorely needed in 
many instances. "Chaplaincy" should r.ot be "hit or miss" visits by 
various clergy but should be a continuing and regt.tlar service to all 
residents or patients seeking or amenable to counseling, comfort and 
support by professionally prepared people. State agencies charged with 
licensing institutions caring for the aged should .not only add chaplaincy 
and counseling services to the requirements for obtaining a license but 
also llD.lst monitor the institutions to see that the service meets the 
standards suggested above. Religious organizations individually and in 
groups llD.lst urge and convince state agencies to implement this recommendation. 

It is recognized. that religious organizations in this country tradi
tionally have the primary responsibility for providing trained personnel 
to give spiritual support to elderly individuals confined in institutions. 
Religious congregations are woefully negligent if they ignore their aged 
parishioners. However, if the resources of congregations are not adequate 
to provide chaplaincy services, especially when there may be a concentra
tion of elderly people, ways should be sought by religious organizations, 
private agencies and state and local governments to supply men and women 
who could provide support in the wa.y of counseling encouragement and 
com.fort. 

The need for chaplaincy services is seen as an opportunity to use the 
skills and experience of retired clergy, social workers and others with 
the requisite professional skills if their transportation and incidental 
expenses could be covered by other sources than from the religious congre
gations. The Study Panel recommends that Action study the possibilities 
of establishing a special prog:i-am or the adaptation of RSVP for this 
purpose. 
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C. NICA RESPONSES 

* proposes a consultation on "The Religious community and 
Nursing Homes, Homes for the Aging and Retirement Centers," 
which would involve· NICA, the American Association of Homes 
for the Aging and the American Health Care Association (form
erly the American Nursing Home Association) in the develop
ment of mutually approved standards for ministering to re
tirement and health communities 

* proposes an inter-organization consultation on Chaplaincy 
programs to establish training guidelines and standards for 
clergy, surrogate pastors and lay visitors involved in the 
ministry to ret.irement and heal th care facilities 

* calls upon ~ppropriate federal agencies to require adequately 
staffed chaplaincy services to the aged in retirement and 
health care facilities 

* r.ecornmended to congregations· (through the Proceedings of the 
1974 Annual Assembly and "NICA Program Bulletin No. 2") 

. . +that religious organizations give attention to 
fostering a favorable climate in the cornmunity 
for residents of retirement homes and nursing 
homes, along with other older persons · · 

+ that all homes, both religious and nonreligious, 
.. · ~ - -. ·_ . .. be encouraged. to provide a budget for chaplaincy 

services ... · - · · -- .. 

+ that congregations enlist resources and expertise 
.available in all aspects of the community, i.e . , 
other denominations, business, industry, govern
ment (Education, Welfare, Public Facilities) 

+ That congregations take action 
·legislative concern cornmittees 
and as channels for supporting 
regarding housing, .health care 
needs 

toward forming 
to act as advocates 
legislative measures 
and other related 

.. + that church/synagogue members be encouraged to 
become actively involved as .community persons 
in federally funded projects , in ·order . to help 
de~ermine programming and guidelines 

+ that congregations seek to obtain services through 
· ·--·--- ·-·"-·-· · · local and national channels to provide information 

on funding resources · 

+ that congregations promote ecumenical, civic 

.. -:.·-:';:. - - ..... -. ;·:-;.-·,-:::--~· - ---· •; ::.. ·.· .. -;::-:-.- .... ~~ .... I "·-··-- --· --.. ·-- .. 

and denominational tra.ining sessions; accumulate 
resource information for specialized training1 · 
and form a steering committee for direction and 
communication 

I 
. J 

. . - · ... ·- ·-.. - . -· 
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RF.COMMENDATION V 

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERN
MENT SHOULD ESTABLISH A ·coNTINUING SYSTEM 
OF EVAUJATION OF PRESENT AND PROPOSED 
GOVERNMENT-FifflDED PR<X;RAMS SERVING THE 
ELDERLY. ONE OF THE FUNCTIONS OF SUCH A 
SYSTEM WCXJLD BE A DETERMINATION OF A 
PROGRAM' S EFFECT UPON 'fHR SPIRITUAL WELL
BEING OF THE ELD!!.RLY. 

A. Admini stration Response 

1, "The Administration proposed amendments to Title III of the Older 
Americans Act which provide additional stimulus to planning and 
coordination. 

Under the proposed amendments, the Administration on Aging would 
establish general priorities which would serve as guides to activ
ities at the State and local levels. States would establish 
objectives and create planning and service areas throughout the 
State , within which ongoing program resources could be targeted t o 
meet the service needs of the elderly. Agencies at the State and 
local levels would then mobilize and coordinate public and private 
resources to meet the objectives. The Federal govern.'l'l<::!nt would 
have the responsib111 ty of approving State plans." 

2 . "The President directed those agencies whose programs have a major 
impact on the lives of older persons to provide the Domestic Council 
Committee on Aging with the amounts they expect to spend during the 
current fiscal year in their respective programs." 

). "The Administration will take steps to improve coordination in the 
expenditure of funds from these sources." 

B. Response of Study Panel 

c. 

The establishment of the Federal Council on Aging, which is called 
f or in the Older Americans Comprehensive Services Amendments of 1973, was 
a r esponse to the recommendation that the government establish a conti nu
i ng system of evaluation of present and proposed government funded 
programs servicing the elderly. 

It i s strongly recommended that at least one of the men and women 
appointed by the President would represent the religious community. 

NICA RESPONSES 

acted upon the Study Panel's recommendation nthat at least one 
of the men and women appointed • • would represent the religious 
community" by writing to Presidents Nixon and Ford and Dr. 
Arthur s. Flemming, Commissioner of AoA, and strongly urging 
appointment of a religious representative to the Federal Council · 
on Aging 
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noted the appointment of Monsignor Charles J. Fahey to the Fed~r
al Council on Aging as· a representative of the American Associ
ation of Homes for the Aging without clarification of whether 
or not Monsignor Fahey was intended to be a "double representa
tive n 

will continue to communicate to the Administration the urgent 
need fot religious representation on the Federal Council 

will apprise the Federal Council of emerging evaluative standards 
and procedures related to the programs for aging in the religious 
sector · 

will recomrt)end to the Administration and. AoA that the data. ob
tained through the Survey of Programs for the Aging under re
ligious Auspices be used for the evaluation of such programs 
and for coordinating the efforts .of the private sector with 
government planning for the older American 

. .. ... . 
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"7'.T IS RECOMHF!NDF!n 1'!-fA i' A tmr.H 1.RFWJ'F.'R, Mf19T<J 
nIVERSE INFORM4TION FLOW IS NECF:SSARY TO 
ACQUAINT THE ET.nERLY WITH ALT. THP. SE:ftVl:C'!'F.S 
WHICH A~E AVAILABT.E 'T'O Tllr:M. SOCIAL f.Er:tl'F-
ITY ADHTNTSTRATION SHOlJT...tJ BE RmUIRED TO 
DISSEMUlATE ADEP.UATELY ~ TNFORMA't'ION 
NECT.SSARY TO Aa;;).HAJNT THE F.!.DF.nLY W1'T'H AT,T_, 
THE SERVICES WlH CH /IRE A'.'AII.ABL~; TO 'l'n'!i:M, 
SUCH AS BY ENCLOSING IlWORMATION WITH 
f,OCIAL SECURITY CHECKS . 

A. Ad.ministration ResponsP. 

1. "The Administration has been working to improve communications 
between the Federal government and older Americans and to alert 
the government to areas of special need." 

2 , "The President directed the Social Security Administration offices 
to expand their information and referral services for the elderly. 

Fach of the 959 Social Security offices--constituting the field 
network distributed throughout the Nation--is required to ma.int.a.in 
a resource file of all community services, as well as information 
about State, county, and Federal programs. The Social Security 
Administration also has 3,500 sub-district contact stations . 

With respect to Federal programs, each Social Security district 
office has been supplied w1 th the "Ca.ta.log of Federal Domestic 
Assistance," and has been instructed regarding its use." 

3. "The President launched Project FIND -- a major outreach effort to 
identify older Americans who are 'lost to Society.' 

On August J, 1972, a brochure describing federal food assistance 
programs was mailed (to accompany Social Security checks) to roughly 
21 million older persons." 

4. "The President directed the Domestic Council Committee on Aging to 
examine ways in which to use other government offices -- such as the 
General Services Administration's Federal Information Centers and 
the Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service's local offices -- in 
further expanding and improving information and referral services. 

'!be Administration on Aging, with t he cooperation of the Social Secur
ity Administration and Offi ce of Economic Opportunity, i s conducting 
a statewide research and demonstration program in Wisconsin to test 
various information and referral sites , including f our Social Secur
ity Offices , in terms of their effectiveness in meeting the needs 
of ol der persons." 
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RECOMMENDATION VI 
.. ( ~ 

"The Office of Edu<"'.a tion' s .Jlure~.H of J,ihn.r:i.P-s a.no. j ,p.arning RP.s~11r.cP.s 
has funded research and de;r.ons+.•ati.on projP.r.t.s in two b!Cfnr.h lihn;des 
in five mP. tropolitan areas -- Atlanta, ClevP.1.:\nci, Detroit., Houston 
and Queens Bor ough -- .to t.est. the r.P.l evanr.n of 11.br aT;i es as l nf orm"l.
tion cent.er:::; . in neighhorhoods. A r 13lA. t.i on~hip bet.ween th~ li'hr:u-y 
and s taV'!widP. rese;!.rch and demm1stra t i cn pr ngi:am::. f or int.~rch<tngl"! (>f 

findi ngs has been establishcrl " '' 

B. Response of Study Panel 

. . ·:- ,._ , 

The goal set by the Federal govP.rnment t.o lrq>r cve t hr:? communica.+.ions 
between the Federal government and elder Americ:t.ns i~ commendahle and 
must be an on-going effort. It responds in the spi~it of the recommen
dation framed by the delegates to the White House Conference on Aging 
that there must be a much greater and more di.verse flow of infor!lla.tlon 
to the elderly to acquaint them with all the services available to them. 

However, the emphasis on Project FIND, which used the distribution 
of social security checks to enroll eligible Americans in food assistance 
programs, may have been overemphasized as an example of a response to the 
recommendation from the Panel on Spiritual Well-Being. An objectivP. 
evaluation should be ma.de of the recent enclosures with the social secur-

. i ty checks to see whether this is a satisfactory method of communicating 1 with older persons and whether the practice should be expanded or modified. 
The Federal government Imlst continue to explore and assess 9ther means of 
communicating with the elderly. · 

-·· · · The inclusion of information in . the social security checks did not - · ·
respond to the whole intent of the original recommendation. The direc
tives to the Social Security Ad.ministration offices to maintain a resource 
file of all community services as well as information about State, county 
and Federal programs is seen as a good beginning, especially if extensive 
resource files are compiled, kept up-to-date and made readily available. 
The personnel .in the J,422 contact -stations of the Social Security Admin
istration should also have local resource fi~es and help people visiting 
their stations make use of the resources and services listed. 

The Ad.ministration on Aging should set as one of its criteria in its 
function of review and evaluation of progra~s and activities of the Fed
eral government to see that information about them is sufficiently supplied 
on a TTnlltilingual basis to the elderly. 

1 It ls suggested that extra care and f oll o-..,-up be takE:n so that 
people "found" during Project Find are placed per1riar.ently on the files 
arid assisted i n receiving any other services they might need • 
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' t RE~OMMENDATION VI 

c. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

NICA RESPONSES 

seeks through member denominations and affiliate organizational 
means to make each congregation an information and referrel 
center, meeting the needs of minority groups as appropriate 
by providing multi-cultural and multi-lingual services 

is submitting to Administration on Aging, in December, 1976, 
a Final Report on the Survey of Aging Programs Under Religious 
Auspices Project, copies of which Administration on Aging is 
urged to distribute to other government agencies concerned 
with aging 

provided communication channels, via NICA Annual Assemblies 1972-
76, whereby religious agencies could share information on an 
inter-agency basis and, also, published proceedings to assist 
in disseminating this information to those charged with keep-
ing older people apprised of current resources 

will investigate with Administration on Aging ways to establish 
an ongoing resource center for the continuation and refinement 
of the information system developed by the Survey of Aging 
Programs Under Religious Auspices 

will disseminate, in early 1977, the results of the Survey Proj
ect to all constituent .and participant organizations in the 
Survey · 

will follow-up Administration on Aging recommendations regard
ing NICA 1s grant application (now pending) for a "Three-year 
Training Project in Aging for Seminary Faculty and Clergy" 
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TIECOMM'RNDATION VI1 

EFFORTS SHOlJLD BF. MADE TO MF.ET THE SPIR
ITUAL NF.EDS OF THE AGING BY MINISTF.RINr. 
TO THEM IN CONJUNCTION WITH PF.OPI.F. OF . 
ALL AGES, AS WELL AS .IN GROUPfi WITH SPE
CIAL NEEDS. IT IS NOTED THAT SPECIAI, 
ATI'ENTION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO ALI.0\HNG 
OLDER PERSONS TO SHARE IN THE PLANNING 
AND . IMPLEMENTATIONS OF ALL PROGRAMS 
RELATED TO THEM. 

A. Administration Response 

1. "The Administration has proposed amendments to the Older Americans 
Act which would act.ively involve the private sector in the estab
iishment of comprehensive and coordinated systems for the delivery 
of social and nutritional services • 

. These amendments also call for special attention to b~ given to 
assuring opportunities for the involvement of older persons in 
the planning of these systems . Guidelines for u'se by Sta.te and 
sub-State planning agencies will be disseminated to the States once 
the amendments have been enacted into law." 

.2. "The Secretary of Heal th, Edu ca ti on and Welfare has issued regulations 
under the new Nutrition Program for the Elderly which are designed 
to assure, in accordance with the law, that nutrition projects are 
established and administered with ~he advice of persons competent . in 
the field of nutrition, o~ older persons who themselves will p:i.rti
cipate in the program, and of persons who -are knowledgable with 
regard to the needs of older persons. " · · 

J. "Both prior to and since the White House Conference on Aging, the 
Chairman of the Conference has consulted with th~ Washington repre
sentatives of the national organizations of older persons." 

· 4. "The Secretary of Health, F,ducation and Welfare ha.s provided. for the 
expansion and strengthening of the Advisory Committee on Older Ameri~ 
cans -- a conunittee which, with the exception of the Chairman and Vice 
Chairman, is made up of persor.s from outside government." 

5. "In add.i tion, ~ the Secretary has also appointed a new Technical Advf
sory Committee for Aging Research • . The members of this committee are 

·-< from the private sector. In order to contribute to both their effec
tiveness and their independence, the Secretary has provided both of 
the.se committees with their · own staffs," 

·- ~ .. 
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B. Response of Study Panel 

c. 

* 

* 

The recommendation that the spi.rit.ua.l needs of the aging should be 
ministered. to in conjunction with people of all ages, as well as in gro1q>s 
with special needs can only be reiterated. Religious bodies h~ve a partic
ular and very special role to perform and should design their ministry to 
the aged in their congregations both as a special group and as a part of 
the larger body. · It is felt that a religious organization's s~iritual 
support of its elderly members will be more beneficial if the elderly are 
always inclu_ded in all activities in the life of congregations; and con
versely, if the other age cohorts and families assist in the ministry to 
the aged, they themselves will be better prepared for aging and retirement. 

The Federal government's role is seen as paralleling that of the reli
gious groups in that it must write the legislation and design programs 
that benefit all age groups but must remain aware at the same time of the 
special needs of the elderly. 

The Administration is to be applauded for the specific requirements 
which respond precisely to the recommendation that special attention should 
be directed to insuring that older people share in the planning and imple
mentation of all programs related. to them. 

Directives from the Office of Economic Opportunity were particularly 
good examples of how to invo1ve older people not only in the planning 
but also in the implementation of actual activities; it is felt that 
programs such as Foster Grandparents could benefit if the income restric
tions for volunteers could be dropped so that men and women from all 
social-economic levels could work in them. 

The Federal government is setting an excellent example in its legis
lation, directive a.nd guidelines. No organizations can overlook the 
resources of experience a.nd skills in older persons, nor can they afford 
not to involve them in planning a.nd implementing programs in which they 
are involved. 

NICA RESPONSES 
recognizes, as it has from its inception, that "the spiritual 
needs of the aging should be ministered to in conjunction with 
people of all ages, as well as in groups with special needs" 

recommended, in both the 1973 and 1974 NICA Annual Assemblies/ 
Meetings, that creative religious education and continuing ed
ucation be inter-generational in its context and application 

* widely disseminated, through NICA "Program Bulletin No. 2," 
the following statements: 

"We deplore the fragmentation that presently cha:
acteri zes much of congregational life. A community 
of faith cannot be supportive of each member when 
program is predominantly geared to the division of 
groups: children, youth, couples, singles, as well 
as aging. 
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~RECOMMENDATION VI I 

"There are situations wherein special groupings are 
desirable and necessary . Nevertheless, we believe 
religious congregations need to consider seriously 
as top priority the establishment of intergenera
ational subgroupings, i.e., house churches, family 
clusters, study groups . Such intergenerational 
clusters would help correct stereotyped images of 
'otherness,' would enrich appreciation of older, 
younger, married, single, and stimulate growth of 
personhood. " 

* will continue to encourage constituents to combat ageism 
(stereotyping of older persons) by involving the elderly in 
policy-making and in the planning and implementing of congre
gational programs, especially those designed for the aging or 
designed to be cross-generational 
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RECOMMENDATION VIII 

AS A. PART OF TOTAL PROGRAMMING FOR OLDER 
PERSONS, COMMUNITIES SHOOLD MAKE AVAIL
ABLE RELIGIOOS OR OTHEfl SPIRI'ruAL CON
.suLTATION TO THE AGED IN THEIR OWN HOMES, 
USING THE CLERGY AND OTHER TRAINED PER
SONS. SPECIAL EMPHASIS SHALL BE GIVEN 
.TO ASSIST AND UTILIZE PERSONNEL OF THOSE 
RELIGIOUS BODIES LACKING FINANCIAL RE
SCl.JRCES OFTEN AVAILABLE TO LARGER GROOFS. 

A. Administration Response 

None 

B. Response of Study Panel 

Possibilities are seen for implementing the recommendation that com
nrunities should make religious and other spiritual consultation available 
to the aged in their.own homes if such aid and support is included as a 
part of the plans for comprehensive services to people in their own homes. 

It is suggested that the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging work 
with religious groups to assess whether their aged members are confined 
to their own homes because they cannot get to service or because they 
cannot negotiate architectural hazards in the buildings where the services 
are held. 

Citizens Advisory boards in model cities should test the idea by 
including services which can be seen as contributing to spiritual well
being such as friendly visiting and counseling. 

C. NICA RESPONSES 

* 

* 

* 

* 

encouraged its religious body congregations to assess the needs 
of their elderly members either through the initiation of a sur
vey or examination of existing survey data, including identifi
cation of architectural barriers which might limit active partici
pation in congregational life 

identified, through the Survey of Aging Programs Under Religious 
Auspices, methods of overcoming architectural barriers and many 
ministerial provisions to the elderly in their own homes 

will continue to identify and disseminate solutions to the needs 
of the homebound . 

will study the feasibility of NICA-developed models (based on 
exISting Survey data) to assist congregations in their efforts 
to remove or circumvent architectural barriers which prevent 
the elderly from fully participating in congregational life 
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RF.COMMF.NDA. TION TX 

SINCE MAN rs A WHOLE BEING WITH JNTF.!R
RELA TED AND INTERDEPENDENT NEEDS, 
RELIGIOOS ORGANIZATIONS SHaJI.D RF. 
ACTIVELY CONCERNED WITH SPIRI'IUAL, 
PERSONA_L AND SOCIAL NEEDS. 

A. Administration Response 

None 

... B. Response of Study Panel 

·The National Interfaith Coalition on Aging came out of the rec~ni
tion that few organizations are better equipped than religious bodies 
to help carry _out the recommendations of the White House ·Conference on 

·Aging. Since man is a whole being with interrelated and interdependent 
needs, religious organizations should be actively concerned with his 
spiritual, personal and social needs. It is felt that the Coalition and 
any similar efforts should receive both public and private support for 
their activities. Individual religious bodies are urged to work both 
i .nd.1 vidually and collectively. · . · · 

C. NICA RESPONSES 

* continues to be concerned/involved with the whole . needs of older 
persons--the spiritual, ·personal and social, including 

+ 
+ 

+. 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

preretirement education _ _ 
creative religious .education and continuing 
education 
advocacy ·· 
worship and religious nurture 
death and ministry to the dying 
the role of volunteerism 
attitudinal change in congregations and persons 
.about aging · 

· + · ministry in retirement . and health corranunities 
.+ creative involvement of older p~rsons 

retirement policies and counseling + 
+ ministry to aging minorities 

seeks to include the whole range of religious organizations for 
the aging in it~ constituency . 

took a positive stand, through all its religious bodie~ ,. to con
f~ont the Internal Revenue Service's move to define the church 

: too narrowly and will continue to follow-up IRS hearings on this 
·; issue 

will evaluat.e the need for a consultation on coordination in the 
development of retirement faciliti~s by religious bodies 

will" encourage the judicatories of religious bodies to relate 
actively to state associations of homes for the aging · · · 

. . 
~ · -:::::.-:. 7'"-- -:-• • :..--:-• • ~.-: . -- -7 -·· --·· . :- - · .. - - - : ·- · .. ~,-:.~··. ::-. .. -.· -· -·-:-:.:; ~--~:.-:. ~· - · ":". - :;.. 
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-·-·· ·-· ·-· ·• ·. will continue to work to mobilize the entire religious community ··· 

to coordinate resources to meet tjle needs of the elderly as whole 
. persons 
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RF.COMMF.NDATJON X 

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS MUST BE AWARF. 
OF AGF.:NCIES AND SRR\'Ir.ES, OTHER THAN 
THEIR OWN, WHICH CAN PROVIDE A r.OM
PLETE MINISTRY TO OLDER PF7RSOt1:1. 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS DF.SIC:HED FOR Tiw. 
BENEFIT OF OLDER PERSONS SHOI rr. n DEVF:L-
OP , AS A PART OF THEIR SF.RV1CES , 
CHANNELS TO PERSONS AND A(~Ft~NCIES WHO 
CAN HELP IN SPIRI'IUAL PROBLEMS. 

A. Ad.ministration Response 

None 

B. Response of Study Panel 

Religious bodies· are urged to work for the elderly in light of what 
the community is planning to do. It is suggested that 1~ religious 
organizations are involved in comprehensive service planning, they will 
be implementing the recommendation that religious orga.niza. tions be aware 
of services and agencies for the elderly other than their own. 

Religious organiza.tions are urged to appoint a person responsible 
for social concerns for the elderly at the congregational level, the 
level of presbyteries, dioceses, judicatories, conferences, etc., and 
at the national level. 

The National Interfaith Coalition is commended for its plan to cata
logue the services and programs for older people now being offered by all 

. reli~ious bodies. The existence of such an inventory will result in 
these services being used and with analysis where services are needed or 
can be better coordinated. The National Interfaith Coalition is urged 
to Dake the catalogue available not only to its constituent bodies but 
also to other private organizations and local, state and Federal government. 

C. NICA RESPONSES 

* 

* 

* 

continues to encourage communication between the private and 
public sectors involved in providing services to the aging vis 
a vis cooperation with AoA and participation in assembly pro
grams and conferences 

fosters and encourages, as possible, coordination of various pro
gram agencies in its member bodies in the areas of education, 
social action, retirement corranunities, housing, research and 
planning and professional leadership 

has completed and reported to AoA on a Research and Demonstra
tration Projec~, "A Survey of Aging Programs under Religious 
Auspices," which, in turn, provided stimulus for various con
ferences, consultations and the development of a directory of 
religious bodies concerned for the aging 
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·; RECOMMENDATION X 

I 
I 
. .... . -. 

I 
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I 
I 
I 

* 

has identified, through the Survey, many models of team work in 
use across the nation in comprehensive ministry ·to the aged 

has made probable, by forming a coalition of national religious 
bodies involved with aging, a new liaison between public and 
private systems for delivering services to the elderly 

.... 

. · .. 

.. 
. .. .. ···--·-·-·· 
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RECOMMENDA.TION XI 

RELIGIOUS BODIES SHaJLD EXERCISE A 
S'ffiONG ADVOCACY ROLE IN MEETING THE 
NEEDS OF THE ELDERLY, WORKING FOR 
PROGRAMS, BaI'H PUBLIC AND PRIVATE, 
THAT CONTRIBUTE TO THE WELL-BEING 
OF THE ELDERLY AND PROTECT THEM FROM 
THOSE WHO WOULD VICTIMIZE OR DEMEAN 
THEM. 

A. Administration Response 

None 

B. Response of Study Panel 

c. 

* 

* 

All parts of religious organizations, from individuals in the local 
congregations to the national leadership, 11D.1st act as advocates for the 
needs of the elderly by working for public and priv~te programs that 
contribute to their well-being. The religious organizations can and llD.lst 
take a leadership roll in all programs affecting the elderly. The Nation
al Interfaith Coalition, one of whose primary objectives is to develop an 
awareness of and to vitalize the role of congregations with respect to 
their responsibilities in improving the quality of life for the aging, is 
one channel through which local and national religious bodies can exercise 
their advocacy. The formation of an Interfaith Legislative Screening 
Committee to counsel w1 th the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging and 
appropriate .committees of the u·.s. Hou.se of Representatives is one step 
in this advocacy. 

Religious organizations should appoint people. to be responsible for 
social concerns, both in the individual congregation and at the organiza
tion level of presbyteries, dioceses, judicatories, conferences, etc., 
as well as at the national level. Religious bodies can strengthen their 
advocacy by including studies and discussions on the problems and needs 
of the aging in their religious education programs. 

NICA RESPONSES 

alerts and sensitizes member agencies to problems in the area 
of aging;-encouraging them to act as advocates and monitors, 
public and private, to see that reasonable standards are met 

continues to assist national religious bodies to prepare public 
policy statements on the impact of broad social policy and 
legislation for the elderly at the federal, state and local 
level 

* encourages and assists church bodies to form local and area 
coalitions or-religious and/or secular agencies, linked with 
NICA by affiliate or informational relationships, thus intensi
fying the advocacy capacity in the religious sector 
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RECOMMENDATION XI 

* 

* 

* 

* 

set-up in its Bylaws a Standing Committee on Public Policy to: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

study and seek . clarification of policies an.a programs 
pertaining to the aging and formulate recommendations 
to the Board of Directors for action and implementation 

develop guidelines for strategies to be recommended to the 
Board of Directors relating to the Church/Synagogue con
cern for and with the aging to be used at national, re
gional and local levels, public and private agencies and 
organizations · 

establish appropriate liais.ons ~etween policy .and dL 
cision-making authorities to promote communication ~nd 
feedback 

study and formulate recommendations and positions on 
pending or emerg~ng issues related to aging 

implemented the foregoing four functions through Executive 
Commi'ttee of NICA .and by a more recently named standing 
committee on annual resolutions 

advocated, through c~nstituent bodies, acceptance .of elders 
as their own best advocates and for inclusion of elderly 
representation in the work of NICA and its membership · 

. . . . -·· .. . , 

will use the data. base and findings of the Survey of Aging 
~rograms Under ·Religious Auspices to 

+ seek ways and . means to develop materials on advocacy , 
including definitions, techniques, models and target 
areas 

+ will intens~fy a11d provide direction for the advocacy 
funct·ion of NICA constituent bodies · 

+ will strengthen the Committee on Annual Resolution$ to 
carry out the advocacy functions provided .in its 
committee structure for public policy 

. : : .-:::--::: . . ::---,- . --.. : ·- ·--· - . -- . - '':-;.- .. J:_ .. 
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RECOMMENDATION XII 

RELIGIOUS BODIES HA VE 'IRADITIONALL Y 
. AND PROPERLY DEVELOPED THEm OWN 

PHILOSOPHIES. WE RECOMMEND THAT 
THEY WORK TOGETHER WITH THE ELDERLY 
AND COORDINATE THEm EFFORTS WITH 
OTHER GROUPS TO DEVELOP A.ND DECLARE 
AN AFFIRMATION OF RIGHTS FOR THE 
ELDERLY. THESE RIGHTS SHOULD IN-
CLUDE THE BASIC VAWES OF ALL WHILE 
INSURING THE BASIC RIGHT OF FREEDOM 
OF RELIGION. 

I 
A. Administration Response 

B. 

I 1. "Consistent with the resources that may be available at any given 
period of time, the Administration will work with State and local 
governments and the private sector in order to facilitate progress 
in areas which can contribute to the changes of attitude called for 
by the Presidentr ·I 
a) Focusing attention on the needs of older persons . 

b) Developing a better understanding of aging and the aged by 
I 

· preparing materials for the media. and . including appropriate . -. ·- .... _ .. I 
· materials 1n the curriculum at all levels of education. . --- ---·-· - ·-· 

c) Endeavoring to obtain i wider acceptance of the ·belief · that no .;.-:-:--::-:-:--~.---::- ··:-
age limits. should be attached to the concept of the ~ignity and . J 
worth of each human being. _ _ -

. -
The religious coI1l111llni ty, both by its teachings and its deeds, is · 
in a position to make significant contributions to the achieve- · I 
ment of this objective. If this is ·done, an increasing number · · ··· 
of persons will refuse to tolerate policies that put older persons 
in an inferior or secondary position. There will then be, in the ;·1 
President's words, a "new National attitude toward aging in this : :- · .. · , 
country -- one which fully recognizes what America must do for its · ···:: · ·. · · 

.older citizens a.nd one which fully appreciates what our older ci ti--··~:. ·.;:;.-·- ·:-· -

zens can do for America." · ... : .. 1 
. . - - . -

Res~n::l:b:::: v~;:ort between governm~n~ ~nd the r~:1;1~:~ . ~o:-ni ~y :H ·~ -~ . : -, 
to achieve a wide acceptance of the principle that no age limits should .. 
be attached to the concept of the dignity and worth of each human being -· ----- ----·-·1 
might be one of the unique and most important initiatives to emanate from · 
the White House Conference on Aging. · · · · · · • ~~-

Means should be found immediately for representatives of religious · 
bodies to work with the Federal government in exploring ways to achieve --.I 
a fruitful and proper collaboration. 'The Study Panel urges the Administra- ----~:_' __ .-~.:..:..:__.:_, 
tion on Aging to strengthen · and widen the on-going relationship with the .. .~.- . _._: .: · J 
various religious bodies throughout the country. In turn, the religious ···· ·.: · · .:·-· .. 

. --- . . - . . -- ., . . -- . . . . . . ... , ......... ·-· . . ... . . . ... :· :·. A _:·5 7 ·c· ::· ~ . · ~·· ··_ · ' :l~.~:::::~·: .::=: '~::.:::~ :_-:·~~?;:~·:-: _._ -;-~~:--;·· ·-;::.~~:.-;~~~~°':;! 
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RtCOMMENDATION . XI I 

c. 

* 

* 

* 

organizations should designa.te a person or persons within their governing 
bodies who would seek ways in which to achieve collaborative efforts 
between the government and religious bodies and would insure that this 
collaboration met with the. full cooperation and assistance of all local 
congregations. 

NICA RESPONSES 

continues, as it has from ·its inception, to call for ~a 
changing attitude on the part of congregations and all 
people" _ c~ncerning aging persons and the aging process 

is co-sponsorini the Intra-decade Spiritual Well-being 
Conference, Apri~ 12-14, 1~77 (see Rec. XV) to explore 
basic philosophies undergirding the rights of o~d~r persons 

has stressed repeatedly, through varied avenues of communi
cation, the need for society to discover and accept a new 
concept of older persons, i.e., · 

+ NICA Program Bulletin se·ries 
.+ .. NICA Annual Asseii\Elies/meetings . 
+training programs for clergy and lay leaders . jointly · 

sponsored by NICA and regional interfaith coalitions 
on aging 

+ cooperative ventures with AoA 
+ national religious conferences/convocations on aging 

* ·will continue tO explore with groups such as the Gray Panthers 
an affirmation of basic rights of the elderiy 

- ' * will continue to act as a catalyst to facilitate consultations 
between the .religious community and the gerontological_ community 
to articulate religious values · 
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RECOMMENDATION XIII 

IT SHOULD BE THE NATIONAL POLlCY THAT RE
LIGIOOS BODIES AND arHER PRIVATE AGENCIES 
MAKE 'IT THEIR CONCERN TO BRING TOGETHER 
THE SERVICES OF THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY TO 
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITY FOR INTERFAITH BROAD
BASED COMMUNITY PROGRAMS FOR THE AGED 
THROUGH MULTIPURPOSE COMMUNITY CENTERS. 

A. Administration Response 

"The Administration believes that local governments should give full 
consideration to the use of available Federal funds, e.g., through the 
Older Americans Act, the Adult Services Titles of the Social Security 
Act, General Revenue Sha.ring and the proposed Better Communities Act -
to make Senior Centers and the services provided through them available 
to a greater percentage of older persons." 

B. Response of Study Panel 

Religious congregations should consider objectively whether their 
facilities would be more fully used if they were used as the senior 
centers. Consideration should be given to the organization or church 
body supplying the. fac111 ty so that they are adequately reimbursed for 
maintenance costs, janitorial services, heat, light and other costs 
resulting from the heavier usage 9f :the building and grounds. 

C. NICA RESPONSES 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

will continue calling upon the state and regional judicator
ies of its member bodies to use congregational leadership and 
local bodies to insure that constructive, responsible groups 
take up sponsorship of multipurpose centers 

will continue to call upon local congregations of its member 
bodies to offer church/synagogue facilities for the estab
lishment of multipurpose centers for older persons 

identified, through the Survey of Aging Programs under Re
ligious Auspices, appropriate models for multipurpose centers 

issued reconunendations, through NICA "Program Bulletin No. 
2," which clearly call upon congregations to use their facil
ities wisely, including consideration of establishment of 
local multipurpose centers 

will encourage religious bodies and their constituents to 
support federal funding of multipurpose centers 

will encourage its constituent bodies to evaluate their 
homes for the aged, retirement villages, etc. as potential 
locations for multipurpose centers 
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RECOMMF.NDATION XIV 

RELIGIOUS BODIES AND GOVERNMENT SHOOLD 
AFFIRM THE RIGHT TO AND REVERENCE FOR 
LIFE AND REC(X;NIZE THE INDIVIJXJAL' S 
RIGHT TO DIE WITH DIGNITY. 

A. Admini stration Response 

None 
.- .. 

B. Response of Study.Panel 

There is a tremendous current of feeling and concern throughout this 
country regarding the exterit to which people should be subjected to indig
nity and suffering in prolonging their lives through advanced medical 
techniques • . 'Ihis issue is of great significance and importance and should 
be discussed Widely and honestly by people of all ages in all vocations 
and in all parts of the country. Seminars, workshops, consultations and 
symposia should be arranged for physicians, lawyers, clergy, laity, soci-
ologists and psychologists - both within their own groups and in mixed 
groups, by religious congregations, national and Fe4eral governments. 
Religious organizations and schools at all levels can be particularly 
involved in encouraging candid ~1scuss1on and understanding .of the impli
cations of this issue in the death education courses. When these 41.alogues 
are completed., the legislative bodies will need to take action consistent 

.. .. with the conclusions reached by the l!'BJlY groups involved and by older people 
themselves. 

C. NICA RESPONSES 

* conducted workshops on death, dying, apd bereavement during 
the 1973 and 1974 NICA Annual .Assemblies and called for 
further study in this critical area 

* has identified, through the Survey of Aging Programs in the 
Religious Sector, existing programs related to the area of 
death and dying 

·* collaborated in a National Conference. on Death. and Dying at 
.. :-. : Notre Dame University in 1972, sponsored by the Institute 

·on Religion and Aging, a N~CA member organization 

* ' will study the feasibility of seeking funds to develop a 
model program for churches/synagogues to use in death ed
ucation and ministry to the dying and bereaved 
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RECOMMENDATION XV 

'IHAT A NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SPIRI'lUAL WELL-
BEING BE HELD WITHIN THE NEXT TWO YEARS AND NCYr 
LATER THAN FI VE YEARS TO REVIEW AND EVAWATE THE 
RECOMMENDATI ONS IN TERMS OF ACHIEVEMENTS AS A 
RESULT OF THE 1971 WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON AGI NG. 

THAT PRIVATE INSTI 'lUTIONS OF RELIGIOUS AND CHARI
TABLE ORGANIZATIONS, WHICH DISCRIMINATE IN THE 
ADMISSI ON OF BLACK PERSONS AND THOSE OF CfI'HER 
MINORITY GROUPS, AND DENY AND ABR(X;A TE THE CIVIL 
RIGHTS OF SUCH PERSONS HA VE THEIR TAX EXEMPTION 
STA'IUS LIFTED, AND WE URGE THAT THE U .s. CONGRESS 
ENACT APPROPRIATE LEGISLATION TO BRING THIS ABOUT. 

THAT CHURCH-RELATED RETIREMENT FACILITIES ADD TO 
THEIR STAFF (ON A SALARIED AND/OR VOWNTEER BASIS) 
A RETIREE IN THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY OMBUOOMAN-ADVO
CATE, WORKING WITH OLDER AilJLTS WITHIN THE INSTI 
'IUTION AND THE LARGER COMMUNITY, SIBVING AS A 
REPRESENTATIVE WITH AND FOR OLDER AilJLTS. 

SUBSCRIBING TO THE PRINCIPLE THAT RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR THE CARE AND AFFECTIONAL SUPPORT OF PERSONS 
QF ALL AGES RESTS WITH ONE'S IMMEDIATE FAMILY AND 
KilfSMEN, WE THEREFORE RECOMMEND THAT 1 

(a) TAX DEDUCTIONS BE GIVEN FOR QUALIFIED GIFTS 
AND ASSISTANCE TO ACED PERSONS, AS ARE · NOW 
AUTHORIZED FOR CHARITABLE . CONTRIBUTIONS . 

(b) EilJCATION BE INAUGURATED FOR COOPLES IN 
THEIR MIDDLE YEARS FOR THEIR TASKS IN BRIDGING 
THE GENERATIONS, INCWDING ACCEPTING DEATH AND 
PREPARATION FOR THE LIFE OF A SURVIVOR. 

A. Adm.in! strati on Re§Ponse 

1. "As dir ected by the President , a Post- Conference Board of the White 
House Conference on Agi ng has been created ." 

2. "At its first meeting, the Post-Conference Boa.rd adopted a resolution 
to create a seri es of study panels parall eling the major topics dis-
cussed a t the Conference . " · 

J. "Tax r elief i s being provided to househol ds taki ng car e of dependent 
el derly persons who are i ncapable of taking care of themselves." 

4. "The Administration will support the use of fUnds by the Administration 
on Aging to conduct , in coordination with t he Offi ce of Educat i on, 
model proj ects f or preret1rement educati on . " 
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RECOMMENDATION XV 

B. 

5. "Consistent with the resources t.h;:i.~. ma:; ·!,e a.v;:i.ilahl~ at any giv~n 
period of time, the Administ.ra.t.ion will work Hlth St.a+.e and lo~l 
governments and the private sect.or in orrle"t' t.o fci.cilitate pr0grcss 
in th~ following areas of act.bi t.y -- arP..<lS which c.an cont.ribnt.e t.o 
the change in attitude callerl for by the Presirlent in his adrlress 
to the delegates of t.he Whit~ HousP- Conference en Aging. " 

6. "Developing a better understanding of aging and the aged by preparing 
materials for the media and including apuropriate materials in the 
curriculum at all levels of eduC'.ation." 

?. "Providing opportunities for interaction bet.ween the young and oider 
adu.l ts." 

8; "Involving an increasing number of volunteers from the private sector 
in providing services for older persons." 

9. "Endeavoring to obtain a wider acceptance of the belief that no age 
limits should be attached to the concept of the dignity and worth. 
of each human being." 

Study Panel Response 

The creation of the Nationai Interfaith Coalition, whose express 
······· -- purpose is to help carry out the recommendat.ion::; _proposoo hy the Confer

ence delegates, has and will go far towards C".<'Meving the tni tial 
objective of this recommendation. . Its '-plans t.o cont~.m1c :i.ts activit ies 
represent the basis for an on-going effort thci.t will assure that the 
recommendations are given fui1 consideration. 

The Study Panei endorses the belief that d-iscrimina ti on for large, 
. non-profit organizations, which denies individual civil liberties, should 

constitute the basis for denial of tax-exempt status. The Panel feels 
·that action in this area his been lacking and urges greater efforts to . 

.. · . this end by both Congress and Ad.ministration. 

The Administration's plans to provide opportunities for greater 
· involvement by volu~teers from the private sector to assist the elderly 
: are commendable, as are its plans for the creation of nursing home 

ombudsmen. 

Ta.x incentives to help defray costs of maintaining older persons in 
·one's home should help renew the spirit of responsibility _for one's 
relatives that is so urgently needed today, but we feel that additional 
incentives are also required. 

. ·.·::.:.~~.:_7:·; 7"":·--: .. :~·.--:.·~~-~--;· .. ·=:·:~.-:...;:: :.-.~ • . · .· -·-·- ·--.. : . 
.... . ···--·-· -- ... ..... . 
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RECOMMENDATION XV 

c. 
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NICA RESPONSES 

continues to recommend to constituent members that salaried 
or volunteer retirees be placed in working relationships with 
their peers within the community and within church-related 
retirement facilities 

is studying the need for establishing voluntary chaplaincy 
standards for nursing homes and health care facilities oper
ating under the aegis of church of synagogue as they relate 
to the worth, dignity and spiritual well-being needs of in
dividual elderly clients of all races, colors, creeds and 
economic status 

applauds the administrations affirmative responses to pro
grams in the area of pre-retirement and will seek to develop, 
with NICA member organizations and resources from the Admin
istration on Aging .and the Office of Education, model pre
retirement programs to meet the special needs and problems 
facing clergy and lay religious persons 

is disseminating a 16 mm film, "The Third Age," through the 
production assistance of the National Benevolent Association 
of the Disciples of Christ · 
produced two ·experimental cassettes, "Voices on Aging," and 
will continue to use multi-media to assist in improving the 
image of older persons and spiritual and moral values 

testified before the Special Committee on Aging of the 
united States Senate in its hearing on the Older Americans 
Act and the Rural Elderly, April 28, 1975, highlighting the 
special spiritual well-being concerns of NICA (excerpts 
follow) 

The sector represented by NICA is, of course, con
cerned with the value system of our nation. The 
coalition came into being out of a conviction that 
there is a need for the religious sector to assume 
a prophetic as well as a practical role in the area 
of aging both in public and voluntary domains. NICA 
inherited the term "spiritual well-being" and found 
itself identified with the post-White House Conference 
on Aging reconunendations dealing with that section. 
In February of 1975 a significant consultation with 
representatives of major religious traditions and 
several disciplines gathered in Chicago to wrestle 
with the term "spiritual well-being" and to develop 
a definition and commentary as an accepted common 
definition. The definition in its short form is 
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as follows: "Spiritual Well-being Is the Affirmation 
of Life in a Relationship With God, Self, Community, 
and Environment That Nurtures and Celebrates Whole- . 
ness." There is a new sense of solidarity about the 
range and quality of NICA's common task. 

It is urgent that, as we look at the older persons 
we serve and whom some day we shall become, that we 
provide not just for things: units of service, meals, 
transportation, etc., however important these are; 
but that we make provision to provide these things 
with compassion, dignity, and a grace that moves in 
the direction of wholeness and the affirmation of 
life as important to the served as to the provider. 
These qualities are available and are ready to be 
involved with the proper enablemement. It is urgent 
that we make use of our churches and synagogues in 
every town and hamlet as a means whereby every older 
person can find services within reach of familiar 
hands working with the same resources that have been 
used in large cities and urban areas. 

developed a definition, under the auspices of the NICA Education 
and Research Committee, of "spiritual well-being" as fully 
documented in the attached materials 

sponsored, as recommended in 1971 by the White House Confer
ence on Aging, a National Intra-decade Conference on Spiritual 
Well-being of the Elderly, to be held April 12-14, 1977, in 
Atlanta, Georgia (see conference materials attached to .these 
proceedings) 

will solicit both public and private resources to develop 
improved understanding of aging and the ·aged as to their 
spiritual and other needs 

* will include in any such standard the provision for a retired 
ombudsman-advocate as recommended in paragraph three of the 
above recommendation 
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SPiRITUAL WELL-BEING 

~eport of the Special Study Consultation to 
Develop a De £:ini ti on and I.nterpretation of 
Spiritual We11-BeiPq ~s it ~ay be A~r~icao1~ 

to Aging and th~ Religious Secto r 

Background 

.. 

The Education & Research Committee working in conjunction with 
the NICA P.z;oject Director established a special sub-committee 
iri July of 1974 to develop ~ much needed cl~rificat~on and 
interpretation of the term "Spiritual Well-Being" inherited 
from the White House Conference on Aging. Numerous enquiries 
.have been received during the past two years regarding the 
definition and application of this term by the R & D Project 
and NICA . Both the Education & Research Committee and the 
Board have long considered the need to reduce this rather 
amorphous term to a basic definition since even in the post 
White Hou.se Conference on Aging Repo:i;:-ts it maybe be seen as a 
catch-all term for anything religious, ethereal, or elusive in 
nature • . It is especially encumbent upon NICA to work out this 
def i,ni tion in the .light of the projected upcoming .mid-decade 

. conference on Spiritual Well-Being to be held either in 1976 or 
1977. Thus, the. special sub-committee, after some preliminary 

· · · · · · ·· ·: ·-·work , met in November of 1974, . and planned with the Project Director 
· for a small representative study consultation · to wrestle with the 

term and derive a working definition. The assignment to the 
·Spiritual Well-Being Sub-Committee was to hold the consultation, 
and present the definition thus obtained, together with any 
recommendations, back to the NICA Board and subsequently to the 
1975 Annual Meeting for its review and approval. 

Accordingly, a pr~liminary draft statement was prepared together 
with bibliography and recommendations for the consultation. This 
was approved by the Education & Research Committee at its meeting 
in December of 1974. · Sub-Committee Chairperson, Jack Ahlers and 
Project Director Tom Cook, Jr., proceeded with invitations and 
preparations for the consultation. The meeting was convened on 
February 6 and concluded on February 7, 1975, at the Chicago Holiday 
Inn O'Hare. Representatives from Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, 
Jewish and Protestant Religious Bodies along with special consultants 

·.having backgrounds in theology and sociology of religion were 
present. (A complete list of participants may be found at the end 
of this report.) . 

Working in plenary session as well as in sub-sections, the group, 
convened by Chairperson Ahlers and Project Director Cook, developed the 
definition and recommendations found below. Dr. Roger N. Carstensen, 

·;.. :·:---.- ·-:;: ~ - .-- :-· ;·::-:.:;...~..: · :-- · 



Director of the Secretariat, was appointed by Mr. Ahlers to serve as 
moderator and to permit Mr. Ahlers to fully and freely present the 
sub-committee's preliminary study and position to the total group. 
Rabbi ~lbert Lew~s was appointed to serve as reporter for the group. 

At the close of the study, consensus was achieved on the definition as 
presented here. A nwnber of recommendations which are found at the 
end of the definition section were also drafted by the group. 
Preliminary draft copies were mailed out for editorial comrnent to each 
participant and where possible these suggestions have been incorporated 
for clarity and smoothness. 

Overview 

The definition below is intentionally short. The choice and assembly 
of words has been made after much deliberation. The subsequent 
commentary is added to qualify, expand and place boundaries on 
definition itself. The problem of definition, always demanding of 
mental and verbal resources, was especially critical because of the 
wide, suggestive meanings popularly attached to the term "Spiritual" 
and the religious diversities among participating faiths. Nonetheless, 
not one member of the drafting committee attached less than 
major importance to whatever domain the term "Spiritual" represented. 

While the definition may be and should be useful in a general sense, 
it is here presented as a working definition for the "professional" 
clergy or lay person with a portfolio in aging. It is, therefore, 
a reference point, a standard, from which and back to which we may go 
in making application of it in our respective traditions. -While the 
definition was worked out in terms of our concern for and understanding 
of the needs, characterstics and rights of older adults, it is inter
generational in its wording and should be equally useful at any stage 
of the aging process from life's beginning to its end. We present it 
he~c doubled-spaced with numbered lines for convenience in referring to 
any part during the review and discussion at the Annual Meeting. 
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Spiritual Well-Being 

a· definition 

. . 
Spiritual Well-Being is .the affirmation of life in 

a relationship with God, self, community and 

environment that nurtures and celebrates wholeness. 

Commentary: · 
.Spiritual Well-Being Is the. Affirmation of Life ••• 

. . 
The spiritual is not one dimension .among many in life; rather, it permeates and gives meaning to aJI life. The tenn 

Spiritual Well-Being. therefore, indicates wholeness in co111rast to fragmen1a1ion ancl isola1ion. "Spiritual" connot~ 
our dependence on the source of life, God the Creator. . 

. -- What, then is Spiritual Well-Being? We cannot regard well-being as equated Mllely with physical, psychological, or 
social good health. Rather; it is an affinnatiun of lift. It is to say "Yes" to life in ~pile of negative circumstances. This is 

- . - not mere optimism which denies some of life's realitiC$; rather, it i~ the acknowledgment of the destiny of life. In the 
light of that destiny it is the love of one's own life and of the lives of others, together with concern for one's 
community, society, and the whole of creation, which is the dynamic of Spiritual Well-Being. 

A person's affirmation of life is rooted in'participa1ing in a community of faith. In such a community one gro~s to 
accept the past, to be aware and alive in the present, and to live in hope of fulfillment. · 

••• A Relationship WITH GOD, SELF, COMMUNITY, AND ENVIRONMENT ••• 
Affirmation of life occurs within the context of one's relatiomhip with God, self, community. ancf environment. God 

is seen as "Sµpreme Being," "Creator" of life; the Source and Power that wills well-being. AU people are called upon to 
.. ~pond to God in love and obedience. Reali7.ing we are God's children, we grow toward wholeness as individuafli, and 
. we are led to affirm our kinship with others in the community of faith as well as the entire human family. Under Cod 

and as members of the community of faith, we are responsihle for relating the resources of the environment to the 
well-being of all humanity. 

I 

••• THAT NURTURES AND CELEB~ATES WHOLENESS 
·Human wholeness is never fully attained. Throu~hout life it is a pmsihility in process of becoming. In the 

Judeo-Christian tradition(s) life derives its signifkanc:e throu~h its relationship with God. This relationship awakt'ns 
and nourishes the process of growth toward wholeness in i1elf, crowns moments of life with meaning, and extols the 
spiritual fulfillment and unity of the person. · : ··-· - · .. · - · 

a 
Copyright C 1975 by the 

~:· 7'--.· - -==::.:::- --- :- ·· . 
... ·- -···--·--
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Bibliography And Special Reference 
Material Used by the Study Committee 

l. Moberg, David O.,Luncheon Round Table discussion 171, 
Spiritual Well-Being, American Sociological Association 
August 27, 1972. · 

2. Heschel, Abraham, "The Older Person And The Family In The 
Perspective of the Jewish Traditionn, an addres.s delivered 
at the 1961 White House Conference on Aging. 

3. Moberg, David 0., Spiritual Well-Being Background and Issues, 
Background paper for the section on seiritual Well-Being of 
the 1971 White House Conference on Aging. 

4. Delespesse, Max, The Church Community, Leaven and Lifestyle 
Ave Maria Press 1968. 

5. Reports of the 1971 White House Conference on Aging, Section 
on Spiritual Well- Being. 

6. Recommendations of the White House Conference On Aging 1971, 
Section on Spiritual Well-Being. 

7. Initial working draft on the definition of Spiritual Well-Being 
prepared by the Sub-Committee of the Education & Research 
Committee, Jack Ahlers, Chairperson. 

8. Unpublished notes and bibliography prepared by Dr. Leslie G. Heuston. 

NOTE: A nwnber of additional items were brought forth during the 
consultation by various participating members. A complete file 
on the consultation with all working materials is in the Project 
Office. 

Recommendations 

The Study Committee makes the following recommendations in the light 
of the above definition and commentary: 

1. That this definition be reviewed and adopted by the National 
Interfaith Coalition on Aging, Inc., at its Annual Meeting, April 29, 
1975, as a "Working-With" document. 

2. That it be published in the "Program Bulletin• or other pamphlet 
form and be widely disseminated for study, use, and comment. 

3. That subsequent study consultations or workshops be held to include 
members of the drafting consultation and educators, clergy, practioners 
and service delivery people to determine how the definition applies in 
each domain. 

4. That the mid-decade conference on Spiritual Well- Being as outlined 
in the White House Conference on Aging recommendations, be set for 1977, 
to meet with leaders in Church and Synagogue to assess and project their 
roles individually and collectively in meeting the needs of older 
persons in and through the resources of the church and synagogue. 

5. That a call for papers for the mid-decade conference . on Spiritual. 
Well-Being be made at the 1975 meeting to deal with various disciplines, 
services and religious traditions as they view or apply the Spiritual 
Well-Being definition. The above mentioned papers to be received in 
time to be juried and selected at the annual meeting of NICA 1976, 
as it plans for the mid-decade conference in 1977. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Jack Ahlers, Chairperson 

Rev. Thomas C. Cook, Jr . , Project Director 

3/27/75 
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I . ; Participants in .the Spiritual Well-Being 
Consultation, rebruary 6 ' 7, 1975 

Rev. Jadt Ahlere, Staff Associate 
Adult Nurture Strategies, General Executive Bo~rd 
Presbyterian Church in the U.S. 
341 Ponce de Leon Avenue 
Atlanta, ~_or9ia· lOl08 · 

Dr. Roqor N. Carstensen, President 
Christian Colleqe of Ceorqia, and 

Direct or of the Nie>. Secretariat 
220 South Hull Street 
Athena, Geor9'1a 10601 

Rev. Thomas C. Cook, Jr. 
Project Director 
Survey of Aging Programs Under Religious 

Auspices 
National Interfaith Coallt~on on Aqing, lnc. 
298 South Hull Street 
Athena , Georgia 30601 

Rev. Euqene C. Gunther, 
Department of Socia l Welfare, Board 

of Social Min istry ' World Relief 
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod 
500 N. Broadway 
St. · Louis, Missouri 63102 

Sister Esther Hofachulte , Social Action 
Coordinator 

Catholic community of Englewood 
6214 S. Sagamon 
Chicago, Illino is 60621 

Dr'. George E. Jll:oehler, Assistant General Secretary 
Life-Span Education, Division of Education 
Board of Diacipleship, united Methodist Church 
P. O. Box 840 
Nashville, Tennessee 37202 

Rev. Ea rl Kraqnes 
Coordinator of Church Relat ions 
AARP/NRTA 
1909 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20049 

~abbi Albert Lewis , Chai'rmon 
Sub-Colllll\ittee on Aging 
Ce ntral Conference of American Rabbis 
1715 East rulton Street 
Grand Rapids, Michiga n 49503 

Hr. Jeff Lewis 
Coordinator of Neig~borhood Senior Services 
Institute of Gerontology 
University o f Michigan 
543 Church 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 

Dr. David O. Moberg, Chairman 
Department oC Sociology and Anthropol09y 
Marquette University 
526 North 14th Street 
MilwaW<ec, Wisconsin 53233 

Kro. Col. Lloyd (Anita) Robb 
The Slavatio.n l\rmy 
120 West 14th Street 
New York, Nev York 10011 

Dr. Rose Snyder 
Professor of Religious Education 
Chica90 Theoloqical Seminary 
5757 Un1versi ty Avenue 
Chicago, I llinois 60637 

A.ev . Andrew White• 
Executive Secretary 
Division of Christian Education 
African Methodist Episcopal Church 
414 8th Avenue South 
Naehville, Tenneseee 37203 

Rev. rr. Thaddeus Wojcik 
Rector , St . John the Baptist 
Orthodox Catholic Church 
855 Goodman Street South 
Rochester, New York 14620 

*Involved in preparation but unable to be present. 

Education ' Research Special 
Sub-ColT'lllittee on Spiritual 

Well-Being 

Rev. Jack Ahlers, Chairperson 
Briqadier Mary E. Verner 
Dr. David L. Levine 
Rev. Thomas c. Cook, Jr., Staff 

Resource Conuultants 

Dr. David ·C. ~~berg 
Dr. Leslie Heuston 
Or. Rose Snyder 
Hr. Thom~e W, Mahler 

Education ' Research Committee 
1974-19 75 

Brigadier Mary E. Verner, Chainnan 
R.ev. Dr. Jack Ahlers 
Mies Vir ginia Stafford 
Rev. Clarence w. Sickles 
Dr. David L . Levine 
Rev. Andrew White 
Sister Marie Gaffney 
Rev . Chen°"'eth J, Watson, B~-OCf i cl o 
Rev, Donald F. Clinqan, Advisory 
Rev. Thomas c. Cook,' Jr ., Advisory 
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Thomas C. Cook 

Rabbi Mark Tannenbaum 

Paul Adkins 

Joseph Berg 

Arthur S. Flemming 

William Sheek 

John Thomas 

Room 9 

Working Committee. B-2 

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS 

Executive Director 
National Interfaith Coalition on Aging, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1924 
298 South Hull Street 
Athens, Georgia 30603 
404-353-1331 

Director of Interfaith Religious Affairs 
· American Jewish Committee 

165 East 56th Street 
New York, New York 10022 
212-751-4000 

Director of Christian Ministries 
Southern Baptist Convention 
1350 Spring Street, N.w. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 
404-873-4041 

Associate Director 
National Conference of Catholic Charities 
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 307 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
202-785-2757 

Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
1121 Vermont Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
202-254-7378 

National Council of Churches 
475 Riverside Church 
New York, New York 10027 
212-870-2050 

Research Professor 
Jesuit Center for Social Studies 
Georgetown University 
1320 36th Stree~, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20007 
202-625-4634 
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NATIONAL INTERFAITH COALITION ON AGING, INC. 

From its inception, the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging his 
been committed to the following primary objectives: 

( 1) To develop an awareness of and to vitalize the role of the church 
and synagogue with respeet to. their responsibilities in improving 
the quality of life for the aging. .. 

( 2) To identify and give priority to those programs . and services for 
the aging which best may be implemented through the resources 
of the nation's religious sector. 

(3) To stimulate cooperative and coordinated action between the nation·s 
religious sector and national private and public organizations and 
agencies whose programs and services relate to the welfare a.Dd 
dignity of aglng people. 

I 

(4) To· encourage the aging to continue giving to society from the 
wealth of their experiences and to remain active participants iD 
community life. 
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_/ Futurist projections produced for 
l JSAC/Joint Strategy and Action Conmit

tee via a ~elphi-survey of its inter
denominational :members. contain the 
prediction that Protestant and Roman 
Catholic churches will increasingly co-

, pp~rate in local and national activities, 
"ignoring deep th¢ologica]. differences 
while doing so. 11 By the end of this. 

. ·decade it is estimated that the "coali
tion syl e of ecumeni ci ty 11 wi 11 replace · 
work through councils of churches. 

· (World Dateline, March, 1981 }. 
_/The "Faith Development in the Adult Life 
l Cycle~' project, sponsored by the R.E.A. 

(Religious Education Asso~iation) and 
19 other national and regional · religious 
bodies and organizations has been launched. 
Phase l of the 3-year project will culmi
nate .with ·a Symposium~ August 10-14, 1981, 
in St. Paul, MN. Dr. Kenneth Stokes has 
been appointed Project Director. 

_/The Episcopal Church has d~s1gnated Sun
l day, May 3, 1981, as CELEBRATION OF AGE 

IN ACTION SUNDAY. The Episcopal Society 
for- Ministry on Aging (ESMA} has designed.... .. 
study and worship materials around the 
theme: A celebration of generations. For 
mo're info contact Lorraine D. Chiaventone,-

·Executive Director, ESMA, · RD#4, Box 36, 
Milford, NJ 08848. 

_/ -Under the auspices of the New Jersey 
l Council of Churches, The Interfaith Com-

· mittee on Aging continues .with implemen
tation of the CONGREGATION-SEMINARY TRAIN
ING AND DISCOVERY PROJECT. The project 
will cul.minate ·september'81-May'82 with a 
ser.ies of eight workshops on the campuses 
of cooperating ·theological schools in New 
Jersey and the surrounding area. ·Schools 
known to be involved at this time are: 
Immaculate Conception; Drew; New Brunswick; 
Princeton; and Eastern Baptist, Philadel
phia.. Each workshop will be led jointly 
by a professor from a theological school 
and an experienced retired clergy person.· 
Findings will be shared across congrega-
tions in New Jersey and within participat
ing theological schools. Among those 
serving on the Interfaith Committee on 
Aging are Dr. William J. Hand, Eastern 
Baptist Seminary, and Dr. David Gr·aybeal, 
Drew Theologicql School, both of whom were 
involved in NICA's project GIST (Gerontology 
in Seminary Training}. 

. 3 

_/ One of the surruner workshops to be con.:. 
1 ducted by the University of Michigan 

Institute of Gerontology is entitled, 
"Human Grow~h, Values ~nd ·Meaning in 
Late Life. 11 Reue 1 Howe and Roger Pro
kop, educators and clergymen, designed 

· the workshop to focus on some of the 
special challenges of the mature ye~rs 
by examining values, experiences, and 
approaches that encourage adults to . 
build on inner strengths. · For more info 
on this June 22-23, 1981 workshop con
tact: Larry C. Coppard, Director of Edu
cation, Box X, Institute of Gerontology, 
520 E. Liberty, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. 

_/Workshop on "Biblical Themes and Pas-
1 toral Care, 11 June 16-18, 1981 at The 

Thompson Center, 12145 Ladue Rd., St . 
Louis (Creve Coeur), MO 63141. Leader
ship for this ecumenical workshop will 
be provided by Dr. William B. Oglesby, 
Jr., professor of pastoral counseling, 
Union Theological Seminary, Virginia. 

_/ Recent findings by the Princeton Reli
l gion Research Center: 
· o A -33-year downtrend in church/synago

gue membership leveled out in 1980; 
69% of the 10,982 adults surveyed 
stated that they were church members. 
Most likely to be members are women, 
non-whites, adults 50 years of age or 
over, persons living in the midwest & 
south, and married persons. Level of 
formal education seemed to make .little 
.difference. Since 1937, the high 
point of church membership was 76% in 
1943 and 1947. 

e The national rate of churchgoing has 
dropped 9 percentage points--from 49% 
in the peak year of 1958 to 40% in 
1980. The decline has been most ob
vious among Catholics with attendance 

1at Mass falling 22 points (1958-1978) 
from 74% to 52%. Attendance among 
Protestants has remained relatively 
stable between 1958-64, declining from 
44% to 38% (current: 39%). Synagogue 
attendance was at low ebb between 

. 1970-74 (17%) but since then has in
creased b)1 1980 to_ 24%. Age is a fac
tor in attendance. In a typical week 
in .1980, 31% of adults under 30 attend
ed, compared to 40% among persons 30 
to 49 years old, and 47% among those 
50+. .. 
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:SPIRITUAL WELL-BE.ING· & THE 1ea2 UNITED NATIONS WORLD ASSEMBLY ON AGING . . .. . -···· ·- · .. -· ..... . 

Lt. r.ol. Mary .E. Verner, NICA President, 'delivered a paper on "Spiritual Well"."being · 
and Aging" in a recent meeting of the United Nations' Non-Governmental Organizations 
(NGO) r.ommittee. The wel 1 re.ceived presentation has created a demand for copies of the 
paper and for more infonnation on NICA. ·.Thank you, Mary, for the good "PR!" 

MAY 7th - NATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER . 

In keeping with · Colonial, Revoluntigrrary and Cor.rnressiom~l Jr~~i.tion. spanning over 200 
·years, Pre.sident Reagan has .. proclairned May .. 7th: as .a National ·Day of Prayer. Interfaith 
·in its universality, the proclamation calls us ti> :" •• join together before God, fully 
·aware of the trials that 1 ie ahead and the . ~need 9 . yes ·~· "fne-necessHy~ for dhi ne guidance. 
Wlth unshakable faith in God and the liberty wliich is heritage, we as a free nation 
will surely survive and prosper·. 11 

Survival and prosperity are important petitions to pray° duri"ng Senior Citizens r.t>nth 
(May) in concern for .older Americans .who face ominous .days if some federal .program bud-
get ' cuts . ar.e· approved. . - . 

INTERFAITH COALITION .TO BE CHARTERED 

On April 30, 1981 the . Tampa ("FL) Interfaith. Coal i"tion· on Aging will be officially in
corporated and hold it organiza·tional meeting. Keynote spea.ker wil 1 be Rev. Tom Cook, 
Jr., NICA Executive Dire€tor. A ·newly fanned Board of Directors will meet with Mr. 
r.ook and members of the Pinellas County Interfaith C'.oalition on Aging on May 1st. to 
develop committee structures, bylaws,. and organiiational goals for 1981 ·. For more in- · 
formation on Ti CA, contact Revo John .s. Lyles or Mts~ ·nsi.e Thompson, c/Q Fir.st Pres
byterian Church, 442 Zack St o, Tampa, fl 33602. 

· ... . . ...... · . ... :-- ... --. ~:"' - .. . .. . · ·· . . . .. ..: . . . · .. ·· 
OTHER MEETINGS INVOLVING NICA 

April 10-11. 7th Annual Gerontology Institute, "Religion and the E.lderly. 11 Sangamon 
University. Speakers: Rev. Thon:ias C~ ".Cook, Jr.; ·oro Donald F. Cli.ngan; or·. Andrew 
Achenbaum; Dr. Jerome Kaplan; Rev •. Ca:leton. Sweetser. . 

May 10-12. · Tennessee Governor'$ Conference on Agfog, Chattanooga. A special. workshop 
on 11 Family, ·Church, and Socia1 Support Systems for the Elderly" will involve NICA's 
Dr. Wayne Lindecker and Rev. Tom Cook, Jr. · · · 

May 15. Lutheran Pastors'. Conference on ... Agfog. ·Arlington Heights, IL. Speakers: Dr. 
David O. Moberg; Rev. Tom Cook, Jr. Contac.t: Hilliam ·J. Hug.hes;· 800· W. Oakton St. ·, .. · 
Arlington Heights, IL 60004. 

·June l0-12~ · "Seniors Alive" conference. Edmonton; Alberta, CANADA. ·speakers: Rev. 
Tom Cook, Jr..; Cope W ~ Schwenge, M.D.; a~d David Skelton·, M.D. 

Contact NICA Board · Member; Dr. Cedric w·. Tilberg, LCA, Div. for Mission in North America, 
231 Madiso.n Ave., New York, NY .10016 for info re a May 12th forum, "Ministry with the . · 
Aging, 11 in St. Lours. 

Good ·Idea Award! 

.For the pas·t .10 years Israel 1s sqcial security system has prov.ided peer counseling to 
older persons in ioost of ·their ' branch ,offices. Retired persons with so~e social work 

.. background receive three months of ' training prior to being appointed as volunteer coun:
se lo rs. Among other things, these vol unte.ers help . older persons find jobs, provide lega 1 
counsel 1 ing, visit homebound elderly, and provide grief counselHngo A ful 1-time, paid 
social worker provides support for the volunteer counselor. (Newsletter of the Canadian 
Institute of · Religion; iand Gerontology) • 
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News Notes 

• David A. Rust !1as been named Executive Director of the White House Confer~ 
ence on Aging. immediately prior to this appointment, Rust, age 37,· served as 
minority staff director of the Senate's .special Committee on Aging, · working under ra·nk-· 
in~. minority member Senator Pete V. Domenici · (R-NM) o .. · · . · · . · . 

FOR KlRE ON lliE WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE SEE p. ], 
• In the · great debate over President Reagan's proposed budget cuts both sides marshall · · 

convincing "facts" and statisticso Yet, the basic question seems to go unanswered: 
How many needy Aniericans will experience a decline in standard of living that is 
unacceptable in a free society that touts . "human dignity," "quality of life," and "pur
sui.t of happiness" as societal goals? · Perhaps we should look at some new data and try 
to read between the lines. The Census .Bureau has just· released its first report on the 
demographic and economic characteristics of the recipients of Federal Aid, based on a · 
comprehensive 1980 surveyo A sampling of the findings follows: 

- 27.2 million of the 79.l million households counted in the 1980 census used at 
least one ·of these five programs: Food stamps, school lunches, public housing, Medi
care, or Medicaid (more than l of every · 3 American households); · 

- more than 3/4 of those 27~2 million households were run by a woman, with no 
husband present; · 

- where households be.nefited from more than one pro.g11am, a fifth used Medicare and 
Medicaid, one in 1 O used food stamps , schoo 1 aiunches and Medicaid; 

- Food stamps were used by 5.9 million households (17.3 million people), their worth 
about $810 per household. Women ran 42% of the households. Six out of 10 recip
ients were below poverty level; median income was $5,300. Most .food stamp recip
ients were white; one-third+ were black; and one in 10 were of Spanish origin. 

- Medicare goes to 18.5 million recipients (about one in four households)o Four
fifths of the households were run by womeno rH.ne out of 10 recipients were white. 

- Subsidized ho·using. Some 2.5 million households lived in public or subsidized 
housing, with almost half of the households below the .poverty line. Two-thirds 
were run by women. A majority of the households were white, two-fifths were black, · 
and one in 10 of Spanish origin. (Older American Reports, March ,25, 1981 ). 

. . 
The Census Bureau cautioned· that these statistics cannot be used to draw any conclu- · 
sions about whether or not eligibility rules for the Federal ;,,programs are being 
observed. · A more comprehensive resear.ch report will follow later this year. In the 
meantime, the Census statistics seem to ·: indicate that women ·recipients will be dis
proportionately penalized . by :budget cuts in the areas of food stamps, schoo 1 1 unches, 
public housing, Medicare, and Medicaid .. ·Also; persons who thought that these programs 
were of more benefit. to non-whites than whites will now have to reverse their thinking. 

• Add polyphannacy to· yo4r vocabulary; . it ~s defined .as the ."overuse of multiple medica
tions by the· consuming public." . Whi .le polyphannacy may be~ problem within all age 
groups, it is of particular import in the 65+ age groupo A 1966 survey conducted to 
identify the most commo·l'.I medication types ·used by older persons found that· of the top 
21 drug groups used, only one, antibiotics, was curative. All others were used to 
treat such symptoms as pain, insomnia, constipation. · 

e In the 1980s almost 40% of the entire ·u.s. population over age 65 will be !flack or 
fir.st and second generation Americans belonging to various racial/ethnic subgroups. 
This startling fact emerged from a study by the National Institute on Aging (NIA)o 
When compared to the majority of Americans, these minority groups are likely to have 

. less education and money, . substandard housing, poorer ·hea 1th, and shorter 1 ife spans--. 
all of which can make old age especially traumatic o Old people who h~ve experi~enced 
racial discrimination all of their li'ves may find themselves doubly insulted by . 
displays of ageismo · 

1 The average monthly soci.al security check for workers who retired in 1980 was $470092 0 
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NEWS NOTES continued '! ... , • • 

•Harold L. Sheppard, .fo·rmer Counsellor on Aging to President Carter, has been named 
Associate Director of the National Council on the Aging's Research and Evaluation 
Dept. As yet, there .are no indications that President Reagan will appoint a Counsel
lor on Aging. 

•The Admiliistrat.ion· speaks of those programs which have been exempted from budget 
·· cuts -{social security ·retirement benefits·, SSI, Medicare~ Veterans' benefits, free 

school 1unches) as being a "safety net" to protect the truly needy whose incomes fall 
below the poverty line . Not so, says Chicago's Center for the Study of Welfare Policy. 
Jqo many of the antipoverty programs vital to the· survival of the poor are scheduled 
for debilitating budget cut.s, including: food stamps, Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children, ·Medicaid, low-income energy assistance, public housing, and CETA. The pro~ 
posed income tax cut will not buffer the blow because the poor pay little or no income 
taxes. · 

•Nearly 1 million people over 65 live within a 25-mile radius of New York. This is the 
· highest concentration of older Americans in the U.S. 

.. 

• How would you rank the following small pleasures in life (in order of preference)? 
Seeing what ·comes in in the mail ••• spending time on a special interest ·or hobby ••• 
watching television ••• going to sleep at night. According to a ·Roper poll of 2,000 
persons, these small pleasures were ranked as listed, with 63% looking forward to the 
daily mail. What does this tell us about a relatively easy way to brighten the days 
of frail, hdmebound, and institutionalized elderly? 

• House Speaker 11 Tip11 OJ·Neal has succeeded in expanding the House Select Committee on 
Aging to 51 seats; this corrunittee now represents the largest legislative panel on 
Capitol Hill . One new member, freshman Rep. Ron Wyden (D-OR) is an especially strong 
advocate for the rights of older Americans. 

•Under theAdministnation's 11 Qlock grant" concept for .dealing with government spending, 
40+ ffealfti-ancr ·soci al servfce tirograms·' would' be distributed in four· block grants -· 
representing a total budget cut of 25%. In terms of trying to assess how much of what 
kind of help would get to \·1hi ch needy persons, two things need to be kept in mind: 

- Under the block grant, as proposed, the Federal government would set no 
limits on state discretion; no specific category of recipients would have to be 
helped and no specific services would have to be deliv.ered~ 

- Without prior grant reform, the dumping of block grants on states would· \be an 
administrative nightmare. This view surfaced ir. late March in testimony of the 
National Conference of State Legislatures before the Senate Subcorrunittee on Inter
governmental Relations. Fortunately, two bills aimed at effecting grant consolida
tion and simplification are in the legislative wprks • 

. • A recent telephone· survey (sponsored by the Americana Healthcare Corp.) of 514 non
institutionalized persons age 60+ found most to feel healthy, useful, and optimistic . 
Among· the surprises was the finding that having a healthy spouse of equal phys1ical 
capacity was extremely important and could not be substituted for by attention from 
relatives and friends; in fact, contact with friends had no correlation with feelings 
of well-being. A person's employment and occupational status appeared to have little 
or no ·relationship to the amount of economic pressure felt (7 out of 10 said that infla
tion was a definite problem)o · Nearly 90% of those surveyed claimed holding strong reli
gious beliefs, though these beliefs were found to have no bearing on optimism. Based 
on their ability to cope, the interviewees fell into three categories: 27% were 
11 Enjoyers, 11 coping well with problems in their age group; 53% were "survivors," more 
or less coping; and 20%, mostly women, were "Casualties," that is burdened with the 
difficulties of old age. (50+Plus, Sept.. '80)o 

1 The Administration has proposed dismantling the entire national legal services programo 
the American Bar Association concurs with those critics who feel this move unwise, in 
that it will nullify equal access to justice for the poor. Highly specialized areas of 
law dealing with such problems as Medicare/Medicaid, .age discrimination, fuel assistance, 
ett., are not within the scope of most members of the private bar. · 
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·- Update 1981. White House Conference On Aging 

DAVID RUST, n~wly appointed Executive Secretary of the White House Confer
ence on Aging (see p.5), addressed the NCOA Annual Meeting on April 1st. 
Where pe~tinent, his remarks (paraphrased) are incorporated in .the follow
ing news itens: 

• All members ·of the original Advi·sory Comrnitte·e and Technical Committees 
have been discharged. A new, snaller committee is being formed and will 
include select Reagan appointees and, probably, some members of the ori
ginal committee. 

RUST: Appointment are to be announced very soon. The new Advisory Committee is defi
nitely scheduled to meet in May. The new Administration does support the 1981 WHCOA; 
President Reagan has ta~ed a message which ~ill be available for use at all ~tate 
WHCOAs. 

• The !;our regional ·meetings, s·chedtiled for Aug. 9-Sept. lB, have been 
cancelled . by HHS s ·ecreta·ry Rici:ha·rd Schw·eiker. The. purpose of these meet
ings was . to prepare and .train delegates for their roles and tasks during 
the actual Conference late this year. 

ROST: The regional meetings were c~ncelled for two reasons. First, there was an 
immediate savings of $1.2 million dollars, in line ·with the. Administrations across t he 
board budget cuts. Second, the regional meetings were judged to be unlikely to meet 
the goal of training delegates for the main Conference~ State and Area Agency on Aging 
networks are being considered for a role in training delegates, but no plan is firm-
probably not until June or July. The Advisory Committee will consider this matter in 
their May meeting.: . 

. • The final reports of the Technical Committees and the 40 or so Mini
Cohfereiices liav'e ·not· yet ·be·en disti: .. ibutea~ Deadlines for sub:mi tting these 
reports to the WHCOA were Feb. 1 and Feb. 15, respectively. 

RUST: Three Technical C~mmittee reports are still not in; we will wait a little 
longer, but not much longer. Some reports were turned in not camera-ready, as ·request
ed. The mini-conference reports are to be released in a '.'l>lock," but no date. for their 
release has be~n set . Reports wi 11 JlQ! be edited .• 

• The delegate' selection process is nearing completionv as was initially 
planned by Jerome Waldie's· WHCOA teani -an'd 'the Nat'i'on·aT 'Advi·s ·o·ry Committee • 

. ROSr: The selection process remains unchanged with deadlines intact. Almost a·ll of 
' the 539 delegates to be selected. by Congressmen have been selected, most of them re-
flective of the original selection 11grid11 designed to insure that delegates would re
flect the national make-up of the older population -as to race, age, sex, etco The 
Governons are still expected to use the 11grid11 in. n:iaking their selections. It is pos
sible that there will be more delegates and less alternates than originally _planned. 
The WHCOA wi 11 pay a 11 expenses of de legates but ~ expenses of observers. . · · 

• Dr. Jarold Kieffer remains as WHCOA Staff Director; Mr. Leon Harper re
mains as Associate Director; · and Dr. Mary Ha·rpe·r and' Mrs·. · Vi'cto·ri·na Peral
ta remain. Among those no longer on-staff are Mr. Jim Golden, Ms. Ghita 
Levine, and Ms. Joan Buchanan. 

OTHER INFORMATION SHARED BY DAVID RUST AT THE NCOA .MEETING: If final recommen
dations of the Conference look back too much to the 1960s and to a world which no long
er exists, they will likely 11gather dust. 11 If delegates will look ahead and plan ahead, 
they will have a real chance to influence policy~ ••• Nov.30th is . the official opening 
day of the Conference, not Nov. 29th, although that day wil~ be marked by several· spe
cial. events,. including the Ecumenical Event. ••• Role of observers is undeterm ined to 
date •••• Voting procedures are still under consideration; ·191'1 11model 11 a possibility ••• • 
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$pkitual and Ethical V'alue System Concerns in the 
1981 White House Conference on Aging 

P.REAMBLE * 
Aging in the Un.ited States takes· place in a society so pluralistic, fragmented, special-. 
ized, bureaucrati'zed, and secularized that matters of the spirit--the moving and inte
grating force in life and personhood--are largely ignoredo The result is that aging, 
which should and could be crowned with integrity, acceptance, wisdom, and fulfillment, is 
too often characterized by aimlessness. loneliness., hopelessness, and despairo To change 
this conditio~, · wholistic well-being, inclusive of spiritual well-being and its associat
ed val.ues of human dignity and .freedom, should be the chief unifying goal .of all social 
action, public .and private, that is directed toward the agingo 
A wholistic view of the individual sees him or her as a fu~ctioning being, coordinating 
vitally the physical, emotional, intellectual, spiritual, and social dimensions of life 
as an inextricable totality. Change in one dimension affects the wholeo Neglect of one 
dimension diminishes allo Such a view of the individual requires a resonance of the so
cial order to organize its functions, processes, and services in support of wholeness. . . 
The tenn 11spiritual 11 is not considered as exclusively a dimension of religious life and 
religious practice. The spiritual pertains 11 to a person's inner resources, especially 
one's ultimate concern, the basic value aro·und which· all other values are focused, the 
central philosophy of life--whether religio~s. anti-religious, or non-religious--which · 
guides . a person's conduct, the supernatural and non-materia·1 din:iensions of human natureo 
We shall assume, therefore, that all (persons) are 'spiritual,' even if they have no 
use for religious institutions and practice no personal pietiesooo 11 {Moberg, 1971, 3) o 

In the light of these considerations, the following principles of spiritual/ethi.cal con
cern in aging emerge: 

Human Dignity 
The primacy of human digni'ty persists- thr9ughout life, despite our dependence and vulnera
bility o Because of the spiritual recognition that we are all ·vuainerable and dependent 
before God, an age-int~grated community is the basis for. our life togethero 
Spiritual We11-being 
Worldly needs--economic, physical, social--must be met but are not sufficient in defin
ing quality of life. Spiritual well-being of all people is a distinct and fundamental 
need o 
Service 
Since there is value in caring and coping, rather than just curing, our ethical concern 
must insist on all these priorities ·being operative in health and social services to and 
with the aging. 
Symbolic Meaning 
The symbolic and ritual meanings of acts are as important as thei.r utilitarian outcomes. 
The symbolic meaning of how we treat older people has a public meaning for all of uso 
The Value of Hope 
In aging, death and tragedy are part of reality we cannot deny o Neither represe·nts fi na 1 
defeat if we affirm the value of hope. 
Ethical Witnessing 
Compassion and justice have priority over efficiency and legalityo One task of the faith 
community is to urge all of us to b~ar ethical witness to this priprity in aging. 

*Preamble to the 20-page final report submitted by NICA February 15, . 1981, to the 1981 
White House Conference on Aging (WHCOA). The National Symposium on Spiritual & Ethical 
Value System Concerns in the 1981 WHCOA, October, 1980_ was an official WHCOA mini
conference. For the full report send $2.50 ($2 025/NICA members) to NICA, PoO~ Box 1924, 
Athens, GA 306030 · 
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.R·esources av·allable from NICA are clearly Identified. Order all Info directly from sources. 
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Agiryg and the human s~irit. Carol LeFevre and Perry L~Fevre · (Eds.)~ Chic~go: Exp~ora
t1on Press, 1981. 19.95/$9.95 paper • . The .book 1 s tltle must be generalized a blt to 
cover the 33 readings in gerontology, all of which have direct and/or indirect reli
gious orientation. While the book does not add greatly· to our base of knowledge, it 
conveniently gathers some· of the important journal papers and book content not gen
eral lY accessible to the average reader. At least two of the journal articles were 
first presented at meetings of the National Interfaith Coalition on Aging (NICA), 
notably the Intra-decade Conference on Spiritual Well-being of the Elderlyo NICA 
members will recognize other articles and. materials. G1ven the materials available 
to the .editors, NICA applauds the result and recommends the book to NICA readership. 
(Tom Cook, Jr., Executive Director) ~ 

Prayerways: For those who .feel · discouraged or distraught, frightened or frustrated, 
angry or anxious, powerless . ot purposeless~ . overextended . or . utiappretiated~ burned . out 
or just plain worn out. Louis M. Savary and Patricia H. Berne. New York: Harper 
& Row. 16lpp/$8.95. From their orientations of theology and psYchology; the authors 
collaborate· in defini.ng· and suggesting .. ways to achieve 11 psychospi ritual energy!' with 
which to combat debilitating 11 burn-out. 11 Traditional and non-traditional methods of 
prayer are the cornerstones of the method. No particular religious affiliation is 
presupposed by the authors, although the text is directed to readers who believe in 
the invaluable healing power of spiritual energy. 

Working with older people: A link between generations. Although written for students & 
youth, ·it could also be helpful in a volunteer training ·programo Booklet,. 19810 
Order from The National Coun~il on the Aging, Inc; Pub. Dept., 1828 L Sto, N.Wo, 
Suite 504, Washington, DC 20036 . 1-9 copies/$lo50 .each; quantity prices available. 

Our future.selves. ·cassette/fi imst~ip pre~entatiori fo a lfer . negative· stereotypes of 
ag1ng in Junior and senior high school students. Developed by two fonner graduate 
students in gerontological nursing. For more info contact:· Mrso Elizabeth Palestis, 
Di rector of Nursing,· _Preakness Hos pita 1 , Box V, Paterson, New . Jersey 07509 o 

Intergenerational house-sharing~ Stephen McConnell° & Carolyn Usher • . Focus is on the 
· sharing of facilities between older people and students as revealed in surveys in Los 

Angeles and San Jose, CA and Hempstead, NY~ 52pp./$3.25 + 85¢ postage from ·Pub. 
Office, Andrus Gerontology Center, USC, University Park, CA 90007. 

Older volunteers in church and conmunitx. Paul Maves wrote this manual for ministry 
on behalf of the American Baptist Churches, Alternatives for Aging Projecto (In
press, Judson Press. Publication scheduled for spring, 1981). 

. . 
Welcome to our church family: A congregational event for persons of all ages. Lesson 
plan for a 1 1/2 hr. event based on 1 Corinthians 12 :4-26. Designed to sensitize 
participants to the special needs of disabled persons of all ageso There are simula
tion exercises for the .loss of the gifts of !'~yes, ears, legs, and handso" Contact: 
Secretary for Exceptionality, Div. for Parish Education, 2900 Queen Lane, Philadelphia, 
PA 19129. (l981 is the International Year of the Disabled Person). 

A histor of retirement: .The meanin and function of an American institution, 1885-
9750 William Graebnero 22.50 rom a e University Press, 92A Yale Station, New 

Haven, CT 065200 Explores complex economic, political, ·arid social pressures. 
Unlockin home e uit for the elderl o · Cambridge, MA: Ballinger, 19800 Ken S~hplen & 

ung-Ping CJlen Eds •• Thirty-two contributing authors ·address the general areas of 
· older homeowners and public policy, home equity· conversion plans., and development 

issueso · · 

"Freedom of information" handbook o . Send 50¢ to FOI · Serv.ice Center, c/b Reporter's 
Comm~ttee, 1125 15th St. NoW., Washington, DC 200050 How-to-use the FOI Act to ob
tain info from Federal agencies, except · the 9 exempt categories of infonnationo 
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RESOURCES continued 

"Human Values and Aging" Newslettero David Van Tassel & Harry R. Moody : (~dso). This 
bimonthly public.ation is under the auspices of the Value Dilemmas in the Aging Socie
ty Project, Brookdale Center on Agfng . For subscription info contact Jill Crabtree, 
Managing Editor, Institute on the Humanities, Arts, and Aging, Brookdale Center on 
Aging of Hunter College, 440 L 26th Sto, flew York, NY 10010. 

rief awa from me. Douglas Manni.ng. Insight Books, 19790 · l 29pp/ 
6095. The funeral 1s vieweEf.tas a gift to the life of the deceased; rights of the 

family in p 1 anni ng the funera 1 are deta.i led. The section on. grief views the process 
as part of "healing. " · · 

Grand arents Grandchildren: The vital connection. Arthur Kornhaber, M.D., and Kenneth 
Lo Woodward. New York: Anchor Press. 11.950 Report on the research of interviews 
conducted with more than 300 grandchildren and 300 grandparents . Tends to prove 
what we know intuitively--that the connection is vital to the well-befog of .grand-

. chi 1 dren and grandpa rents. · · 

GERIDRAMA (Training Workshops). The developer, Claire Michaels, is a trafoed drama and 
recreation therapisto The workshops themselves are considered most helpful for pro
fessionals who work with patients in all areas of institutionalized livingo For · 
more info contact Mso Michaels, 37-54 .83rd St., Jackson Hei.ghts, NY 1137-20 Ask also 
about the new Geriadrama Manual/$8.50. · 

Friendship after fortto James Ao Sparkso Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1980~ 143pp/$7o95o 
Deep friendships are viewed as vital to the well-being of individuals . The substan
tial barriers to friendship, such as mobility and obsession with success, are dis
cussed. The. necessity to risk self-disclosure is a key to meaningful friendships. 
The author 1 s own odyssey from parish pastor to the faculty of the University of Wis
consin Extension provides many concrete examples. 

Women of a certain age: The midlife search· for selfo Lillian B. Rubin o New York: . 
Harper & Row, 1979. 309pp/$10.95o Intervi.ews with 160 women age 35-54 and the 
author's own experiences are the bases of discussion of changes in life, family, 
and career . Includes a 40 page bibliographyo 

Following available from the U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC: 
- R~ports of the President's (Carter) Commission for a National Agenda for the 

Eightieso There are 10 volumes in the set; the three of most potential interest 
to NICA readers are: 

o A national agenda for the eighties (S/N 041-001-00227-8. $4o75}. Overview of 
economic, demographic & technological trends that will change American life in 
the 1980s. 

o Government and the advancement of social justice: Health, welfare, education 
and civil .rights in the 180s . (S/N .041-001-00221-9). $3.750 

o The quality of American life in the '80s .. (S/N 041-001-00225-1). $3.750 
- Listening to America's families (S/N ·040-000-00429-7)0 l980/349pp/$6o50o Synthe

sized report. of the 1980 White House Conference on Families o 
- Families: Aging and changing (SIN 052-070-05450-6). l980/118pp/$3o75. Text of a 

hearing before the House Select Corrunittee on Aging o Focus is on the appropriate 
roles for families and government to play in the provision of services for older 
citizens ·in the future. 

The need for lon -term care: A chartbook of the Federal Council on A in . (Noo OHOS 
81- 0704 • Graphs ·and luci text deliver the facts in a compilation prepared pri
marily for delegates to the White House Conference on Aging. For a free copy send 
name, address, title of the pubo & number to: Depto of Health & Human Services, The 
Federal Council on Aging, OHOS, Washington, DC 20201. 
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This essay was delivered June 26. 
by Dorothy Fuldheim on Cleveland 
television on the occasion of her 
86th birthday. It brought an unpre
cedented demand for reprints. Miss 
Fuldheim - .author, news commen
tator and grand dame of Cleveland 
television - has been with WEWS-

. TV since 1947. 
By DOROTHY FULDHEIM 
The house I live iri is 86 years old. 

-It has lost some of its original color, 
much of the red and pink is gone, 
and the white is not as white as it 
used to be. It doesn't stand quite as 
straight - it seems to have sunk a 
liule and sometimes it tilts slightly. 
Bui. its heating apparatus. its dis
posal plant; its illuminating system 
are all functioning remarkably well. 

It has talked with many people 
all over the world - from Chinese 
cooks to the priests of Bangkok. 
The house I live in traveled exten-

Her House 
Is 

Time-Tested 

sound of the great masters - from 
Bach to Ravet That house has 
talked to the great and the insignifi- · 
cant, to world-famous individuals 
and to humble people. 

My house has rumbled with de
light and been shaken with laugh
ter at the Bob Hopes and the Jack 
Bennys of the world, and the gaiety 
of my friends over the years. 
· That house has looked upon 

Albe.rt Einstein, and felt the warmth 
of his handshake. My house, that I 
inhabit, has knowri the sweetness of 
tender love and been torn with 

sively. and still does, though more ~tormy, glorious and ecstatic 
infrequently. It has been fanned by passion. 
the perfumed winds of Hawaii, and My house has been with friends 
made thirsty by the deserts." It has a.nd known quiet smiles and seren-
tasted of the foods .of all people - ity, and torn with sobs for friends 
from the Scandinavian to the who left this. strange and absorbing 
Hindu food. - planet, even as you and I must some-

Its windows have l90ked upon day, but whose memory is stored 
God's Earth - from the villages in away in the computer whi~h runs 
Spain to the glories of :french art; it my house. 
has looked out on the Swiss moun- This ·house has known agony, 
tains and the Russi;}n steppes. and has been repaired by specialists 
Through these windows my house so that it is whole again, able to 
gazed into the heaver:is and once . withstand any storms. Sometimes 
wacched the first human being step the house creaks as though old, but 
into space and walk on the moon. always it has stood sturdy and 

That house, which I inhabit; has staunch, withstanding pain, storm, 
hea~d music singing the sonor<;>us snow and rain. 

Jt has stored away secrets revealed 
to it, and treasured. The attic is full 
of memories, someday in a leisure 
hour to be taken out and remem
bered. 

Its brain is its most important 
room, for here are tQ be foun_d new 
ideas, concepts, contents of books, 
philosophies, poems, th.e treasures 
of the world in print, and been awed 
oy the knowledge of the expanding 
universe. It is like an expanding 

· library - each new idea creates 
more room for other ideas. It is the 
one room in my house that auests to 
my relationship with divinity. 

In another chamber, known as 
the heart room, are all the loves. the 
compassion , the hurts, the triumphs, 
the exquisite passions for those l 
love. This is a sacred room, for it has 
known happiness and sorrow. Its 
colors are radiant yellows and golds, 
somber greys and blues. 

I look at the house and I see an 
aging house. needing a coat of 
paint, but covered with the bushes . 
and trees of experience, wiliing to 
stand sturdy for more years. 

Eighty-six years ago my parents 
gave me a deed to this house with 
the understanding that I use it and 

· enrich it. I have done so, and I think 
that on this day it deserves my 
thanks for giving my spirit a resting 
place where I could see and hear and 
feel and love and learn. 

It is a house now crammed with 
many memories, but still stands 
staunch and valiant waiting the 
years until it must finaHy be closed 
with a sign saying SOLD TO GOD. 

Reprinted with permission of Ohio's Heritage newsletter, Ohio Commission on Aging 

A Definition of . Life 

"The more it is possible for people to determine the destiny of others, the more they 
need a human definition of life. . . . I should like to propose a provisional defini· 
tion ... : Human life is life that i$ accepted, l()\/ed, and experienced. ,Where life is not 
accepted, loved and experienced, we are not dealing with human life .. If a child does 
not feel that he is accepted,· he falls ill. If a person does not accept himself, he loses 
his living character. If a life can no longer be experienced, It Is dead. We can go on to 
say that human existence or being (esse) Is being Interested (inter-esse). Being Is 
alive as long as it can sympathize with other life and experience sympathy from other 
life. We therefore call apathy and desolatio_n 'death in life·. 0 

· 

Jurgen Moltmann, The Future of Creation, chapter on "Ethics and 
and Biomedical Progress. Fortress Press, 1979. . ' 
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N.ation~I lnterf.ait~ . coaliti.on on.:A_ging, · 1. nc~ .. ... ·· -· ' . .. . . . . 

... .F'rom its inception, the National Interfaith Coalition· on Aging has 
been committed to the following primary objectives; .. ·. . 

( 1 ) To develop an awareness of and to vitalize the role of the church . 
. · and synagogue with ~ to their responsibilities iµ improving · 

the quality of life for the aging. · . . · . 
(2) To identify. and give priority to those · programs and -seJ'.Vices for 

the aging which best may be implemented · thi:ough the resources 
of the nation's religious sector. . 

(3) To stimulate cooperative and coordinated action between the nation's "· 
religious sector and national private ·and . public orgaruzations and 
agencies whose. plograms and Servi~ rel~te to the . ,welfare and . 
dignity~ agmg people. - _ -. _ . · - . · · . · . · - ·: · · ._ 

(4) To enoourage the aging t.o continue giving to society .'from the· '· 
wealth of their experiences 'and to remain ·a~e- participants ~ ·· · 
commUn:ity life. · 

. ' .. 
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